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ABSTRACT 
The areas studied exhibit different aspects of the 
problem of orphan strip mines. The Palzo tract is a 192 acre 
parcel of orphaned land in southern Illinois that is being 
reclaimed by incorporating sewage sludge into the spoil and 
seeding. Seven sampling stations were established along Sugar 
Creek which drains the Palzo area. Six of these stations were 
well above the area to be reclaimed. The seventh was located 
below the area receiving acid mine drainage. A study of Cairn's, 
Simpson's, Patten's, Margalef's, Menhinick's, and Wilhm and 
Dorris' diversity indices at the stations showed that such 
indices are misleading and should be used only with knowledge 
of the benthic organisms' habits and habitats. 
The Clear Creek swamp in western Kentucky is a result 
of orphan strip mines; it will never be reclaimed. Differences 
in benthic fauna and ecosystems which develop in acid mine 
drainage and freshwater runoff areas are discussed. Both of 
the above areas have been used as study areas for engineering 
students. 
It was concluded from the study that when funds are 
made available for the reclamation of orphan strip mines, (1) 
the most severe problems should be reclaimed first, (2) if an 
area has a viable ecosystem, and/or, has no acid mine drainage 
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INTRODUCTION 
Strip mining, by reason of its methodology effects 
permanent changes upon the watershed of the area mined. 
The process involves removal of all overlying formations of 
rock, soil, and vegetation to the depth of the coal seam 
to be removed. This method exposes to the environment 
geologic deposits which took physical, chemical and bio-
logical processes over 300 million years to develop. These 
alterations of geology, topography, and hydrology bring 
about concomitant changes of the native flora and fauna. 
Such changes have accompanied the method from its primitive 
beginning in 1866 in Danville, Illinois (Bottomley, 1944) 
when horse-drawn plows and scrapers were used to remove the 
overburden and wheelbarrows and carts were used to haul 
the coal-- to today's mega-maChinery with draglines of 220 
cubic yard capacity capable of moving 4 million cubic yards 
of overburden per month (Anon, 1965). A major criticism of 
this mining process is the fate of the overburden which, 
until recently, was left as orphaned spoil. Estimates are 
that 1.5 million acres of such orphaned land accumulated 
in Midwest America prior to the enactment of reclamation 
laws in the 1950's and 1960's. 
These pre-law orphaned strip mines are as varied as 
the geologic-topographic-hydrologic assemblages were before 
mining. Within an afternoon one can find instances where 
the vegetation now conceals the corrugated remains of an 
old strip mine, areas covered with toxic spoil that extend 
for miles, barren and lifeless, and other areas where pine 
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trees were planted to conceal such barrenness. The water-
ways draining these areas show like diversity. Some strip 
pits contain water of high quality and are used for many 
recreational activities, others have extremely poor water 
quality, are discolored, highly acidic, and of little value 
to anyone. Though not mined, low lying land, swamps and 
marshes are often indirectly affected. 
The combination of vast acreage in need of repair 
and the national economic situation is prohibitive of recla-
mation of all but a few orphaned mines. The greater portion 
of this land will, in all likelihood remain orphaned forever •. 
A detailed study of several aspects of the orphaned mines is 
needed to assist a judicious choice of which shall be 
reclaimed and to predict the future of those which are not. 
Volumes have been written of the various methods of 
treating spoil but interdisciplinary studies of the several 
aspects of the problem are rare. This thesis will investi-
gate how 1.5 million acres of Midwest America came to be 
strip mined, and innumerable watersheds and streams destroyed 
before legislation was passed to reduce the degree of destru-
ction, and will also investigate the status of the orphaned 
land reclamation of today. The areas chosen for study were 
the coal fields of western Kentucky .and southern Illinois. 
These topics were studied by first starting at the 
beginning, 300 million years ago when the coals of the 
Illinois Basin were forming and studying consecutively the 
geology of coal formation, the history of mining and the 
J 
history of reclamation laws. The present status of orphan 
land reclamation was studied by going into the coal fields 
for it is here that the interdisciplinary aspe~ts of the 
problem are assembled. 
A third objective of this study is to aid engineering 
education. Strip mine reclamation is an interdisciplinary 
topic though seldom treated as such. It is hoped that this 
dissertation may be used as an outline of the basic areas of 
science to be covered in courses for reclamation officials 
and engineers dealing with the topic of strip mine reclamation. 
Also, it is intended that this dissertation be used as a field 
guide for Master of Engineering students interested in 
developing research topics in the Western Coalfield. In 
keeping with this. it should be noted that the four Master 
of Engineering Dissertations were completed during the years 
1972-1975 as a result of the work initiated herein. 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE ILLINOIS BASIN 
CARBONIFEROUS TO PLEISTOCENE 
The Illinois Basin encompasses most of the state of 
Illinois, parts of southern Indiana, and the physiographic 
region of Kentucky known as the Western Coalfield (Figure 1). 
The area has existed as a basin since pre-Cambrian times. 
The southern portion was an extension of the Rome 
Trough during the Cambrian Period. This trough occupied the 
area that is now southeastern Kentucky and extended into the 
Appalachian Basin in southwest Virginia and northeast 
Tennessee. Separation of the Appalachian and Illinois Basins 
occurred during the late Paleozoic Era after the coal was 
formed. The Illinois Basin sank and trapped sediment at a 
rate of' 2/3 inch per thousand years from the Cambrian 
through Devonian Periods of the Paleozoic. Maximum sinking 
occurred near the Illinois--Indiana border (Figure 2) with 
thinner sediments on the east and west. Further alterations 
occurred during the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian Periods 
(Schwann, 1968). 
Mississippian 
The Michigan River was an instrumental force in 
shaping the Illinois Basin during the Mississippian Period. 
Erosion of neighboring arches--the Cincinnati and Illinois-
Wisconsin--is not thought to have supplied much material to 
the Basin at this time. The Michigan River carried most of 
the detrital sediments into the Basin from northern areas in 
and beyond the Cannadian Shield. Wanless (1969) theorized 
4 
FIGURE 1. 
The Illinois Basin 
FIGURE 2. 
Cross-section of the Illinois Basin 




that distributary channels of the delta formed at the mouth 
of the river entered the Illinois Basin from areas in 
northeastern Illinois. The river advanced and retreated 
throughout most of the Mississippian forming rocks which 
are one-half shale and one-fourth each sandstone and lime-
stone, resulting in a formation of alternating limestone--
shale and sandstone--shale. The sandstone member was depos-
ited when the Michigan River again flowed into the area, 
often with advancement of the deltas for hundreds of miles. 
Limestone deposits mark the time when shallow seas reached 
the area as a result of sediment loss by the Michigan River 
and further sinking of the Basin. 
This continual advance and retreat of the freshwaters 
and shallow seas formed about 100 cyclothems in Illinois 
(Dunbar, 1969). Figure 3, a diagrammatic representation of 
a type section of the Mississippian system, illustrates some 
of these cyclothems in western Kentucky and southern Illinois. 
The last formation of the Mississippian Period to be 
deposited in the Illinois Basin was the Chesterian. Distri-
bution and direction of cross-bedding of these sediments in-
dicate that the entire system was uplifted, tilted up to the 
north and sloped downward to the southwest. The Chester 
sediments were carried in from the northeast and filled the 
Basin with sandstone, shale and conglomerates of non-marine 
origin (Schwann, 1968). 
Pennsylvanian 
Much of the geological faulting prevalent in areas of 
western entucky and southern Illinois occurred in early 
7 
Pennsylvanian times. Several of the faults were uplifted 
at this time while the central portion was downwarped. 
An erosional period then began which removed much of the 
Chester sediments in the northern part of the Basin. Later 
cycles of erosion cut deep stream channels across the pre-
viously eroded areas, some of these are as much as 200 feet 
deep and two or three miles wide. 
Caseyville sediments, the first Pennsylvanian strata 
to be formed, were deposited in this area filling valleys and 
previously entrenched stream channels to depths of 200 feet 
or more. These sediments were derived from the same area 
and were deposited in an environment similar to that of 
the Chester series. This, in addition to the fact that the 
Caseyville sediments were deposited in areas where rocks of 
the Chester series had been eroded, makes differentiation of 
the two often difficult (Schwann, 1968). 
Marine invasion seldom attained depths sufficient to 
reach the northward tilted slope of the Illinois Basin during 
early Pennsylvanian. The seas extended westward between the 
Jessamine and Nashville domes of the Cincinnati Geanticline 
to reach western Kentucky and southern Indiana, although they 
failed to inundate Illinois. By the Middle Pennsylvanian 
they again extended into Illinois (Wanless, 1969). 
Dunbar (1969) described this as a time of contest 
between limestone formation during invasion by the seas and 
deposition of sand and mud by the freshwater rivers. Records 
of this contest can be found in the bedrock. A Shale-lime-
stone sequence indicates the return of marine conditions. 
FIGURE 3. 
Type section of Mississippian system 
(Dunbar, 1969) 
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Sandstones, representative of non-marine conditions are 
usually found in coal-underclay-sandstone sequences. When 
the level of the seas advanced, marine limestones were inter-
spersed between the coal-bearing sandstones. Both environ-
ments, marine and freshwater swamp, were significant to the 
formation of coal. 
It is in the Middle Pennsylvanian strata where the 
greatest expanses of minable coals are found. Fossil 
evidence indicates that North America and Europe were located 
much ~o the south of their present positions during the 
Carboniferous Period and paleomagnetic data suggests that 
during the Carboniferous the equator passed through what is 
now the southern tip of Hudson Bay and the Strait of Belle 
Isle. Glaciation is thought to have occurred in South America 
during the latter stages of the Paleozoic Era which would 
indicate that it also was much to the south of its present 
position. The similarity of species of plants in coals from 
different parts of the world is further evidence of the con-
terminous situation of all the continents during the Carbon-
iferous Period. Their wide range was probably due to the 
air-borne spore method of dispersal as well as the similarity 
of climate in areas where coal was formed. 
The remains of plants which thrived in the freshwater 
swamps, but which were destroyed when the seas again invaded 
the area, formed the coals. "Roofing shales" in many areas 
bear the structural impressions of leaves typical of the 
Pennsylvanian vegetation and root systems of plant life are 
10 
also preserved in the fireclays that underlie the coal seams 
in many areas (Dunbar, 1969). These preserved records as 
well as the extensive distribution of the coals give evi-
dence to the fact that the plants grew in a moist, swamp 
environment where their dead remains accumulated under stand-
ing water protected from oxidation and further decay. 
The presence of pyrite in some of the Pennsylvanian 
coal seams suggests that the swamplands where the coal was 
formed bordered the seas and were brackish, since sulfur-
deposfting bacteria are not as abundant in freshwater as 
they are in a marine environment (Dunbar, 1969). Iron disul-
fide or pyrite occurs in four basic types: euhydral crystals, 
coarse grained masses, coarse grained platy masses, and 
framboidal pyrite. Caruccio (Ca ruccio and Ferm, 1974) 
found that it is the framboidal pyrite which decomposes 
with enough rapidity to cause severe acid mine drainage prob-
lems and further that the conditions of rock deposition con-
trol the formation and occurrence of the framboidal pyrite. 
Williams and Keith (1963) showed that in the Pennsylvanian 
coal field, the bituminous coal becomes increasingly more 
sulfurous as the paleo-environment ,of the coal roof rock 
changes from continental to marine. Caruccio (1974) has 
found that coals overlain by strata indicative of the marine 
or brackish environments are rich in framboidal pyrite. 
Ferm (Caruccio and Ferm, 1974) further defined the situation 
with his finding that the rocks rich in framboidal pyrite 
are those of back barrier reefs and lower delta plain deposits. 
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These discoveries help to explain a confusion about strip 
mine spoil which is: Why do some seams produce acid mine 
drainage while others do not, and further, why is the problem 
more pronounced in some areas of the same seam than in other 
locales? It is now theorized that the severity of the problem 
depends on the environment of deposition. 
Following the period of coal formation, the area now 
known as the Illinois Basin was further downwarped. McFarlan 
(1943) describes the events that finall~ed the formation . .., 
of this basin. During theoontest between the Michigan 
River and the seas, the Eastern Coalfield of Kentucky and 
the Illinois Basin were contiguous across the Cincinnati 
Arch. Toward the end of the Paleozoic Era the Appalachian 
Mountains were uplifted and the Illinois Basin was further 
downwarped. The coal in these two areas was preserved, 
while in areas of remarkable uplift, such as the Cincinnati 
Arch, (Figure 4), tremendous thicknesses of Paleozoic strata 
were completely eroded. Isolated areas within the Illinois 
Basin not containing coal are thought to represent islands 
in the Pennsylvanian seas and swamps that remained unaffected 
by the events of that period. Sedimentary data from east and 
southwest parts of the Basin suggests continued sedimentation 
through the remainder of the Paleozoic but later erosion has 
destroyed any complete record. 
Events of late Pennsylvanian include major fault 
formations and uplifts. The Basin was closed completely 
when the Pascola Arch (Figure 4) at the southwest flank of 
FlGURE 4. 







the Basin was uplifted 10,000 feet. During and after uplift 
it was eroded to base level. 
Pleistocene Glaciation 
The last natural geologic force involved in the charac-
terization of the Illinois Basin was Pleistocene galciation. 
Pleistocene ice sheets left northern regions of the Illinois 
Basin covered with 50-200 feet of drift. Where end moraines 
crossed the bedrock, the depth often reaches 400 feet or more. 
A series of lakes were formed in Webster and Hopkins counties 
Kentucky, during the Pleistocene; these two counties are par-
ticularly important to the study. The lakes were filled with-
silt, sand, and clay to depths reaching 200 feet in some 
areas and erratics, rocks unlike the bedrock on which they 
lie, are reported in the Clear Creek valley of Hopkins 
county. 
The two periods of glaciation that affected the Basin 
the most are the Illinoian (400,000 years BP) and Wisconsin 
(50,000-20,000 years BP). Illinoian glaciation may not have 
crossed into Kentucky, but it did cover most of the state of 
Illinois. Ball (1942) describes the southern limit of 
Illinoian glaciation as having passed through Jackson, Will-
iamson, and parts of Johnson, Saline and Gallatin counties 
(Figure 5). 
In southern Williamson County, Illinois, an area which 
also figures in the present study, the terminal moraine of 
one of the earlier glacial epochs is found along the border 
of the lowland area. Yellow silt loam, thought to be part 
loess, is found in upland soils of Williamson county. 
FIGURE 5. 




The Wisconsin glacier was of importance to Illinois 
because of the drift it deposited. Ball (1942) described 
Illinois, situated in the corn belt of America, as an area 
unique in its definite chemical and physical boundaries. 
The southern boundary of the corn belt in Illinois coincides 
almost identically with the soil limits established by 
Wisconsin glaciation. The rock dust carried by ice sheets, 
wind, and water helped establish the rich prairie soils. 
Broad-bottomed valleys filled with alluvium of both 
Illino~an and Wisconsin glaciers, are characteristic of the 
Western Coalfield (McFarlan, 1943). Sediments from melt~ 
water and the headwaters of streams in western Kentucky fill 
these valleys to ,depths up to 150 feet, and today's streams 
are still eroding channels into these deposits. 
Two areas of the Illinois Basin were selected for 
this study of orphan land reclamation. The first is the 
site of a large federal reclamation project in Williamson 
County, Illinois, and the second is in Hopkins and Webster 
Counties, Kentucky where shallow acid mine drainage swamps 
now innundate thousands of acres of once tillable land. 
These areas were chosen because of their dissimilarity in 
topography, biology and prospects of reclamation. 
COAL DEPOSITS OF WILLIAMSON COUNTY, ILLINOIS 
Williamson County, located in south central Illinois 
(figure 6), is 432 square miles in area and bordered by 
the counties of Franklin on the north, Saline on the east, 
Johnson and Union on the south and Jackson on the west. 
The topography of Williamson County is rolling in the north, 
level in the central area and broken in the south. In the 
northeast sector near the Williamson-Franklin county border, 
the highland area separates the watershed which empties into 
the Ohio from that which flows west to the Mississippi 
River. The western section is drained by the Big Muddy River 
which is fed by Crab Orchard Creek to the south. The 
eastern and southeastern areas of the county are drained 
by the Middle Fork and South Fork of the Saline River which 
empties into the Ohio River. 
Quaternary and Lower Coal Measures comprise the geo-
logical formations of the county. The Quaternary deposits 
are indicated by brown and yellow clays mixed with gravel 
and boulders. Conglomerate and heavy bedded sandstones 
of the lower Coal Measures are the prevailing formations 
near the southern county border (Ball, 1942). 
The Coal Measures of Illinois are found in three 
formations. Geologic strata from the surface to the top of 
the No.6 seam constitute the McLeansboro Formation. 
The Carbondale Formation includes all between the top of 
No. 6 and the base of No. 2 coals, and the remaining 
Pennsylvanian strata beneath the No. 2 coal comprise the 
Pottsville Formation. These three formations will be 
16 
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discussed with reference to the coal seams with their 
overlying and underlying strata. 
The McLeansboro Formation consists mostly of shale 
with minor amounts of sandstone, limestone and coal. 
Several coals of this formation are persistent but they 
are not thick enough to be of commercial value. Their 
significance is as correlation horizons. The important 
stratigraphic units as listed by Cady (1916) for District 
VI of Illinois which includes north and northeast William-
son County are: 
8. New Haven Limestone 
7. Coal No. 11 
6. Coal No. 10 
5. Shoal Creek Limestone 
4. Coal No. 9 
3. Carlinsville Limestone 
2. Coal No. 8 
1. A hard limestone averaging 7 feet thick overlying 
or slightly above No. 6 coal 
New Haven limestone is not reported in Williamson 
County. Coals No. 11 and No. 10 are present in the north-
east of Williamson County but most of the county is south 
of the outcrop of these seams. The Shoal Creek limestone 
is thin and discontinuous in this area but with thicknesses 
of 5 to 9 feet reported in some records. This limestone 
stratum lies 50 feet above coal No. 9.(Cady, 1916). 
Coal No. 9 outcrops in northeast Williamson County 
but it is not thick enough to be of commercial interest. 
The occurrence of this coal, 50 feet above the Carlinsville 
limestone and 25 feet below the Shoal Creek Limestone is 
of benefit in identification of these limestone strata 
if either one is missing. 
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The Carlinsville limestone is on an average_ seven 
feet thick and is widely distributed. It does not outcrop in 
the area but is most important ir. its correlation with coal 
No.9· 
Coal No. 8 averages 5 to 12 inches in thickness and 
thus is of little commercial importance. An additional 
thin coal bed occurs in ranges 3 and 4 east of Williamson 
County_ 80 feet above coal No.6. 
The basal stratum of the McLeansboro Formation is a 
caprock limestone 4 to 5 feet thick overlying No. 6 coal 
(Fisher, 1925). It is found within 25 feet of this coal 
seam in the eastern part of the county and at greater 
distances in the western sectors. A positive correlation 
has been noted between the thickness of No. 6 coal and the 
distance between the coal and cap-rock limestone. Cady 
(1916) gives the following interpretation of this phenomenon 
Based on drill hole records, coal No. 6 was formed in a 
trough. Peat which eventually formed the coal was thickest 
in the trough and thinned towards the edges. As the 
peat shrank to form the coal, maximum shrinkage occurred 
where peat deposits were thickest. A second basin then 
existed atop the former. This basin eventually was filled 
with mud deposits which became gray shale. Limestone then 
was depostied on a relatively level base when the oceans 
again covered the area, so that where the coal is thickest, 
there is greatest distance between the limestone and No. 6 
coal. 
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The Carbondale Formation ranges from 250 to 350 feet 
thick and includes all strata between the top of No.6 and 
the base of No.2 coals. The upper stratum, coal No.6 or 
Herrin coal, is the most economically important coal seam 
of Williamson County, attaining thicknesses in some areas 
of 13 to 14 feet. An illustration of the area underlain 
by No.6 coal is given in Figure 7. The original amount of 
No.6 coal was estimated by Cady (1916) as 8,732,000,000 
tons; 2.34% had been mined by 1916. 
This coal seam has a characteristic Ublueband U 18 to 
30 inches above the base of the coal and consists of bone, 
shaley coal, or gray shale. It is an average 1.7 inches 
thick with variances of 0.5 to 2.5 inches. The Ublueband U 
is used to identify the seam in the various locales and was 
of benefit in achieving universal nomenclature throughout 
the state (Cady, 1916). Impurities of No.6 coal in 
addition to the blueband include a band of fire-clay 0.5 
to 1.5 inches thick, occurring 10 to 28 inches above the 
floor (DeWolf, 1908) and occassional shale and sulfur 
streaks. 
A fire-clay, sometimes 10 feet thick, lies beneath 
No. 6 coal; and a gray, fine-grained, 10 foot thick limestone 
lies beneath it. Between the limestone and lower coal bed 
is a bed of gray shale (Fisher, 1925). This stratigraphic 
sequence of coal, fire-cla~ limestone and shale is a typical, 
and often repeated cyclothem in the Illinois Basin. 
The No. 5 or Harrisburg coal has an undulatory struc-
ture, and drops from a level 350 feet above sea level to 25 
FIGURE 7. 




feet below sea level over an eight mile span (Cady, 1925). 
In Williamson County, No. 5 coal lies about 30 to 45 feet 
beneath the No.6 seam (Cady, 1925). In some areas No.5 
coal is as much as 66 inches thick and in other areas it is 
completely absent, thinning from east to west. This coal 
seam shows only occassional thin streaks of sulfur which 
rarely reach one inch in thickness (Cady, 1916). Mining 
conditions of No.5 are excellent and in some areas it is 
mined preferable to No.6. It is of medium hardness and the 
roof is of hard gray shale that needs little timbering, but 
concretions up to a foot in diameter are present in some 
areas. Coal No.5 rests upon a fire-clay about three feet 
thick with a limestone bed five feet thick beneath this 
(DeWolf, 1908). 
Coal No. 4 is one of the thinner but more persistent 
beds. It is about three feet thick and lies 50 to 60 feet 
below coal No.5. From 35 to 40 feet above coal No.4 and 
about 100 to 110 feet below coal No. 5 is a thin bed about 
one foot thick. The association of this coal and coal No. 4 
is an aid in identification in some areas (Cady, 1916). 
The basal bed of the Carbondale formation is coal 
No.2. In south Williamson County coal No.2 is split into 
two, 36 inch seams separated by 15 to 25 feet of shale. The 
parting thins to non-existence to the west and increases to 
40 feet to the east (Brokaw, 1917). 
The Pottsville Formation of the southern third of 
Williamson County consists mainly of sandstone. Three heavy 
cliff-making sandstones 75 to 150 feet thick, each separated 
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by mixed beds of soft sandstone and shale form the major 
part of the formation. A generalized section of the Potts-
ville in this area consists, according to Brokaw, (1917) 
of the following beds: 
Feet 
7. Brown gritty shale 10-40 
6. Lower cliff-making sandstones, a massive 100-250 
cross-bedded sandstone with conglomeratic 
beds. 
5. Shale with thin micaceous sandy beds and 40-60 
local dirty coals. 
4. Middle cliff-making sandstone, massive 40-150 
cross-bedded quartzose sandstone with local 
conglomeratic lenses. 
3. Shale with thin sandy layers and local coal 75-125 
beds; one cannel coal 
2. Upper cliff-making sandstone, massive cross- 100-200 
bedded sandstone not conglomeratic, commonly 
iron stained. 
1. Shales with "thin beds of sandstone and sandy 400 
micaceous shale; local limestones and coal 
beds; some gypsiferous shale. 
The top of the Palzo sandstone marks the division 
between the Carbondale, and the Pottsville or Tradewater for-
mation. A few feet below this sandstone is the DeKoven 
coal seam. In the area of Palzo in Williamson County a 
layer of shale parting 30 inches thick occurs just below 
the middle of this coal. The Davis coal seam differing 
only slightly in chemical and physical characteristics lies 
10-25 feet beneath the DeKoven seam and is overlain by 4 to 
6 feet of black fissile shale. These two seams outcrop at 
the Williamson-Saline county line and are also exposed in 
Union County, Kentucky. DeKoven and Davis coals were the 
last to be mined on the 192 acre Palzo tract which is 
significant to this study. 
A 1957 study report by Smith (1957) listing the esti-
mates of strippable reserve coal of Williamson County is 
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given in Tables I and II. 
N 
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TABLE I. Summary of Strippable Reserves of DeKoven and Davis Coals (in thousands 
of tons), Showing Overburden Depth and Reliability Classification 
Class I Reserves 
Overburden Depth in Feet 
O-S SO-IOO 100-lS0 Total 
IIT~ 996 b~rr.57 DeKoven -
10,996 6,457 2,4.55 19,908 
Class II Reserves 
Overburden Depth in Feet 
O-SO SO-IOO 100-lS0 Total 
Williamson County 
3,565 8,542 8,811 20.918 
Davis - Williamson County 
9,483 9.618 7,230 26,331 26,331 
I & II s .mi. 
40,826 0.45 
0.48 
TABLE.II. Detailed Summary of Strippable Coal Reserves Showing Overburden Depth, 
Thickness of Coal and Reliability Classification, by County and Township 
Coal Class I Reserves at Class II Reserves at 
Township Overburden Depth (ft) Overburden Depth (ft) 
Thickness 0-50 50-100 100-120 Total 0-50 50-100 100-150 Total 1&11 s9.mi. 
No. 5 
10s-4E 90 90 180 180 0.31 
48" 
DeKoven 
10s-4E 10,996 6,457 2,455 19,908 3,565 8,542 8,811 20,918 40,826 0.45 
36" 
Davis·----
10s-4E 9,483 9,618 7,230 26,331 26,331 0.48 
36" 
COAL DEPOSITS OF WEBSTER AND HOPKINS 
COUNTIES, KENTUCKY 
The Western Coalfield of Kentucky encompasses an 
area of 4,680 square miles and forms the southeastern tip 
of the Illinois Basin (Figure 8). This physiographic region 
is a topographic as well as a structural basin, rimmed by a 
stretch of Caseyville outcrop which also surfaces at the 
Rough Creek uplift (Figure 9). 
The three major geologic formations of Illinois, the 
McLeaneboro, Carbondal~ and Pottsville are stratigraphic 
counterparts of the Dixon, Lisman, Carbondale, Tradewater 
and Caseyville of Kentucky. Figure 10 (Maxwell and Devaul, 
1962) illustrates the major stratigraphic sections in these 
formations for Webster and Hopkins Counties correlated with 
the southern Illinois stratigraphy. 
The Dixon Formation is the uppermost geologic formation 
of Hopkins and Webster Counties. Major constituents are 
shale and sandstone but there are no significant coal seams. 
The youngest bed is the 20 to 30 foot thick Mt. Gilead Sand-
stone. It grades into the Mt. Gilead Shale, a fossiliferous 
marine shale with a thin limestone layer. The medium-coarse 
grained Vanderburg Sandstone lies beneath the Mt. Gilead Shale 
and above the Bald Hill Shale. This is a calcareous mUdstone 
shale containing marine fossils within the upper few inches. 
A thin coal seam lies beneath this shale. The basal bed of 
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Major fault zones of the Western Coalfield 




Correlation of Webster and Hopkins counties, 
Kentucky and southern Illinois stratigraphy 
from Maxwell and Devaul (1962) 
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The Lisman Formation extends from the base of the 
Dixon Sandstone to the base of the Anvil Rock Sandstone. 
Lisman Shale with occasional thin beds of coal, sandstone, 
and limestone extends for 650 feet beneath the Dixon Sand-
stone. The Madisonville Limestone of Hopkins and Webster 
Counties occurs as three, blue to grey, sparingly fossil-
iferous limestone ledges. Each ledge is 7-9 feet thick in 
a section 25-40 feet thick. The only workable coals of this 
formation are No. 14 coal of Hopkins County and a commercial 
seam in Webster County correlated with No. 13 coa~. 
No. 14 is a non-persistent seam and is thought 
(Hodgson, 1963) to have been formed in small inter-connected 
basins and later subjected to stream channelizing. A sand 
filled channel rests on or occupies the coal in many places. 
No. 14 coal is low in sulfur and ranges from 4 to 7 feet 
thick but 12 to 14 inches must be left when deep mining as 
protection from the soft roof. The sand filled channel 
above the roof in some areas has replaced the coal. The 
Anvil Rock Sandstone occurs normally between No. 12 and No. 
14 coals, and it replaces the Providence Limestone in some 
areas. The sandstone often appears above No. 12, sometimes 
below it and other instances splits the seam. This phenomenon 
is ascribed to the usual variation in number and direction of 
the distributaries which built the alluvial fan or delta 
during the Pennsylvanian. 
The Carbondale includes the major coal formations of 
Western Kentucky. No. 12 coal is low in sulphur, has a soft 
shale roof and reaches thicknesses of 6 feet in areas of 
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Hopkins and Webster Counties where it is often strip mined 
along with No. 11. Providence Limestone lies a few feet 
above No. 11 coal. It is a blue, argillaceous limestone and 
attains thicknesses of 568 feet in Webster County. 
The No. 11 coal seam is one of the two extremely 
economical seams of Webster and Hopkins Counties and it is 
correlated with the No.6 or Herrin seam of Illinois. No~ 11 
coal is less persistent than No.9 but it often is thicker 
by an average 6 feet and often 7 feet. The thin areas of this 
coal are thought due to non-deposition as opposed to erosion 
(Hodgson, 1963). This seam contains two bands: the charac-
teristic "blueband" which is the source of the ash content 
and a "sulfur band" 0.25 to 0.5 inch of marcasite (FeS2), 
9 to 16 inches beneath the top of the coal. No. 11 is mined 
in most counties of the Western Coalfield except those of 
the immediate border belt. 
Coal No. 10 is reported not to be of workable thick-
ness outside Union County. No. 9 coal, which is equivalent 
to No. 5 of Illinois is uniformly between 4.75 and 4.83 feet 
but is reported to be as much as 6.5 feet thick in areas of 
Hopkins County. A black shale above No. 9 coal forms the 
roof in underground mines but often contains siderite or 
pyrite concretions. No.9 coal reportedly underlies 
25,000 square miles of Midwest America. 
No.8 and 8B coals are local thin beds. The base of 
the Carbondale Formation is the Sebree Sandstone. This is a 
coarse sandstone, about 10 to 12 feet thick.· Much of the 
sand is ferruginous with prominent ironstone plates and seams. 
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The Tradewater Formation of Western Kentucky is 
correlated with upper Pottsville of Illinois. The No.7 
coal of Union County, Kentucky is correlated with the DeKoven 
seam of Williamson County, Illinois. This seam occurs in 
Webster County beneath a layer of shale but is not of much 
commercial importance. The Davis or No.6 coal attains an 
average 4 feet in thickness in Christian, Muhlenberg, 
Hopkins and Union Counties. fhe only other prominent coal 
of this formation is the Dawson Springs coal of southern Hop-
kins C~unty where it is 40 to 54 inches thick. The coals are 
separated by thin shale, sandstone and limestone beds. 
The Curlew Limestone is one of the more prominent 
beds of the formation. It consists of two beds, two feet 
thick, separated by 15 feet of shale. The limestone is blue-
and argillaceous and in some areas it weathers to a porous 
chalky chert. Beneath this bed is the Curlew Sandstone, a 
massive, friable, strongly cross-bedded, cliff-forming sand-
stone known through much of western Kentucky and southern 
Illinois. The Aberdeen Sandstone, a massive, cliff-forming 
sandstone, reaches 50 feet of thickness in Butler County. 
The Finnie Sandstone beneath No. 3 coal is highly ferruginous 
and reaches a maximum thickness of 80 feet. The last bed of 
this formation is the Grindstaff Sandstone found in thin 
beds of Webster and Hopkins Counties. It is a fine-grained, 
light gray sandstone. 
The basal formation of Pennsylvanian deposits in 
Webster and Hopkins Counties is the Caseyville. It is 
correlated with the Lick Creek Formation of southern 
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Illinois. This formation is a massive cliff-forming, cross-
bedded, coarse-grained conglomeritic sandstone. Shale 
zones from a few feet to 50 feet thick occur in some areas. 
The depth of the formation varies from 200 to over 500 feet. 
The maximum thickness is attained in the pre-Pennsylvanian 
valley fills. 
It is estimated (Hodgson, 1963) that over one-half 
billion tons of coal remain in a 410 square mile area 
beneath Hopkins, Crittenden, Webster, and Caldwell Counties. 
The reserves are within 6 coal seams found in 5 contiguous 
quadrangles of the above counties. Three-fourths of the 
reserves for this area are contained in the No. 9 and 
Dawson Springs coals. Over one-half of the total reserves 
(one-quarter billion tons) lie within the area of the 
Coiltown quadrangle. A significant portion of the area 
of this study lies within this quadrangle. (All of the 
preceding information is from McFarlan, 1943, unless 
otherwise noted.) 
A HISTORY OF STRIP MINING 
Strip mining began in the Illinois Basin when settlers 
from the east discovered natural outcroppings of coal along 
stream and river banks. They removed shallow overburden by 
hand, then later used draft animals to pull scrapers and 
remove the heavier loads. 
Angle (1952) has compiled one of the few histories of 
mining in Williamson County. Most of the information re-
corded here is from his work Bloody Williamson. The history 
of mining in Williamson County, Illinois, began not with a 
strip mine but a deep mine opened by Laban Carter in 1869. 
By 1880, two additional mines were opened and 73,500 tons of 
coal were mined that year to rank Williamson County nineteenth 
in the state in coal production. The St. Louis and Big Muddy 
Coal Company founded by Samuel T. Brush introduced large 
scale mining to Williamson County. In 1890, the first year 
of operation for this mine, the entire county mined 200,000 
tons of coal. Three years later Brush's mine alone brought 
out that amount making it the sixth largest mine in Illinois. 
Brush's operation continued to grow; 319,697 tons were mined 
in 1897 making his the largest in the state. 
Union and management disputes have long been a part of 
the mining industry and Brush's mines were no exception. 
Due largely to such strife Brush's mines fell to sixth place 
in 1898, mining only 300,000 tons and to 39 th place the 
year after that when only 172,335 tons were mined. 
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The industry had a rebirth of sorts with the advent 
of strip mining to southern Illinois in 1913. The demands 
for coal since 1910 due to growing industry and technology 
and further promoted by wars, resulted in demands for and 
construction of more efficient equipment to extract coal. 
The Southern Illinois Coal Company opened a strip 
mine in Williamson County in 1921. Although many improve-
ments were made in the mechanics of strip mining, the coal 
market declined from 1923 to about 1939 and many small 
stripping operations were forced to close down. 
Williamson County and all of Illinois suffered further" 
because coal producers of Kentucky and West Virginia could 
undersell Illinois mines by hiring non-union laborers. 
Mines in Williamson County and others, hired only on a part 
time basis; began taking advantage of technical improvements 
which meant fewer miners, or closed down altogether. The 
crash of 1929 magnified the problems. Miners began working 
only one or two days a week, then not at all. They spent 
their savings, sold their cars, mortgaged their homes and 
reluctantly accepted local charity. By 1932, starvation 
threatened the county. Federal relief programs were initiated 
in 1933, and, in 1941, conditions were so bad that Williamson, 
Franklin, and Saline counties were the subject of a special 
WPA report: Seven Stranded Coal Towns: A Study of ~ Amer-
ican Depressed Area. The study concluded that three-fourths 
of the jobs that coal mining had supplied had disappeared and 
that no new opportunities were arising to fill the vacancies. 
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Between the years 1920 and 1946, the industry at large 
was more severly affected by the rise in labor costs, rise 
in unit cost of production, and increasing inelastic costs 
of transportation than other fuels industries. From 1922 
to 1940 the industry was in a state of perpetual depression; 
competition was high, often there were too many operators, 
mines closed frequently and even more frequently miners were 
unemployed. However, between the years 1920 and 1946, the 
percent of tons of coal produced by strip mining in Illinois 
increased from 0.5% to 23.4%. This apparent anomaly is 
perhaps one of the most significant events in the history 
of strip mining. Strip mines were increasing in production 
while small underground mines were going out of business. 
Graham (1948) lists several reasons for this, the most import-
ant of which are that wages-per-ton costs are less, larger 
machinery saves labor costs, and greater recovery of coal 
through use of strip mining (Graham, 1948). 
The outbreak of World War II and the inflationary 
conditions of many industries including the coal mining indus-
try improved the situation in Williamson County to some 
degree but not as much as many had hoped. In Kentucky, the 
history of mining is much the same. 
Strip mining was introduced to Kentucky in 1829 on the 
farm of William D. McLean near Paradise in Muhlenberg County. 
Other mines opened between 1830 and 1840 in Greenup, Perry, 
Pulaski and Union Counties. The first strip mine of commer-
cial importance was started east of Madisonville in 1919. 
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The second was begun the following year near Providence 
in Webster County. 
The development of larger equipment in the late 1920's 
gave strip mining a solution to the inflationary problems 
of the underground mines. Larger equipment meant fewer men 
could produce greater amounts of coal to satisfy the war-
defense industry's demand for more coal no matter how diffi-
cult it was to obtain. A reflection of how these changes 
occur is the fact that in 1937 Kentucky was producing 
180,000 tons of surface mined coal annually. Ten years and 
a World War later the amount had grown to 10.5 million tons 
annually (Anon, 1972). Improved earth moving equipment 
further enhanced the use of strip mining over deep mines. 
The strip mining industry continued to grow with the 
production of larger equipment. Surface mining accounted 
for 67% of Western Kentucky's coal production by 1957 
(Anon, 1972). This growth of strip mining has, however, had 
the continued effect of producing more coal but hiring fewer 
workers. According to data from the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
(1945-1964) quoted by Grubb and Ryder (1972) coal production 
in Hopkins County exceeded 10 million tons per year for all 
years from 1950 to 1964. During the same period the number 
of men hired by the mines in Hopkins County dropped from a 
high of 4,901 in 1950 to 1,849 in 1964. The total of men 
employed in strip mining represents 21% of the total, the 
other 79/0 worked in underground mines. The average amount 
of coal strip mined was 4.8 million tons or 40% of the 
average yearly total of 12.1 million tons, while 60% of the 
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The average strip mine production for the state of 
Kentucky in 1963 was 47.12 tons per man per shift while the 
average figure for underground mines was 17.03 tons per man 
per shift. During the same year, Muhlenberg County averaged 
60.88 tons per man per shift and produced more coal than the 
total for the 18 coal producing counties of Indiana (Anon, 
1972) • 
In 1966, 39% of the total coal produced in Kentucky, 
36.4 million tons was surface mined. By 1970, surface 
minin~ accounted for 50% or 25.3 million tons. Huge machin-
ery was still being produced. The largest shovel used ih 
Kentucky in 1965 was a 115 cubic yard machine used at Paradise 
in Muhlenberg County (Anon, 1965). 
Such large machinery often allows for greater strip-
ping depth as well. The 1965 maximum depth of strippable 
coal was set at 150 feet. Anything deeper was considered 
economically unfeasible. But depth is not the only criteria 
of strip-ability of coal, topography and ease of disposal of 
the earth were also considered as well as quantity and 
quality of both coal and overburden. According to the 
Kentucky Geological Survey, most of the coal in western 
Kentucky is now under lease, including coal at depths of 
1000 feet. 
The initial question was "How did we allow 1.5 million 
acres of orphaned land to accumulate?" It happened not only 
in Williamson County, but in other counties and states as 
well, that strip mining became a feasible process at a most 
opportune time. 
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During the 1910 to early 1920's strip mining was 
introduced and a World War made it profitable. In southern 
Illinois this meant employment of miners who had lost jobs due 
. 
to union-management dtsputes. From the middle 1920's 
through the 1930's, the Depression closed down most small 
businesses and mining operations and drastically reduced the 
operation of larger industries. Employment again was hard 
to come by for almost everyone including miners. Another war 
and greater demands for coal occurred in the 1940·s. Huge 
earth moving equipment associated with the strip mines of 
today developed at the same time. Only since 1940 has 
mining developed into the large scale industry we know. 
After such hard times as were encountered in the beginning 
around 1920, the industry finally got moving in the late 
1930·s. 
The young men in their 20's during the 1930's were 
lucky and happy to have work at that time.- They worked hard 
to make strip mining a profitable industry, and they avoided 
looking back either to their past or to the trail their indus-
try was leaving. Assuming these young men stayed with the 
company and were promoted regularly, they would now be in 
their mid-60's and high up in the company structure--high 
enough for the past several years, to influence company 
policy. Once they reached profit making status and started 
real industrial growth, these company policy makers and 
controllers could not and cvuld not think in terms of any-
thing but growth and profit. This is the mind-set of the 
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businessman. Add to this thinking, the body of a person who 
grew up in the lean years and it is no surprise that 1.5 
million acres of land were strip mined before the idea of 
reclamation was ever voiced. Reclamation demands time, 
labor, machinery and money_ Time, labor, machinery and money 
that these company policy makers and controllers would 
rather see stripping coal. 
PALZO PROJECT 
The two areas chosen for this study represent two 
different aspects of the problem of orphan strip mined land 
reclamation. The first of these areas is a 312 acre tract 
of land, 192 acres of which are in need of reclamation. 
The runoff from the tract is highly acidic with high 
concentrations of metal ions and sulfates and has ostensibly 
destroyed Sugar Creek at the north boundary. The tract, 
known as Palzo, is located in southeast Williamson County, 
Illinois. It was strip mined during the years 1959-1961 
by the Stonefort Mining Company and left as unreclaimed 
orphan spoil. In 1966 the tract was purchased by the U.S. 
Forest Service and became part of the Shawnee National 
Forest. 
The Illinois Sanitary Board in 1970 ordered reclamation 
of the area to stop pollution of Sugar Creek. Peabody Coal 
Company informed the Forest Service that shovels were used 
at Palzo to extract the coal rather than draglines. This 
meant that topsoil was mixed in with the spoil at the time 
of mining. When the tops of ridges would be leveled there 
would be no pockets of topsoil to spread over the area 
(Herman, 1974, unpublished M.Eng. thesis). 
The method of reclamation chosen by the Forest Service 
was to incorporate digested sewage sludge, obtained from the 
Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago, into the 
soil as a support medium for vegetational growth. This 
method was chosen rather than lime applicatton because of 




The sewage sludge serves the mUltipurpose of pro-
viding nitrogen and phosphorus, a soil base, reducing the 
amount of runoff into Sugar Creek and reducing the amount 
of metal ions in that runoff. It also is a practical and 
useful means of disposal of the sludge. 
The Forest Service began testing in November 1970 
to determine rates of sludge application needed to attain 
the goals of plant growth and water pollution abatement. 
The treated waste was applied to the four plots at concen-
trations of 121, 71, 31, and 0 dry tons per acre. Each plot 
was seeded with K-31 tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea) and 
weeping lovegrass (Eragrostis curvu1a) at rates of 20 and 
7 pounds per acre respectively. Complete ground cover was 
attained in two months on the 121 dry tons per acre plot 
with less growth on the other two and no growth on the 
control plot. The fescue began to wilt in late June when 
drought conditions prevailed but the 10vegrass, a more 
drought resistant species remained viable. Root systems of 
both types of plants penetrated the earth only as deep as 
the level of sludge incorporation. Testing of the acid 
spoil beneath this area revealed that it had a pH of less 
than 3. Drainage from each of the four plots was collected 
and analyzed for chemical and bacterial characteristics. 
The results are given in Table 'III. (All of the above 
information, unless otherwise noted, is from the PALZO 
Environmental Impact Statement, 1972). 
The acidic runoff at Palzo is a result of the oxidation 
of pyrites found in shale and coals. Upon contact with air 
and water, pyrite (FeS2) is oxidized according to the equations I 
2FeS2 + 2H20 + 702 ~ 2FeS04 + 2H2S04 
Ferrous sulfate (FeS04) is further oxidized to ferric sulfate 
Fe2(S04)3 • 
, 
This reaction proceeds further to form ferric hydroxide 
Fe(OH)3 or basic ferric sulfate Fe(OH)(S04). 
Fe2(S04)3 + 6H20- 2Fe(OH)3 + 3H2S04 
Fe2(S04)3 + 2H20---*'2Fe(OH)(S04) + H2S04 
(Hill,1968) 
This process is responsible for the contamination of Sugar 
Creek which in the region of Palzo is either orange Fe(OH)3 
or mineral green Fe(S04)3 in color. Table IV is a listing 
of the concentration values of various water quality para-
meters of the Palzo runoff and the proposed Illinois state 
standards as presented in the Palzo EIS (1972). There 
were several ponds on the tract which also had water quality 
comparable to the above. Figure 11 is a photograph of the 
drainage from one of these ponds near its outfall into Sugar 
Creek. 
The high acidity and high sulfate concentration is 
probably due to the oxidation of framboidal pyrite. Caruccio 
(1974) determined that the coals from the lower sections of 
the Allegheny group "are overlain by strata indicative of 
marine or brackish paleoenvironments and are found to be 
rich in framboidal pyrite". His studies in the coalfields of 
TABLE III. Percent Improvement in Metal Ion Concentrations 






























Before After % Decrease 
Treatment 'Treatment 
11L70 ~/71 
1120 120 89.3 
3860 260 93.3 
64 10 84.4 
3.6 1.7 52.8 
12.2 3.9 68.1 
31.8 19 40.3 
1.44 0.95 34.1 
0.32 0.21 34.4 
8.6 22.6 +262 
0.52 8.14 +152 
18.2 15.2 16.5 
79 525 +664 
11000 3000 72.8 
2.45 5·93 
Ionic Concentration of Palzo Runoff and the 
Proposed Illinois State Standards (from PALZO 
EIS, 1972) 
Average Cone. 





















Acid mine drainage entering Sugar Creek 
as Palzo tract run-off 
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Pennsylvania revealed that though pyrite occurred in several 
forms--as euhydral crystals, coarse grained masses, coarse 
grained platy masses and framboidal pyrite--and sulfur is 
present in shales and coals in all the forms, only fram-
boidal pyrite is correlated with the occasion of acid mine 
drainage. The DeKoven and Davis coal seams mined at Palzo 
are located stratigraphically at the top of the Spoon 
Formation which is correlated with the base of the Allegheny 
Formation. The high acidity and sulfate concentration of 
the Palzo runoff plus the stratigraphic location of the coal 
seams indicate the probable presence of framboidal pyrite 
in the shale and coals mined at Palzo. 
Figure 12 is a diagrammatic representation of a 
geologic section at Palzo prepared from information in the 
Palzo ElS. Pyrite is present in the black shales that split 
the DeKoven coal seam and in the shales above the Davis coal. 
After application of the sludge, the Forest Service 
plans to monitor chemical and biological characteristics of 
the test plot effluent and surface and subsurface drainage 
into Sugar Creek. biological characteristics in this instance 
are coliform bacterial counts. 
The Forest Service planned chemical analysis of samples 
from Sugar Creek only immediately above and below Palzo. 
The author was granted permission by the Forest Service to 
perform analysis of water quality chemistry and diversity 
studies of benthic macro-invertebrate fauna of Sugar Creek 
before, during and after application of sludge. These analy-
ses would then be used to further document the recovery of 
FIGURE 12. 
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Sugar Creek and the restoration of Palzo. In order to 
assess the recovery and restoration, an idea of the normal 
chemical and biological characteristics of the stream was 
needed. Toward that goal, seven sampling stations were 
established along Sugar Creek. The locations of the 
sampling stations are shown in Figure 13. 
Station 1 (Figure 14), is the sampling station 
farthest upstream from Palzo. The stream at this point is 
a shallow pool, leaves and mud form the stream bed sub-
strate. The left side of the creek is a wooded area and 
the right side is a grassy field except for a 25 foot wide 
area of saplings and shrubs along the stream bank. 
Station 2 (Figure 15) is a long riffle area with a 
base of bedrock and attached vegetation. The surrounding 
area is comprised of a wooded area on the right and grass 
fields 25 feet beyond the trees on the left. 
Station 3 (Figure 16) is a pool with sand and silt 
substrate. Trees growing on a steep bank are the pre-
dominant vegetation of the right bank. Farm pasture and a 
few large trees are near the stream bank on the left. 
Station 4 (Figure 17) is in a wooded area with steep 
limestone cliffs overgrown with mosses, ferns and small 
trees. The stream at this station is a three to four foot 
deep pool with a mud substrate. Stoney Branch, a smaller 
stream, empties into Sugar Creek between stations 4 and 5. 
Vegetation grows along the banks of Stoney Branch but it 
does receive runoff from gob Piles and some strip mined areas. 
FIGURE 14. 
Facing upstream at station 1. 
The pool area above the riffle in the center of 
the . photograph was the section sampled. 
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FIGURE 15. 
Facing upstream at station 2. 
The area in the foreground was the area sampled. 
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FIGURE 16. 
Facing upstream at station 3. 
The area sampled is in the immediate foreground. 
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FIGURE 17. 
Looking across Sugar Creek at station 4. 
The area sampled is slightly left of center in the photograph. 
Stoney Branch is seen as it enters on 
the opposite side of the stream. 
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FIGURE 18. 
Looking upstream at station 5. 
The area sampled is near the center of the picture. 
, 
FIGURE 19. 
Station 6, facing upstream. 
The area sampled is in the lower right of the photograph. 
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Station 5 (Figure 18) is a riffle with a slate, 
rubble and sand stream bed. The slate is washed into the 
creek from the gob piles during times of heavy rainfall. 
The surrounding characteristics are the same as those of 
Station 4. 
Station 6 (Figure 19) is immediately upstream from 
Palzo in a woodland area with a mud and silt stream bed. 
This station is also a Forest Service sampling point. 
Station 7 (Figure 20) is at the lower edge of the 
Palzo tract. Strip mines are the surrounding feature except 
for small area along the stream which were not mined and 
presently support small trees. The stream bed at this 
location is composed of fine silt and ferric hydroxide 
precipitate. 
Reconnaissance trips of the study area were made in 
the summer and fall of 1972 to determine whether or not 
acid mine drainage was reaching Sugar Creek from additional 
sources. The first trip was made from station 5 to station 
7. The second was made from station 5 upstream to station J. 
No additional sources other than Stoney Branch between 
stations 4 and 5 were encountered. However, numerous log 
jams were encountered especially between stations 4 and J. 
These log jams indicate a disturbed watershed. Excessive 
farming and timbering in the area have caused massive 
quantities of runoff to suddenly reach the creek during 
times of high flow. This sudden surge of water causes 
scouring of the stream banks and destruction of tree root 
foundations along the stream banks. The trees then fall 
FIGURE 20. 
Facing across Sugar Creek at station 7. 
The area sampled is in the lower center of the photograph. 
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into the creek and either form log jams where they fall or 
are carried downstream to contribute further to established 
log jams. The stream is quite sinuous in this reach and it 
is probable that the log jams have become both cause and 
effect of the sinuosity. This also was the most picturesque 
area of the creek with moss and fern covered cliffs banking 
the stream on both sides. 
Measurement of pH, conductivity, temperature and 
dissolved oxygen (DO) were performed in the field at the 
time of sampling. Analyses of hardness, iron, turbidity, 
sulfate, acidity and alkalinity were performed in the 
laboratory. 
The measurement of pH was made with a Corning Model 
610A pH meter for the October and December samplings and 
with an Orion Model 407 Specific Ion Meter at all times 
thereafter. 
Conductivi ty was measured in),.(mhos/cm with a Beckman 
Model RBJ SoluBridge conductivity meter. 
A Yellow Springs Instrument Model 54 dissolved 
oxygen meter was used to measure dissolved oxygen in ppm 
and the accessory temperature probe was used to measure 
temperature in degrees Celsius. 
Turbidity was measured in the aboratory with a Delta 
Scientific Corporation Photometric Analyzer which has a 
2.5 cm light path. Results of· the measurement are expressed 
in mg/L as Si02. 
Analyses of sulfate concentration were performed using 
Hach Chemical Co. Sulfa Ver III Powder Pillows of prepared 
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and pre-measured reagents. A standard concentration curve 
was prepared in our laboratory and measured photometrically 
with a Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20 spectrophotometer. 
Concentration of iron was determined by atomic 
absorption using a Bausch and Lomb atomic absorption spectro-
photometer. Results of this analysis are expressed as 
ppm to a sensitivity of 0.11 ppm. Samples used for iron 
analysis were separate from other water samples and were 
preserved with 2 ml/250 ml of concentrated Hel or HN03. 
-Acidity and alkalinity were performed according to the 
procedures outlined in Standard Methods (1971) and endpoints 
were determined potentiometrically. 
Alkalinity is expressed as mg/L CaCO] and determined 
as total alkalinity. The values listed in Tables V-XI were 
not corrected for the effect of CO2 • Acidity was expressed 
as mineral acidity when the pH of the solution was less 
than 4.5 and simply as total acidity of samples with a pH 
of 4.5 and higher. 
Hardness, expressed as mg/L CaCO], was determined by 
use of Hach UniVer III Water Hardness Test Mixture and an 
EDTA titrating solution prepared and standardized in our 
laboratory. 
Mean and standard error of the mean values for each 
parameter and each station are listed in Tables V through XI. 
Values of pH for stations 1 through 5 follow the same 
pattern for all months sampled. The drop in pH at the time 
of sampling in March and May is thought to be the result 
of excess rainfall during these months. Herman (1974) 
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obtained rainfall data from monthly climatological data 
listings published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
National Oeanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
Environmental DATA service which lists 5.75 inches of 
rain in March, 7.33 inches in April, and 7.91 inches in 
May_ These values are considerably higher that the 1.46 
inches reported during the month of February. 
Readings of pH taken at station 6 also follow the 
pattern noted above except for the October and March sample 
values~ The pH listed for October is extremely low. 
Mr. Terry Lejcher of the U.S. Forest Service who was working 
on the Palzo restoration project, was present during the 
October sampling trip and assured the members of our group 
that such conditions did not exist a few days earlier. 
Further investigation revealed that a large strip pit of acid 
mine drainage had been drained into Sugar Creek a few hundred 
feet upstream form station 6. Such an occurrence, though 
tragic for the creek, did present a good opportunity to 
study the pattern of recovery of Sugar Creek from acid mine 
drainage in the area. The absence of water quality data at 
station 6 for the March sampling is due to inaccessibility 
during flood conditions. 
The pH readings at station 7 show no correlation 
with the pattern exhibited at the other stations.During the 
periods of heavy rainfall in March, April, and May, the 
values did not change as they did at the other stations. All 
the runoff of the Palzo tract would flow past station 7 and 
it is thought that the effect of heavy rainfall would be 
TABLES V - XI 














Milligrams/Liter as Si02 
Milligrams/Liter as SO~ 
Milligrams/Liter as CaCO) 
Milligrams/Liter as CaCO) 
Micromhos/centimeter 
Parts per Million 
Parts per Million 
°Celsius 
Milligrams/Liter' as CaCO) 
TABLE V 
WATER QUALITY AT STATION 1 
~H+} Turbidit~ Sulfate Acidit~ 
Octo1:5er 1.60 x 10-7 9 2: 1.00 167 + 11.70 6 + .55 
December J.66 x 10-7 1.J + .59 125 "+ J.4J 6 + .JJ 
January J.JJ x 10-7 1.98 + .09 145 + 29.28 10:-6 .± .J6 
February 2.6J x 10-7 J.O +-.06 122 + 8.22 
March 29.19 x 10-7 47.6-+ 4.67 8.4 + 1.92 
May 55.8 x 10-7
7 
55.2 + .41 12 +-.94 
June 8.198 x 10- 41.2 .± 2.61 45.8 .± 1.0B 7.J + 1.58 
Conduc- D.O./ 
Alkalinity Iron tivity Temp. Hardness 
October 75 2: 1.97 509 .± 4.9J 
December 17 + .55 297 + 1.76 
January 24 + 1.15 1.62 487 + 8.JJ IJ.8/6 
February 0.75 565 + 6.67 
9.6/15 March 19.9 + .2J 1.25 109 + 7.02 49 2: 0.67 
May 24.6 + 2.29 215 + 2.56 10.2/16 89 + 1.2J 
June 85.7 + .94 250 .± 12.25 100 .:!: 0 
TABLE VI 
WATER QUALITY AT STATION 2 
~H+) Turbidit;y Sulfate Acidity 
October 1.76 x 10-~ 7 + .58 102 + 12.18 6 + .JJ 
December 2.97 x 10- 1 + .24 1Jl + J.28 5 '+ .47 
January J.J9 x 10-~ 2.2 .± .1J 109 + J.60 10-+ .J4 
February 8.J4 x 10- 7 J.O .:!: .1J 1J4 + 6.08 
March 40.07 x 10-
7 
JJ .:!: 1.11 B.6 .:!: 1.15 
May 54.18 x 107 55.8 .± 1.58 1J + 1.15 June 5.2J x 10- 12 .:!: .87 4J.9 + 2.1B 7.8-+ .48 
Conduc- D.O./ 
Alkalinity Iron tivity TemE' Hardness 
October 92 .± .58 .346 + 2.76 
December 19 + .29 .31.3 "+ 1.3.76 
January 26 + • .3.3 1.85 479 + 1.44 12/0 
February 0.85 571 + 5.47 
March 19.2 .± .25 1.25 115 + 2.12 9.6/15 49 .:!: 1.45 
May 27.02 + 1.02 0.65 215 + 0 9.8/16 86 + 1.80 
June 66.5 +-1.0J 1.12 224 + 6.40 94 + 0.726 
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TABLE VII 
WATER QUALITY AT STATION 3 
{H+~ Turbidit;y Sulfate Acidit;y 
October 2.00 x 10-7 9.6 .± 1.32 109 + 6.67 8 + 1.28 
December 2.91 x 10-7 1.8 .± .37 132 + 4.69 5 + .33 
January 2.10 x 10-7 1.9 .± .21 115 .:t 1.97 6.bO + .24 
February 1.30 x 10-7
7 
2.9 .± .20 131 + 13.38 
March 24.83 x 10-
7 
34 +-.55 8.1 .± ,.19 
May 55.31 x 107 61.-+ 3.81 12 + 1.70 June 3.46 x 10- 29 .± 7.50 48.2-.:!: 1.45 6.3-+ .69 
Conduc- D.O./ 
Alkalinit;y l!:.2.n tivit;y Temp. Hardness 
October 107 .:!: .58 391 .± 12.11 
December 20 .± .55 318 + 7.08 
January 27 .± 1.97 0.94 500 + 2.36 12.6/1 
February 0.75 572 + 1.67 10/17 
March 21.8 + .41 2.0 116 + 1.44 9.~15 50 .:!: 0.94 May 26.1 + .46 0.65 219 + 1.44 10 15 91 + 0.82 
June 72.7 + 1.07 0.85 240 + 0 102-+ 0.94 
TABLE VIII 
WATER QUALITY AT STATION 4 
~H+~ Turbidit;y Sulfate Acidit;y 
October 4.27 x 10-~ 7·9 + .36 153 + 15.74 8 + .87 
December 2.68 x 10-
7 2.9 + .49 141+2.64 5 + .67 January 2.77 x 107 4.3 + .32 119 + 6.28 12.8 .::!: .20 February 1.9. x 10- 5.8 + .18 155 + 12.27 
March 30.28 x 10-7 58 +-1.63 11.2 .::!: .65 
May 62.15 x 10-7 63 + 3.74 14 + 1.41 
June 3.62 x 10-7 16 .::!: 6.82 43.4.::!: 7.56 7.1-+ .58 
Conduc- D.O./ 
Alkalinity Iron tivity Temp. Hardness 
October 32 + 5.28 365 + 25.28 
December 25 .± 1.25 348 + 9.96 
January 38 .± .58 1.78 519 + 3.63 14.2/0 
February 1.25 605 + 4.08 14·X8 March 23.3 .± .11 3.45 125 + 4.18 9.8 15 56 .± 0 
May 33.2 .± .70 0.85 24-3 + 1.67 97 .:t 1.53 
June 88.5 + .76 0.65 258 '+ 1.67 110 .:t 1.45 
TABLE IX 
WATER QUALITY AT STATION 5 
{H+~ Turbidit;y Sulfate Acidit;y: 
October 53.08 x 10-7 12.7 + 4.87 144 + 8.89 8 .± 1.05 
December 3.40 x 10-7 3.31 '+ .69 1'-1-2 + 3.75 5.8 .± .55 
January 3.00 x 10-7 4.6 +-.19 123 "+ 4.99 14.8 .± 1.11 
February 2.03 x 10-7 9 .± :-43 160 "+ 2.99 
March 51.05 x 10-7 64· +-5.46 11.0 + 1.42 
May 57.97 x 10-7 61.07 + .55 14 + 1.54 
June 3.83 x 10-7 62 + 3.30 56.3 +-1.47 9.7-+ 1.14 
Conduc- D.O./ 
Alkalinit;y Iron tivit;y TemE- Hardness 
October 32 + 3.45 339 + 13.36 
December 24 + 2.23 356 "+ 8.35 
January 37 .± 1.00 2.32 530 '+ 6.24 12.8/0 
February 1.12 606 '+ 7.22 12'X6 March 22 + 2.31 2.45 131 '+ 2.76 9.8 15 56 + 1.11 
May 30.9 + 2.69 0.85 240 '+ 2.35 100 + 0 
June 73.6 + 1.36 0.85 260 + 0 115 + 1.73 
TABLE X 
WATER QUALITY AT STATION 6 
~H+~ Turbidit;y Sulfate Acidit~ 
October 8994.8 x 10-7 52 + 23.8 3625 + 1412 2275 .± 1037* 
December 4.19 x 10-~ 4.1-+ .36 152 +-4.1 7 .± .33 
January 4.60 x 10- 3.5 + .39 135 .± 2.5 23.2 .:t .52 
February 2.99 x 10-7 6.2 + .22 162 .± 5.5 
March 
53.70 x 10-7 May 77.6 .± 4.5 17 .± 1.5 
June 3.91 x 10-7 8 .± 1.3 62.06 .± 1.9 15.9 + .51 
Conduc- D.O./ 
Alkalinity Iron tivit~ TemE' Hardness 
October 3625 .± 1732** 3328 .± 967 
December 23 .:t .29 370 + 32 
January 32 + .29 4.98 543 '+ 5.15 12.8/0 
February 2.25 619 + 1.4 13/7.5 
March 
May 26.1 + 1.02 1.8 251 .:t 4.3 10/15 109 + 3.63 




















WATER QUALITY AT STATION 7 
12975 x 10-7 
11258 x 10-7 
617.95 x 10-7 





12215 x 10-7 
Total 
Acidity 
11050 + 857 
3812 +139 
283.5-+ 9.96 




101 + 27.92 
44 +-2.58 
20 "+ 1.78 






11950 + 1248 7825 + 695 
7125 +-410.38 1875-+ 144.34 
450 +-22.11 61.45 + 9.96 
595 + 30.00 -
125 + 9.45 47.6 + .97 
329.4 + 97.34 115 + 9.99 
348 i 8.61 -
D.O./ 
Temp. Hardness 
8055 + 614 
1038 + 49.30 
64.17 983"+ 13.64 14.4/0 
49 1101 "+ 11.15 12.4/7.5 
10.2 259 +-1.44 
31.5 653 + 6.87 10/15 









Hydrogen ion concentration at stations 
1-7 from Octoben 1972 to Jun~ 1973 
pH at stations 1-7 from Octoben 1972 
to June. 1973 
Turbidity at stations 1-7 from October, 
1972 to Jun~ 1973 
Sulfate concentrations at stations 1-7 
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FIGURE 21a. Hydrogen ion concentration at stations 1-7 
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FIGURE 23. Sulfate concentrations at stations 1-7. October, 
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FIGURE 24. Acidity values at stations 1-7. 
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Alkalinity measurements at stations 1-7. 
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Conductivity values at stations 1-7. October, 
1972 to June, 1973 
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only to add more of the same runoff to Sugar Creek during 
those months. 
A similarity of patterns is exhibited by turbidity 
readings at stations 1 through 5. A four to five-fold 
increase in turbidity for the month of June is coincident 
with and assumed to be the result of heavy rainfall during 
that and pr~ading months. Turbidity readings at station 6 
are extremely high during October due to the inflow of acid 
mine drainage as previously noted. The turbidity values 
at sta~ion 7 were always high. These values are a result 
of combined turbidity and color due to the orange ferric' 
hydroxide precipitate. 
The sulfate concentration of natural waters is 
dependent upon the geologic assemblages of the watershed. 
The depositional environment of sedimentary rock in the 
Illinois Basin was conducive to the incorporation of much 
sulfate and sulfide oxidized to sulfate. At stations 1 
through 5 during the samplings of October, December, 
January and February the sulfate values all remained 
equal to or greater than 100 mg/L concentrations. During 
the months of heavier rainfall, concentrations dropped to 
60 mg/L or lower. This is a probable indication of the 
rapidity with which runoff flows into Sugar Creek. The 
top layers of soil are leached of sulfate gradually but it 
is removed quite rapidly. The'amount of sulfate at station 
6 during October is greater than that of December, January 
and February by more than an order of magnitudeJ however, 
at the next sampling, one month later, the sulfate concentration 
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at station 6 had returned to normal levels for Sugar Creek. 
The sulfate concentration at station 7 was highest 
during October probably due to the extra effect of station 
6, but it drops during succeeding months and is always 
higher than the other stations at the same time. 
Acidity follows a consistent pattern among all 
stations except stations 6 and 7. Both total and mineral 
acidity were determined for the October sample at station 6 
since the pH was less than 4.5 and mineral salts contribute 
to acidity in this range. Mineral acidity accounted for more 
than 50% of the total acidity for the October sample at 
station 6 and for the ·collections at station 7. The 
acidity values for station 7 are greater than for the other 
stations by two orders of magnitude. 
Alkalinity is defined as the ability of a solution 
to .accept hydrogen ions; carbonate and bicarbonate ions are 
the major contributors to alkalinity in natural waters. 
According to a USGS publication on characteristics of 
natural waters (Hem, 1970), most streams contain less than 
200 mg/L of alkalinity. The alkalinity measurements at 
all areas of Sugar Creek not receiving acid mine drainage 
were below 110 mg/LJ areas receiving acid mine drainage had 
reported alkalinity values of 0 mg/L since the pH of the 
solution was less than that of the alkalinity endpoint. 
Public Health Standards for drinking water of 1962 
(Hem, 1970) lists concentrations of iron greater than 0.3 
mg/L as reason for the rejection of a water supply. Maxwell 
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and Devaul (1962) stated that soluble iron concentrations of 
greater than 1 or 2 ppm in surface waters "usually incidates 
acid wastes from mine drainage or other sources". The data 
presented in this paper concur with that statement. The 
values of soluble iron for samples taken at stations 1, 2, 
and 3 were always greater than 0.3 mg/L and below 2 ppm 
concentrations except at station 3 in the March flood period. 
Station 4 also exhibited values below 2 ppm except in March. 
The soluble iron concentrations at station 5, below Stoney 
Branch exceeded 2 ppm on January and March. Station 6 shows 
a gradual decline in iron concentrations after the strip pit 
was drained into Sugar Creek. Soluble iron concentrations 
at station 7 were continually high. 
Measurements of conductivity for the first five stati 
ions and station 6, except in October, were similar in 
pattern. Conductivity at station 7 dropped to within the 
range of the other stations only during March and the time 
of high flow but later reattained the exceedingly high values 
typical of this station. Conductivity values during October 
and December at the first six stations, except October at 
station 6, are those of "normal"flow in Sugar Creek. The 
slightly higher readings of January and February at these 
stations are thought to be a reflection of conditions at a 
lower flow. During these winter months the ground is frozen 
most of the time and only a small amount of this surface 
runoff reaches the stream, thus the stream waters become 
more concentrated. These conditions are reversed during and 
after spring floods. The data for March, May, and June are 
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the lowest of the values for conductivity. 
Dissolved oxygen measurements at all stations and at 
all times measured were below saturation but above the range 
of concern for this parameter. The measurements at station 
7 cannot be considered highly accurate since salinity, which 
is known to influence this measurement was not taken into 
consideration. 
Values listed for water hardness although expressed 
as mg/L GaGO) reflect the presence of iron and the probable 
presence of other heavy metals which were not measured. The 
hardness values at all stations were lowest in March but 
increased during succeeding months. Station 7, as expected, 
had hardness concentrations as much as five times greater 
than those reported at other stations. 
DIVERSITY OF BENTHIC MACRO-INVERTEBRATE 
FAUNA IN SUGAR CREEK 
Diversity indices are mathematical descriptions of 
biol~gical community structure. Recently these indices have 
served as the conversational meeting ground between biolo-
gists, who long ago first recognized the concept of diversity 
in the form of species lists, and engineers who are more 
appreciative of quantitation. The literature of the subject 
of diversity indices is extensive, but the more significant 
contributions are reviewed in an article by Cairns (1973). 
Each index is an attempt to present the most effective 
mathematical way of stating that a greater variety of organ-
isms, though probably a fewer number of each kind, signifies 
a healthy stream situation, whereas a large number of only a 
few different kinds of organisms indicates stress. 
The diversity of the benthic macro-invertebrate fauna 
of Sugar Creek was included in the analyses at stations 1 
through 6 to establish background data for this stream. As 
restoration of Palzo proceded and the quality of the runoff 
was improved, the diversity measurements would show how the 
biological recolonization was progressing in that area. For 
this analysis organisms were identified to the taxonomic level 
of family and subsequently a family diversity value was 
computed for each sampling. 
Five, one-quart samples of the top two to four; inches 
of substrate were collected at each station and kept in a 
cooler until returned to the lab where they were stored in 
the refrigerator. Each sample was washed through 10 and 28 
80 
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mesh wire sieves. The debris and organisms retained by the 
sieves were emptied into a 24 x 24 inch white enamel pan and 
carefully examined for benthic invertebrates. The organisms 
were collected from each sample and preserved in 75% ethyl 
alcohol. Later, the organisms were identified to the taxo-
nomic level of family. The results of that identification 
are listed in Appendix A. 
Family diversity was computed according to the 
mathematical formula used by Wilhm and Dorris (1968): 
where: 
d = diversity per individual 
ni = number of individuals of the i-th species in the 
sample 
n = total number of individuals in the population. 
s = number of species 
Diversity values were computed both for each sample and as a 
composite of the five samples taken at each station. The 
co~posite values for each station are listed in Table XII 
and a graphical plot of family diversity versus time is 
shown in Figure 27. 
The diversity at station 2 as shown in Figure 27 is 
greater than for all other stations at all times sampled. 
Since station 2 is a riffle station, a high diversity would 
be expected. 
Stations 1,),4, and 5 show similar diversity in 
October and the following June. The general pattern of 
TABLE XII 
FAMILY DIVERSITY FOR SUGAR CREEK 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
October 1.09 3.05 1.1 0.794 1.19 0.5 
December 1.8 2.71 1·97 0·922 1.344 0.720 
January 2.49 3.07 2.02 0.876 1.10 0.482 
February 2.14 2.84 1.75 0.395 1.64 0.864 1.471 
May 1.48 3.5 1.82 0.503 0.710 0.363 
June 0.506 2.01 0.686 0·532 0.528 0.602 1.15 
82 
FIGURE 27. 
Family di versi ty &::'lN~og2N! - 2: log2ni oJ 
at Stations 1-7, October, 1972-June, 1973 
o Station 1 
• Station 2 
x Station 3 
Cl Station 4 
• Station 5 
A Station 6 
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FIGURE 27. Family diversity 0:A.(log2N! -£'lOg2ni·!n at 
Stations 1-7, October, 1972-June, 973 
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diversity at these stations during the intervening months 
is an increase in diversity until February when diversity 
values decrease, especially from May through June. This 
pattern is expected since during the winter months many 
insects reach the last ins tar stage or attain an increased 
larval size prior to emergence in the spring. This increase 
in size causes the organisms to be retained by the sieves and 
thus become part of the diversity calculations. Stoneflies 
(Plecoptera), for example, were recorded only during the 
winter months. The families collected during the June 
sampling are for the most part permanent inhabitants of the 
stream (Tubificidae, Mollusca, Dryopidae and Elmidae), 
inhabitants which spend the greater part of their life cycle 
in the stream and a shorter period as emerged adults (Sialidae) 
have lengthy life cycles (Gomphidae), or simply failed to 
emerge with the rest of their population (Ephemeridae and 
Baetidae). 
The diversity values for station 6 present a unique 
observation for this stream. In October, a strip pit was 
drained into the creek about 100 feet upstream. This event 
destroyed the biota down stream from that point, thus the low 
diversity at that time. The diversity values fluctuate 
during the following months but by June this value is within 
the range of the cluster values for stations 1, ), 4, and 5. 
The results of diversity measurements for station '7 
show the flaws of this analytical method. In October and 
January, station 7 had zero diversity. Three individuals in 
two families were collected in December when diversity rose 
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to 0.528. In February seven organisms in 5 families gave 
a diversity of 1.47 which is higher than the diversity for 
stations 4 and 6 at the same time. No organisms were col-
lected during May. While the diversity at all other stations 
dropped in June, the diversity measured at Station 7 rose, 
the effect of twelve individuals in three families. The 
formula used to measure diverwity in this study is inade-
quate when small numbers of individuals are sampled, as shown 
by the values obtained for station 7 in December. The 
famili~s collected during February when the diverwity value 
was the highest for that station, are not all typical 
pioneer species as shuwn by the recolonization of station 6. 
Although they were collected from Sugar Creek, those organisms 
are not thought to have actually begun to inhabit the area 
around station 7, but to have washed downstream from 
healthier areas. This situation exemplifies the danger of 
using diversity measurements alone. Knowledge of the niches 
and habitats of the families must accompany a diversity 
value if accurate information is to be obtained. 
Several diversity indices appear in the literature 
which are based on information theory in addition to the one 
of Wilhm and Dorris discussed above. It was thought that 
possibly one of these indices might better describe the 
diversity of benthic invertebrate macro-fauna, especially 
at station 7. The indices used 'are (1) Cairn's Sequential 
Comparison Index which iSI 
Number of Runs 
Number of Organisms 
x Number of different 
kinds of organisms 
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where I 
Runs:: the number of times in a random sequential 
arangement of the organisms, that one organ-
ism is different from the previous one. 
(2) Simpson's Diversity Index: 
f 7/'1. 
where I 
11 = the proportion of the ith species in the sample. " 
(3) Patten's Redundancy Calculation: 
where I 
R = Hmax H 
Hmax - Hmin 
H = k(log N: -t.log ni!) 
Hmax = k [log N: - s log (N/S~~ 
Hmin = k {log N: - log [N - (S-l)J:) 
(4) Menhinick's Index: 
where: 
D = S/-J1f 
S :: number of species (in this study S :: number of 
families) 
N = total number of individuals in the sample. 
(5) Margalef's Index: 
D = S-l/logeN 
where: 
Sand N are the same as above. 
The positive and negative attributes of these indices have 
been variously discussed by Wilhm and Dorris (1966), Gaufin 
and Tarzwell (1952, 1956), Patten (1963), Archibald (1971), 
Brillouin (1960), Chutter (1972), and Pielou "(1966). 
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A time-share BASIC computer program was composed to 
calculate the above indices from the information supplied. 
This information consists of a numerical listing of families 
and the number of individuals per family. A print-out of 
this program is included in Appendix B. The results of the 
analysis are listed in Table XIII a.nd graphs of Family 
Diversity, Margalef's, Menhinick's and i-Simpson's Indices 
for each station are included in Figures 28-34. For the 
sake of simplicity calculations of redundancy were reduced 
to R ~ Hmax - H/Hmax. Hmin was taken to equal O. 
An analysis of these indices shows a positive correl-
ation between Margalef's Index and Family Diversity, between 
l-Simpson's Index and Family Diversity, between Cairn's SCI 
and Family Diversity, and between Redundancy and Simpson's 
Index. Any of these indices will generally give diversity 
information similar to that attained by Family Diversity 
analysis except Menhinick's Index. However, at several 
specific points, discrepancies did occur. 
At Station 1 from October to December diversity is 
shown to increase using the Family Diversity Index, but to 
decrease using Margalef's Index, even though there is overall 
close correlation between the two indices. A closer correla-
tion is observed at station 2 between these two indices. 
Menhinick's Index generally shows little correlation with any 
of the other indices except at specific points. 
Family Diversity and i-Simpson's Index show discrep-
ancies at stations 1, 2, and 3. Generally, however, i-Simp-
son's Index appears to mirror the trends of Family Diversity 
TABLE XIII 
ALL DIVERSITIES FOR SUGAR CREEK 
Total Total 1- Men-
Sta- Fami- Organ- SCI Simp- Simp- Diver- Redun- hin- Mar-
tion lies isms Runs SCI ~ son's son'§_ sij;y cj.anGY ick's galef 
October 1 11 453 182 .364 4.00 .650 .350 1.09 .853 0517 1.64 
2 25 319 419 .838 20·9 .150 .850 3.05 ·558 1.40 4.16 
3 14 516 197 .394 5.51 .633 .367 1.10 .855 .616 2.08 
4 4 221 136 .272 1.08 .698 .302 .794 .875 .269 0556 
5 5 122 272 .544 2.72 .510 .490 1.19 .785 .453 .833 
6 2 4 229 .458 0·91 .625 .375 .5 .564 1 .721 
7 
co December 1 9 324 524 .648 5.,83 .358 .642 1.80 .740 ·5 1.38 -.0 
2 18 341 388 .776 13·9 .214 .786 2.71 .612 .975 2.92 
3 14 294 309 .618 8.65 .387 .613 1.97 .709 .816 2.29 
4 5 200 213 .426 2.13 .589 .411 .922 .852 .354 .755 
5 4 59 264 .528 2.11 .440 .560 1.34 .702 .521 .736 
6 5 192 134 .268 1.34 .729 .270 .720 .883 .361 .761 
7 2 3 253 .506 1.01 .556 .444 .528 .387 1.15 ·910 
January 1 17 lL!-8 384 .768 13.0 .231 .769 2.49 ·571 1.40 3.20 
2 16 73 429 .858 13.7 .113 .887 3.07 .362 1.87 3·50 
3 10 46 354 .708 7.08 .308 .692 2.02 ' .516 1.47 2.35 
4 6 121 177 .354 2.12 .685 .315 .876 .841 .545 1.04 
5 3 14 290 .58 1.74 .429 .571 1.10 ·575 .802 .758 
6· 5 147 75 .15 .75 .46 .154 .482 ·917 .412 .802 
7 1 1 1 .002 1 0 0 1 
TABLE XIII (continued) 
Total Total 1- Men-
Sta- Fami- Organ- SCI Simp- Simp- Diver- Redun- hin- Mar-
tion lies isms Runs SCI DI son's son's sity clancy ick's ~alef 
February 1 16 187 353 .706 1102 0281 .719 2.14 .651 1.17 2.86 
2 15 82 420 .84 12.6 .173 .827 2.84 .428 1.66 3.18 
3 10 361 333 .666 6.66 .353 .647 1.74 .753 .526 1.53 
4 9 528 50 .1 ·9 .891 .110 .395 ·948 .392 1.28 
5 10 71 315 .63 6.3 .372 .628 1.64 .657 1.19 2.11 
6 7 157 148 .296 2.07 .685 '.315 .864 .853 ·559 1.19 
7 5 7 372 .744 3.72 .225 .776 1.47 .163 1.89 2.06 
May 1 8 137 256 .512 4.09 ~483 .516 1.48 .740 .683 1.42 
\0 2 20 195 462 .924 18.4 .094 .906 3.5 .435 1.43 3.60 
.0 3 8 52 351 .702 5.61 .313 .687 1.82 .580 1.11 1.77 
4 4 345 79 .158 .632 .816 .183 .503 .928 .215 .513 
5 5 26 122 .244 1.22 .722 .278 .710 .791 .981 1.23 
6 7 504 44 .088 .616 .904 .096 .363 .952 .312 .964 
7 
June 1 6 126 88 .1-76 1.05 .836 .163 .506 .909 .535 1.03 
2 9 21 385 .77 6.93 .225 .776 2.01 .354 1.96 2.62 
3 3 9 200 .4 1.2 .629 .370 .686 .666 1 ·910 
4 10 563 70 .14 1.4 .864 .136 .532 .931 .422 1.42 
5 2 3 239 .478 .956 .556 .444 ·528 .387 1.15 ·910 
6 9 336 99 .198 1.78 .831 .169 .602 .914 .491 1.38 
7 3 12 306 .612 1.83 .389 .611 1.15 .523 .866 .805 
FIGURES 28.-34. 
Graphic representation of four diversity indices 
at Stations 1-7. October. 1972-June. 1973 
+ Marga1ef's Index 
• Family Diversity Index 
o Menhinick's Index 
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FIGURE 28. Graphic representation of four diversity indices 
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FIGURE 29. Graphic representation of four diversity indices 
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FIGURE JO. Graphic representation of four diversity indices 














FIGURE 31. Graphic representation of four diversity indices 



















FIGURE 32. Graphic representation of four diversity indices 
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FIGURE 33. Graphic representation of four diversity indices 
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FIGURE 3~. Graphic representation of four diversity indices 






but with smaller index values. At station 4 from May to June 
Family Diversity shows a slight increase while i-Simpson's 
Index shows a decrease. At station 5 while i-Simpson's 
Index shows an increase in diversity from October to Decem-
ber, Margalef's Index registers a decrease. However, from 
May to June, Family Diversity and Margalef's Index drop when 
l-Simpson's Index increases. At station 6, Margalef's Index 
shows fewer fluctuations than Family Diversity and a gradual 
increase in diversity throughout the sampling period which is 
the expected trend. Under such circumstances Margalef's 
Index may be preferred over the other indices. The othe~ 
indices at station 6 show various responses and Menhinick's 
Index show the highest diversity in October when most of the 
fauna had been obliterated. Cairn's SCI is closely correlated 
with Family Diversity when measurements were low but discrep-
ancies occur when diversity is high. The results at station 
7 were much the same for all indices. 
With the exception of Menhinick's Index, all of the 
above indices are thought to be equally useful as a measure-
ment of stream quality. Margalef's Index possibly is a 
superior measurement of recovery after stress but further 
study of this possibility is recommended. The situation at 
station 7 shows that diversity indices alone can produce 
misleading results. Knowledge of the particular habits and 
habitats of the families cannot be ignored; indeed, one could 
not conclude whether or not an index was useful without refer-
ence to the organisms involved. 
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The restoration of Palzo has been a learning 
experience for all concerned. Regrettably restoration was 
not completed before termination of this study. When 
Palzo was first visited by the author in February of 1972, 
it was a corrugated terrain and barren of all vegetation 
except on the 4 test plots. This condition had remained 
the same since Palzo was strip mined in 1959. Since that 
visit, progress has been made toward reclamation, but it 
has been slow, due to unforeseen complications. 
A gauge to measure discharge of Sugar Creek was 
installed by the Forest Service at the down stream end of 
the Palzo tract - station 7. This meter was never,put into 
operation since according to the hydrologist for the Shawnee 
National Forest, log jams and later silting in or dis-
appearance of these jams causes severe fluctuations in dis-
charge from time to time and a rating curve was thus impos-
sible to establish. 
Progress reports, circulated by the Forest Service 
since May 1974, cite problems of wet weather causing delay 
in construction of pipelines~ leaks in storage lagoons, 
labor support disagreements with contractors, and adverse 
winter weather as some of the events which have delayed 
sludge application. The legal problems, economic problems, 
sociological problems, and technical problems are different 
but they must be solved whether recently mined land or 
orphan mined land is being reclaimed. 
Although no final conclusions can be drawn as to 
the efficiency of using sludge to reclaim the orphan 
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strip mines at Palzo, this study has provided some valuable 
information. The introduction of acid mine drainage at 
Station 6 in October 1972 provided information concerning 
the progression of families of organisms as recolonization 
proceeds. 
This event also demonstrated that chemical and 
physical parameters will indicate recovery long before 
biological indices confirm it. Once recovery is begun 
downstream at Station 7, it is expected to follow a pattern 
. 
similar to that shown at Station 6. 
One of the principal deterents to recolonization by 
benthic fauna at Station 7 is thought to be the presence of 
ferric hydroxide precipitate and absence of a favorable sub-
strate. For this reason it is anticipated that results of 
Palzo reclamation on the fauna of Sugar Creek at Station 7 
may not be noticeable until after a voluminous wash-out 
occurs, such as during the floods of March. Although 
velocity measurements are lacking, visual observations 
showed that the velocity of Sugar Creek is extremely slow 
in the pool at Station 7. Ferric hydroxide precipitate 
and acid mind drainage will endure here for a considerable 
length of time in the absence of high flow. 
CLEAR CREEK SWAMP 
The second of the areas of orphan strip-mined land 
included in this study is the Clear Creek Swamp in Hopkins 
and Webster counties, Kentucky. Though not mined, most of 
the swamp is an effect of poor farming in the early years 
and poor strip mine practices on what are now acres of 
orphan spoil. It probably will never be reclaimed. 
Clear Creek empties into the Tradewater River which 
in turn empties into the Dam 50 pool of the Ohio River. A 
better understanding of why Clear Creek will not be re-
claimed is attained if one begins at the Ohio River and 
works back upstream. The elevation of the Ohio at the 
mouth of the Tradewater River is 320 feet above mean sea 
level. Upon completion of the high-head dam at Smithland, 
this elevation will be increased to 324 feet. The mouth of 
Clear Creek is 35 miles up the Tradewater and 333 feet above 
mean sea level. Thus the Tradewater drops 13 feet - soon to 
become 9 feet - over a distance of 35 miles or about 0.26 
feet per mile (Grubb and Ryder, 1972). During periods of 
heavy rainfall, tributaries emptying into the Tradewater 
are backed up for a considerable time and distance. 
Clear Creek ,.: one of the tributaries whi ch also has 
a shallow gradient, drops 35 feet from its headwaters to the 
mouth on the Tradewater, or at a rate of 1.8 feet per mile 
(Spencer, 1974). A consulting geologist for the 1961 
Legislative Research Commission has noted that the Clear 
102 
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Creek valley dropped from two to four feet during the 
years 1907-1961 (Quimby, 1961). Although Clear Creek 
has never had a steep gradient, the 1909 Earlington 
Quadrangle map shows it to have had a well-defined 
channel. This low gradient of 8lear Creek was its 
eventual doorn, for today, it is a 8,400 acre, acid mine 
drainage swamp (Grubb and Ryder, 1972). 
According to a 1969 study of the Clear Creek 
Watershed (Watershed Work Plan, 1969), the condition of 
the Clear Creek Swamp is the result of both poor soil 
conservation techniques in farming and strip-mining in 
the upper basin. Although poor farming methods have 
caused increased erosion and later filling of stream 
channels, the deleterious effect on the swamp today is 
from acid mine drainage. 
Coal mining has been a major economic resource of 
the area since the early 1900·s and is no less of a factor 
today. Approximately 12,350 acres of the Clear Creek 
Watershed (9.8%) have been strip mined. In 1969, coal 
mining was reported to employ approximately 25% of the 
area's workforce (Watershed Work Plan, 1969). Total coal 
production in Hopkins County alone according to the U. S. 
Bureau of Mines (1945-1964) exceed 10 million tons per 
year for all years from 1950-1964; strip-mining accounted 
for 40% of the total. 
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A study by Shawler (unpublished M. Eng. thesis, 1974) 
shows that the water quality of Clear Creek is better at its 
mouth than in the upper reaches. Grubb and Ryder (1974) 
noted that the discharge at the mouth of Clear Creek during 
times of low flow were less than that near the source. They 
attributed the loss in flow to evapo-transpiration in the 
swamp and partially to temporary storage. It was concluded 
in Grubb and Ryder's study that the chemical constituents of 
the mine waters are being concentrated or stored in the swamp. 
Shawler's work indicates that the chemical constituents are 
not now being concentrated as much as they are being stored, 
deposited, or diluted. 
The 1969 Clear Creek Watershed study lists sedimenta-
tion, erosion, and floodwaters as the major problems in the 
Clear Creek Swamp and estimates damages caused by such 
phenomena at $409,335 annually based on a 1969 economy. 
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (Louisville District) con-
sider draining the swamp and/or channelization of stream beds 
in the area of Clear Creek and the Tradewater to be economi-
cally unfeasible. This is a problem of orphaned strip mined 
and deep mined areas that will not and probably cannot be 
reclaimed. The area of mined land is too extensive. No 
estimates were found of how far the swamp may extend in the 
future. 
This area has been a study area for students at the 
University of Louisville since 1969. Its history, and vary-
FIGURE 35. 
Outline map of the Clear Creek Swamp and 
Weirs Marsh system. Numbers are those 
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ing degrees of water quality lend themselves to several 
experimental situations. The studies center around one 
man's solution to the unreclaimable Clear Creek. Mr. Fred 
Steedly has a 600 acre farm which borders on Weirs Marsh 
near its confluence with Clear Creek (Figure 35). He 
constructed a levee in 1962 to keep the swamp from invad-
ing the bottomland of his farm. It is approximately 15 
feet high and one and one half miles long. During the 
heavy winter and spring rains a freshwater lake forms in-
side the levee. An auger pump and two check valves were 
installed to reduce the lake to a 25 foot wide ditch along 
the inside edge. Windwaves and muskrats cause erosion of 
the levee which must be periodically repaired. Without the 
levee an approximate 40 acre field and a 10 acre hardwood 
forest, one of the last remaining stands in Hopkins and 
Webster counties, would be innundated. 
The Weirs Marsh and levee ditch both have supported 
tremendous fish, reptile, amphibian and bird populations; 
however, the water outside the levee in the Weirs Marsh is 
not of the same good quality as that which collects inside 
the levee. Neichter (unpublished M. Eng. thesis, 1973) 
made a water quality survey of the levee ditch and Weirs 
Marsh, as well as other points along Clear Creek. His 
collecting stations are shown in Figure 35 and the data of 
that study is presented in Tables XIV-XIX. This data docu-
ments the previous statement that the backing up of Clear 
TABLES XIV - XIX 














Milligrams/Liter as CaCO) 
Milligrams/Liter as CaCO) 
Milligrams/Liter as Caqo) 
Milligrams/Liter as S04 
Parts per million 
Parts per million 
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TABLE XIV 
WATER QUALITY DATA - November 7, 1971 
Station 1 2 2 4 .2 6 Z 8 2 10 11 
pH 7.85 7.6 8.0 7·5 2.8 
Temperature 20.0 14.0 25·0 13.9 20.0 
Conductivity ~ 310 620 1275 1300 1900 
Hardness 290 520 1700 1470 2340 
Alkalinity 49 100 105 128 0 
Acidity 0 0 0 0 128 
Sulfate . 72 145 650 550 1100 
Iron 0.10 0.06 0.06 0·35 16.94 
~ D.O. 9.1 4.6 9.1 9·5 10.2 0 
co 
TABLE XV 
WATER QUALITY DATA - January 16, 1972 
Station 1 2 3 4 ~ 6. Z 8 2 10 11 
pH 6.5 7.9 6·5 3·3 
Temperature 0 0 0 0 
Conductivity 
Hardness 965 993 968 587 
Alkalinity 184 232 88 0 
Acidity 34 16 27 77 
Sulfate 730 580 890 480 
Iron 0.25 0.05 0.20 3·00 
D.O. 
TABLE XVI 
WATER QUALITY DATA - February 5, 1972 
Station 1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
pH 6.1 6.3 6.75 3.8 6.0 4.05 6.05 6.5 5.6 3.4 
Temperature 2 2.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 0.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Conductivity 350 560 350 950 400 975 1150 2100 1500 1125 
Hardness 140 180 140 400 120 400 580 960 640 460 
Alkalinity 70 95 90 0 92 0 86 1224 228 0 
Acidity 2·5 4.0 1.7 480 1·3 15.0 4.0 36.0 6.4 56.0 
Sulfate 97 175 101 390 82 328 505 925 690 495 
Iron 0.20 0.25 0.25 2.0 0.05 0.9 0.2 0.05 0.25 2.2 




WATER QUALITY DATA - February 25, 1972 
Station 1 2 2 4 5 6 Z 8 2 10 11 
pH 6.3 6.1 6.5 6.6 8.5 6.3 4.2 
Temperature 6.1 6.3 6.8 6.0 6.7 6.8 10.0 9·0 
Conductivity 265 340 180 690 220 540 470 465 
Hardness 100 1300 600 260 700 210 133 215 
Alkalinity 5 19.8 5 11 5 14 ... 10 0 
Acidity 4 4 4 3 6 7 7 17 
Sulfate 62 90 24 160 30 167 92 162 
Iron 0·5 2.5 3·5 1.5 2.0 2.0 3.0 1.25 
D.O. 11.6 12.2 13.1 12.6 13·9 12.5 12·5 12.0 
TABLE XVIII 
WATER QUALITY DATA - March 24, 1972 
Station 1 2 2 4 5 6 Z 8 2 10 11 
pH 7.0 6.65 6.6 6.65 702 7.05 6.8 3.2 6.75 
Temperature 9.5 9.5 8.0 10.0 8.0 9·5 9·5 8.0 4.0 
Conductivity 420 900 260 600 250 850 900 900 280 
Hardness 90 318 70 322 54 306 244 66 80 
Alkalinity 21 52 18 57 18 59 54 0 25 
Acidity 32 25 27 19 18 25 34 140 25 
Sulfate 46.6 248 30 100 30 100 140 120 26.6 
Iron 1.25 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3 0·5 1·5 0·5 




WATER QUALITY DATA - April 23, 1972 
Station 1 2 2 4 5 6 Z 8 2 10 11 
pH 7.0 7.2 7.2 7.2 704 7.35 6.55 3.6 6.5 
Temperature 21.0 20.0 18.0 19.0 18·5 19.5 14.0 18.0 1400 
Conductivity 320 360 250 400 235 395 395 875 300 





D.O. 10.4 10.0 8.4 10 12.0 10.4 13.0 11.4 8.7 
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Creek is polluting Weirs Marsh. Station 4 is the point 
nearest the confluence of Clear Creek and Weirs Marsh. In 
November and December the water quality of Station 4 was 
good. However, on February 5 its water quality was almost 
as poor as that of Station 10 further upstream on Clear 
Creek. Station 9 further upstream on Weirs Creek also shows 
a decrease in water quality on that date though not as 
great as that of Station 4. It also was on February 5 when 
Weirs Creek was reported to have been running backward. 
Water quality at both stations returned to near normal ~y 
February 23 and remained so through April of that year. 
The biological quality of the area has also been 
the subject of several studies. Jageman (unpublished M. 
Eng. thesis, 1972) studied the bottom fauna of the levee 
ditch and the Weirs Marsh in the area of Station 6 (Figure 
35). The results of his study of Chironomidae show a 
greater frequency of pollution tolerant chironomids in the 
levee ditch. 
The Clear Creek-Weirs Marsh system has improved and 
developed some interesting ecosystems during recent times. 
Twenty years ago Hopkins County suffered from an infestation 
by the salt marsh mosquito (Aedes sollicitans) especially in 
areas around the Clear Creek swamp. This mosquito is common-
ly found in estuaries along th~ Gulf and Atlantic coasts. 
The female mosquito does not lay her eggs in or on the water 
but in the grass near the water's edge. Here the eggs dry 
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and mature until flood waters reach them. Within a few 
minutes from the time water contacts the eggs, they hatch. 
During hot summer months the entire life cycle from egg 
through larva, pupa and adult can take as little as 5 
days (Stokes, 1967). 
The first record of this mosquito in western Ken-
tucky was at Fort Knox in 1953. In 1955 the State Depart~ 
ment of Health carried out an emergency mosquito control 
program and aerially sprayed 15,000 acres in and around 
Hopkins County. It is theorized that the eggs of Aedes 
sollicitans were brought in by migrating waterfowl which 
are abundant in this area. The eggs fell into the water, 
hatched and the population grew at an almost exponential 
rate. An idea of the magnitude of the problem is presented 
in a study by Stokes (1967). According to this study, the 
Clear Creek watershed has approximately 15,000 acres of land 
which would meet the habitat requirements of Aedes sollici-
tans. He reports that 20,000 eggs have been found in 1 
square foot of such habitat. If one assumes a less rigorous 
figure of 1,000 mature adults emerging from this square foot 
area, the results are 2.6136 X 1012 mosquitoes in the Clear 
Creek Swamp for a yearly mosquito production estimate of 
1.3068 X 1013 mosquitoes. Stokes reported an annual cost 
from this infestation to be $4,107,900 (1969 dollars). 
Weirs Marsh is assumed to have made a significant contribu-
tion to the extent of mosquito breeding areas based on the 
TABLE XX 
WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS OF CLEAR CREEK WATERSHED 
Lower SwamE Weirs Marsh UEBer SwamE 
pH 4.5 - 3.0 5.6 - 7·5 4.2 - 2.9 
Acidity ppm 115 - 180 o - 10 17 - 217 
Sulfate ppm 950 - 1200 550 - 925 162 - 1145 
Iron ppm 2 - 17 1.0 1 - 19 
Conductivity 950 - 2600 1300 - 2100 465 - 3500 
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TABLE XXI 
DIVERSITY OF BENTHIC MACRO-INVERTEBRATE 
FAUNAL POPULATIONS IN THE CLEAR CREEK WATERSHED 
Lower Weirs Upper 




Chironomidae 24 5 290 
*Coenagrionidae 2 
*Corixidae 17 3 34 
Culicidae 1 
Cyrenidae 12 
*Dytiscidae adults 140 15 6 




*Gyrinidae 14 1 
*Haliplidae adults 1 4 
*Haliplidae larvae 5 3 
Heleidae 2 7 
*Hydrophilidae adults 1 2 3 




Lumbricidae 2 1 
Physidae 10 
'*Sialidae 34 
Tabanidae 1 1 
Total 234 213 376 
Family Diversity 1.67 3.07 1.10 
*Known or suspected to be predators of Culicidae (mosquitoes). 
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TABLE XXII 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN PROFILES IN WEIRS MARSH, 




Season Condition ature surface 
Early May: top of Chara beds 17°C 15·3 
3 inches below 
surface 
Late May: Chara beds 22°C 9.3 
reaching to 
surface 
Early June: water level 22°C 11.2 
dropping below top 
of Chara beds 
Late June: water level 23°C 1.0 
droppking further. 












fact that Clear Creek does reduce the quality of water in 
that area during spring floods. It is then probably that 
the number of mosquitoes calculated for Clear Creek in the 
Stokes report is low. 
The immediate solution to this problem was extensive 
and heavy aerial spraying of DDT in· the area of the Clear 
Creek swamp during the years 1956 to 1960. Since that time 
spraying was continued but less intensively than before. In 
recent years the mosquito problem has become only a minor 
one. Although spraying definitely reduced the mosquito popu-
lation, observations a.nd collection of other macro-inverte-
brates which now inhabit parts of Clear Creek and Weirs 
Marsh point to a possible biological control of the mosquito 
population. 
During the spring and summer of 1974, collections 
were made in three areas: in the lower Clear Creek swamp 
near Station 12, in Weirs Marsh near Station 4, and in the 
upper swamp near Station 11 (Figure 35). Water quality 
parameters representing average values for the area are 
given in Table XX. A list of the families of macro-inverte-
brate benthic fauna collected at these stations and the 
Family Diversity calculations are given in Table XXI. 
Of the families listed as known or suspected preda-
tors of Culicidae, 83% are either in the order Coleoptera 
(beetles) or Odonata (damselflies and dragonflies). The 
beetles in both the adult and larval stages feed on both 
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mosquito larvae and pupae. Hinman (1934) reported that 
under laboratory conditions, a single beetle (Dytiscidae: 
Dytiscus sp.) devoured 434 mosquito larve in two days. The 
Odon~ta prey upon mosquito larvae and pupae in the water 
and later as adults they feed on adult mosquitoes. While 
the nymphal stages of the Odonata tabulated in Table XXI 
are not numerous, the harder-to-capture adults are present 
by the thousands and are a constant aestival phenomenon in 
this area. 
In addition to these predator-prey relationships 
which apparently are helping suppress the number of mosqui-
toes in the area, certain plant associations are thought to 
be having the same effectG Unlike the Palzo project which 
has the hope that reclamation will stop the acidic runoff 
and subsequent destruction of Sugar Creek, the Clear Creek 
swamp has no such hope. The Pa.lzo project is costing in 
excess of $2,000,000 to reclaim 192 acres. The problems in 
the Clear Creek swamp cost $4,500,000 for mosquito control 
and $409,335 for annual upkeep and maintenance of roads, 
fences, etc. based on a 1969 economy, but residents of 
Hopkins County still have the 10,000 acre swamp and it's 
still growing. 
The problem could have been worse by the amount of 
acreage strip mined since 1966 in Kentucky and 1963 in 
Illinois. In these years the respective states passed 
stringent reclamation laws and Kentucky included provision 
for the reclamation of orphaned land. 
RECLAMATION LAWS Or' KENTUCKY AND ILLINOIS 
The first reclamation legislation in Kentucky was 
introduced in 1948. It was never acted upon by the legisla-
ture. A second law was proposed in 1950 but it was amended 
to the point of being ineffective. In 1952, a third attempt 
was made to introduce strip mine legislation but special 
interest groups saw to it that the bill was not passed 
(Journal of the Senate, 1954). 
The first strip mine law was passed in 1954. It was 
introduced on January 21 by Senator Moloney of Fayette Coun-
ty, as Senate Bill 45 O(SB45), "An Act relating to strip min-
ing and the conservation and reclamation of natural resources 
affected thereby." Nine days previous to that Lawrence W. 
Wetherby, then governor of Kentucky addressed the General 
Assembly meeting in joint session and called for approval of 
this bill. He cited the "effective but reasonable" strip 
mine bill which was to be introduced at this session and 
urged that it be passed for the dignity of the entire 
commonwealth. 
On January 28, 1954, S.B. 45 was passed by the senate 
by a vote of 22-14 and became Kentucky Revised Statute (KRS) 
350. The law was amended and strengthened by the legisla-
ture in 1956, 1960, 1962, 1964 and 1966. The amendments of 
1966 included section 350.152: 
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"Ac uisition of land b commonwealth for reclamation 
~urposes I The commonwealth, acting by and through 
~ts department of natural resources, shall have the 
power to acquire, either by negotiation or by exercise 
of the power of eminent domain, land which has been 
affect or disturbed by strip or auger mining, which 
consists of orphan banks or unreclaimed spoil piles, 
and which in its present state is hazardous or other-
wise detrimental to the health and safety of the 
citizens of the commonwealth and for the restoration 
of which federal funds have been made available. 1t 
This was the first legislative acknowledgement of the problem 
of orphan strip mines. Legislation was now in existence in 
Kentucky which permitted the restoration of the lands which 
had been strip mined and abandoned since the mid-1800's, 
provided federal funds were available. 
In 1972, House Bill 3 (HB3) gave the thereby created 
Department of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources 
the "authority, power, and duty to ••• provide for the con-
trol, and regulation of strip mining and reclamation in a 
manner to accomplish the purpose of KRS 350." This bill 
later became KRS 224. 
The federal government once again addressed itself 
to the problem of reclamation with the 1974 Federal Strip 
Mine Bill. This bill was vetoed by President Ford. The 1975 
Federal Strip Mine Bill was in the House Interior Committee 
as of February 26, 1975 where provisions for the reclamation 
of orphan land were being defended against administrative 
attempts to eliminate or weaken them. Representative Sam 
Steiger (R-Ariz) proposed the elimination of a land reclama-
tion fund from the bill. The proposal was rejected along 
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with a companion proposal to move the responsibility of 
reclamation from the Interior Department to the Department 
of Agriculture. A defender of the original version, Repre-
sentative Morris Udall (D-Ariz) stated that such changes 
would eliminate the reclamation program. The funding of 
the program is proposed to come from a reclamation fee of 
35 cents-per-ton for strip mine coal and 10 cents a ton for 
deep mined coal. The federal administration proposed in 
1974 a 10 cents per ton fee for both types based on the 
premise that the greater fee would "produce more money 
than needed for orphaD land reclamation (Courier Journal, 
February 26, 1975). 
The Illinois strip mine laws are found in the 
Illinois Revised Statutes (IRS) Chapter 93, Sections 180.1 
to 180.15 in that chapter were known as the Surface-Mined 
Land Reclamation Act enacted in 1961. It was amended in 
1963 and 1967. This act was repealed when lR3 93 sections 
201-216, the Surface-Mined Land Conservation and Reclama-
tion Act became effective September 17, 1971. 
The Kentucky law and Illinois law though they 
differ in certain respects, require similar degrees of 
reclamation. The Illinois law however is not controlled 
by the Department of Environmental Protection and Natural 
Resources as it is in Kentucky but is still under the 
jurisdiction of the Department of Mines and Minerals. The 
Illinois law also does not have a section devoted to 
reclamation of orphan land. 
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How the coal companies dealt with the added costs 
of reclamation was the subject of a 1967 study by Brooks 
(1967). In western Kentucky, these costs are met in two 
ways. In the short run the cost was absorbed by the company. 
In the long run the costs of reclamation are accounted for by 
lowering the unit cost of production. The latter is accom-
plished by employing technological advances and expanding 
production to increase efficiency. Larger companies then 
can better afford the cost of reclamation since they can pro-
duce more coal. Brooks concluded that increased costs of 
reclamation reduced output and employment in the short run 
but in house technological changes restored them in the 
long run. 
His study, however, was not addressed to orphan 
mines. t'Conditions existing after mining is completed are 
generally accepted much like a sunk investment cost and 
reclamation plans proceed from that point." (Brooks, p. 68) 
This may be the route taken by coal companies 
throughout the nation. In the proceedings of "Hearings 
before the Subcommittee on Mines and Mining" in the House 
of Representatives, 92nd Congress, 1971, Russell Train, 
Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality cited the 
Kentucky statute (KRS 350) as a good state statute. Ken-
tucky's reclamation law was held up as a model for federal 
legislation. The 1975 federal strip mine bill which passed 
both the House and Senate and was awaitil~ presidential 
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action as of March 31, 1975 has an added clause that the 
Kentucky statute lacks, a lO-25~ per ton deep mined coal 
and a 35~ per ton strip mine coal fee. These funds are 
to be used for the reclamation of orphan land. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study has had as its objective an interdisci-
plinary look at the problem of reclamation of orphan strip 
mines. It was found that each of the aspects of geology, 
history, water quality chemistry, aquatic biology, economics 
and law have orphan characteristics of their own which con-
tribute to the whole problem of reclamation of the orphan 
land. 
The stratigraphy of formations overlying the coal 
have bben destroyed in the process of strip mining creating 
an orphan geology. Such action has resulted in secondary 
effects on the chemistry, hydrology, and biology. Acid mine 
drainage which results from the oxidation of pyrite formed 
under the anaerobic conditions of Paleozoic swamps is one of, 
if not, ~ major problem associated with strip mines. The 
amount of acid mine drainage runoff from the strip mines 
varies in amount and location. Carruccio (1974) correlated 
the presence of framboidal pyrite with the occurrence of 
acid mine drainage and thus presented a method to predict 
the occurrence of the problem in future mining endeavors. 
The problem of orphan mines still remains as non-point 
source runoff of acid mine drainage. 
Once the runoff reaches a receiving stream, it 
affects the stream's chemistry in all parameters measured 
in this study. The further oxidation of pyrite leads to 
the formation of ferric hydroxide precipitate. This with 
12.3 
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the precipitation of clay and soil from the freshwater run-
off causes excess siltation in streams and the formation of 
acid mine drainage swamps and bogs. 
This change in water quality chemistry of streams 
and their sediments affects the biota of the stream. When 
the incidence of acid mine drainage is most severe macro-
invertebrate faunal populations are non-existent. This was 
the case of Sugar Creek in Williamson County, Illinois below 
the Pa1zo strip mines. Here the stream sediment was a gela-
tinous' ferric hydroxide precipitate. This coupled with 
extremely acidic water, excluded a biota for the stream. 
Under less stringent conditions, when forest, field or farm 
runoff is present with acid mine drainage, a special type of 
ecosystem develops as in parts of the Clear Creek Swamp. 
Clear Creek is a serious problem, however. An 8,400 acre 
swamp with an unstable future will also have an unstable 
ecosystem which may result in the recurrence of such problems 
as the salt marsh mosquito infestation of 20 years ago. 
In addition to the geologic history, the archeo-
logical history was also destroyed by the process of strip 
mining. At Palzo two Indian artifaqts, an arrowhead and a 
scraper, were found in the spoil. This is a possible indica-
tion of previous Indian occupation. In western Kentucky the 
Parrish site was destroyed by stri~ mining. This site was 
of particular historical interest becaus'e it is thought to 
have been an intermediate culture between that of the Pa1eo-
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and Archaic Indian cultures. 
The more current history of the people. who live in 
surrounding areas is a reflection of both orphan and recent 
strip mines. Initially underground mining employed many men 
at the turn of the century. A World War's need for coal 
brought about strip mining on a larger scale. In the early 
years before strip mining became so highly mechanized, it 
also created many jobs. First in Illinois and later in 
Kentucky, labor management disputes began and smaller mines 
were forced to close. The Depression of the 1930's further 
slowed production in ~ll mines and forced several more to 
close. The demands of a second World War's need for coal 
brought forth the gigantic. machinery like that of today. 
As mentioned earlier, we allowed 1.5 million acres to be 
strip mined and abandoned because strip mining became 
feasible at a most opportune time. The larger, more 
efficient, machinery required fewer man-hours. The people 
of many coal mining communities witnessed draglines destroy 
both their farms and towns, as well as many job opportunities. 
Of the farms still in existence, many were returned to the 
farmers in an almost sterile condition. "It just don't 
seem to grow things like it used to." (Barnhill, 1972) 
Kentucky passed its first law to regulate the degree 
of reclamation of str~p mines in 1954. The first stringent 
law and the first to have a section addressed to the problem 
of orphan land reclamation was passed in 1966. Illinois has 
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a similar law first passed in 1961, but it not addressed 
to the orphan mine problem. The economics of reclamation 
of 40,000 acres of land and 4,000 acres of water in western 
Kentucky (Anon, 1972) and 7,000 acres in Williamson County 
(Cunningham, 1975) is prohibitive. A nation with a 60 
billion dollar national debt cannot afford another 3 to 25 
billion dollar cost for orphan land reclamation. 
Kentucky received $500,000 for this purpose from 
the federal government in 1974. Job Corps labor was used 
to regrade some of this land near Madisonville, Kentucky 
(Michael Vaughn, Reclamation Officer, Madisonville, Ken-
tucky. Personal communication, 1974). When these funds 
become available, the decision must be made as to how they 
are to be spent. Based on experience from this study, the 
following suggestions are made: (1) Any area not producing 
acid mine drainage or producing amounts which can be neu-
tralized by the receiving stream should not be disturbed; 
(2) Any area with a viable ecosystem should not be disturbed. 
To begin reclamation in these areas will often result in the 
exposure of more pyrite to oxidation and the production of 
acid mine drainage. (3) Areas to be reclaimed should in-
clude those with the most severe acid mine drainage problems. 
(4) Reclamation of such areas should include fertilizing and 
reseeding as soon after regrading as possible, preferably 
the same season. Some of the regraded areas of Palzo became 
severely eroded due to complications in the schedule of 
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sludge delivery; thus application of sludge and seeding 
were postponed until after further regrading •. It is 
further suggested that the above standards be observed if 
federal 10 and J5~ per ton fee for coal mined funds become 
available. That then is the status of orphaned land today, 
most of it still orphaned. 
This dissertation was also conceived as an educa-
tional outline. The information contained herein is an 
interdisciplinary look at the problem of orphan strip 
mines which could be used as a starting point for future 
studies in the seven areas previously mentioned, or as a 
beginning for continuance of interdisciplinary studies in 
this area. The latter possibility would apply to the 
education of reclamation officers and engineers dealing 
with the problem of strip mined land reclamation. 
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H~dro~sy~e~l,l~l~'~d.:;.~I~.~~'.~-------__I~------~--------+_-------_+--------+_ ___ _ 
'Hvdrop~n 1id2.e --
-J - --~--r-------_+~------+-------~---------I-------~-~--,-------JJeutoc(;:r.id1.~.e _________ ._ 
·l·~'"'~-f·J-·-'"' . d J1 0 (3 ___ • 'l.L .1, ,H~ 
LulDi)i::lcT(f;l'(~-'---t-------+--------iI-----i 
LYff1il2:C-j.cl a e 
FBj.lipede-- __ 
Mllscidac~ _______ -4 _______ 4_---___ ~~_~----~---------~------_4-------.---.-
r~emato(fa 
Nel~ur1·~'Q~~_·a--~--_---. __ -+ _____ -----:===~=:=:-------~-------_+ ___ . _______ +-________ ~~----------
.QDORJ;~()nidae 
F(~r 110ae 
l:)erJoo·"'i--a7, 2-.... -e----I' --~ 
----~----.-------.--.----~ 
~1:Y~l}l~~i~d~~~~~0----,~ __ ------~--___ ----~---------~-------~---------+_-------
l'J2Y:: J.dne 3 3 
15jn.l;or·ITt.,...ic-'1-(>---+-~--..;-----+-----·-t------I-----+---..;"------
1~:..'l9~_ho_d_·i~iae --_ .. -, --.... ---- - ..... ---.---+---. =1 -:2 :=, 
Psychcwd._j.d,?u I __ ._--'-_-_____ .... ___ ~..;. _____ =,.J--~-
136 
~ 2- 3_ If 5 0 
Pyr;) I iche 
H h v ~) r: 0 ~) h i L i cl ;J 0=: 
~- .. ---~-- -SJ.alj rl;2(~ / I 2- '-I 
Simll\rJ'iae -
-----~-...... --~ 
Smvn t;.)wr Lcl::if'! 
~-- - , 
~k~~!lLdac /J q I / 2 24-
St;· . • cl r== - 'r(:! .. Tl ()rn'.,rl~ n(; -.-.. --•. --.,-4~ -- . --Sue c: :Ui r: J d ac 
i.Fa bi-\lircrc1c-
'- .• -==i-----
11I0~jJ (1 ~. (.! --- -" 'l'ubific: i da8 -- LJCf :;- 33 2 LJ 5" _. --
Tota1 Families '7 Ll- S" a 5" II 
Total Organism::; lflf 2be 30 qq /S" L/ 5"3 
Runs 
. 
342- /5"0 /54 J2..9 %5" /82 
SCI '-/.788 /.20 1.5'+ 2.064 3.6£" I./. :00-'/ .-
Sir.msoncs O· 311 O·'1If; 0.701- 0·776 O·2.b2- o.MrD 
l-S~1EJ?s on t s O.bSq 0.285 O.2Qa 0.22.4 0.738 0.350 
Diversity f. ~ I 0.174- 0·7b6 lJ.703 I. b3 I.Oq 
Redundancv 0·54" 0.88£/- 0.'786 0.866 O·39'l> 0.65"3 
..:. 
Menhinicl:' s /'Ob 0.2lfl/- 0·9/3 0.801- 1.2Q 0.577 





















I I -.--.!L~. 
/ 
3 
3 :3 - -
6 
1~~(l~eridl~e 1i. b (3 J 11.1.1 i d D;';:e~-r-----I--z~--I-----+-----I-----l--;L---

















z :3 o 
Pyra li c!'" r: __ 
H h'l~c m 1 ;1 i]. iC!;18 
~L--;-7'" .... --- -S 1 a 1 J (; ; If' --
S"j ml~] i j 7i~~ (~ 
-8 S m v n til~;:::-~ ~i n. e : ---" S r"~;r:nJ ~-I-~;-;; /0 7 /5" q :2- 43 .... • f. ~ .) I --"*--r-'-' -~. - ._-"----Str~lt}()~~'"j d;1D I / _._----_ .... '-
~.~ nee i! 1 e .i _ rl :-J.(~ / / L 4-
-~';1b~I-J-~j c;"~ :1'; -- --"-~'--.!::.-- 2-l' I:n-u-}j'c;~f~-'-'- -'------ -" 27~. / .2.8 
rl~ub li;""l-c'~ "ci';:C;-"-- ---"-s .2- '1 ------------- .. --. --'--------
'l'otal F8.milies 13 12 /0 7 10 2~ . --
Total O:cganisms 43 Ie'! 81- If! 77 ,31f! 
Runs if3b 378 37q 380 34-1 i..J Iq 
SCI II. 336 Q.072 '7.58 5.32- b.9 z.. 20.9:;-
Sim}2son t s 0./31 0.2.15 0.2.:'-6- O.1..I:JI 0.330 o",so 
I-Simpson's O·8foQ 0,787 O·"fL/S" O.7M 0.070 O. 'ifJO 
Diversjty 2.13 2" LJ 1 2. I'] /. '12 /.60 3.0:;-
Redundansy 0.331 O.47Q OS{'3 0.4"}..4 O. (,2/ 0.5"58 
Menhinick's I.Q8 /.5 I. /0 1.6/ /.11- I· 40 _. 




Am n i C .0 ]. i ci '1 ~ I -, ~-}--r---- . , 
J..!:.:}.E.22 . ..?':5:2:g ':' e 
An~yc l:i.cJ ::t.0 
A nne 1 ic1 'J. 
AseliTcj~)o 
A s t r-i C i (f~t(;-
Bactid~tc-
C tii r ononJ 1 d,Je 5 





Dole lLlj20cl i aae 
Dr;VOpldae 
Dvtiseldae 





























J'syc h o dTda8--
--:-----;-,-
Ps~c hon'tl loae 
139 
Station 3 


















I .1- ___ 







/ 2-- / / 
140 
i 3 5" o 
Sintll.iijap 
SJ~:01T.:~\;r:T(-1~-; ~-J --4-
S nh:l_(~ ni d ~~ e :_-_-_-i+-_-_-..;..;2.~~_=_~_:~~-~-1----:--::--::3--+--/--4-------1.--1---1 
--Str'~:;~~:I~.ll\T)·-(in(:l I .... ,.>. L, _ ~ I I. • (~ .. 
s-uccI}.:;0:~T8-_-e-. --r- ,--'--
1O,:;bo-:111(;;,:8------'-I---,---1-----+----+--
____ .. -.-------.-+-.-;...--{.----!------I-------l._---- __ I __ 
'l.' t..l2t..~ 1 ~._Cl_R,.-(,-· ____ -'--___ -----I-----+--
'l'utd.fic iClCJ.8 38 11 i.f ii---'I---I-2-~ -S2-
-~~---~--~--~~~--~~~----~~~ 
Total f'8.li1ilies 8 b 10 1'/ 
Runs 204 131 /38 271 /97 
SCI 3.2~"f 0.78 /.38 S,51b 
.Simpson's 05'69 0.732. 0.88/ 0.74 7 O.JI.7'f 0.633 
_1_-_S~i~m~.D~~~>o~n~t~s ___ ~Q-.-~-3~/--~-O-.Z-~-9-~~O--~V~q __ ~_O_._2-~_3 __ ~_0~.S.~~~/~~03~7 
-I /./0 
~edUndanSy,~ ____ +-O_.~_I_b __ ~_O-._B.eo------~O-.-q3.-/--~-O-.8~'li,_~ __ 4-_a __ h8_7 __ ~1~o_.8_~~O~ 
1.2..2 O.70f) DiYersitv 1·1/.8 
Menhinicl:: t S /.11.. 0.]62 0.473 0.470 120 O.blb 
Marp-:alef's 1.78 0.102'+ 2_ 13 2.08 
::L 




A IT! })tlT7, _0 i d 3~ __ 
i 
A DC Y c:...:li g ~'J~ ____ 
Anw::lidG I 
AS"11i.-(E'~ 
As t:1"c i ({2~C . 
Ba-ctl clac --
Chir-ono!'Jictac - /8 
--.----.--.~.- . 9 hI 0E.£T~r IJ.d.:le 









Ephemf~r idae / 
Gammandae 
GlossI nhonilC.l.ae - ' --
pomJ.~hidae 
Ha~iJ2Jidae -Heleid2.e 







Le}2t.oc er idae 
Libellulidae 
Lumbl~-lcidae 













































:1. z 3 o 
Pyrn 11"(!:2.f; 
Rh'/8C ant! i] :i d;:u? 
S) ~'tl i (f~, (~ 
Simufr i (;;t P 
STi1Yll t·t; 1',(~'lr ~ ZH~ 
~-
2 rh~~ ('~~:i. :j~~ 
--
'0 --_. 
St::clt i. (jT;1"\' 5.d.~}(~ 
S l~,::cr~::-;:I~;~:e--r ----. - ... _ .... "'r~ 'fa 1)ej n jJi;l. :.! 
'1' j puIT~f:-; e 
. .f--. 
Il'u"iJl f ~c:TdC1~ /10 +----
1--.. 
. - /0 20 ./-. ~2 / sl.. 
Total Fnmilies 3 3 3 0 3 if 
Total O.rganisms /2q /5 26 0 S/ 22./ -
Runs 104 23r; 202- 143 IJb 
SCI 0.1:>7...4- I. LJ I I.l} O. 8~-8 /. 09 
SimEsoncs O·7~1 O.5"oz. O.bIB O. b'l9 O.b98 
l-Simpson's 0.2.53 O.4Qe 0.382 0.30/ 0·30z -
Diversitv O.blO O.qqz. 0. e~1 0. 7/q O·7q£J --
Redundancy o.8Q I 0.630 0.75"0 0.833 0. 97S-
- -- ._-
Menhinlclc's 0.2."'LJ- O. '17:;- ossa OJI-ZO 0. 269 ---
Margalef's 0.4/2 0.73Q oblL/ 0.5"0'1 0. 5"!J-{' 
l\ PT i O1~-~~l: ,-~ 
Armir:.ol i ,i,,'J' 
A l!il; ii-f"7-; f(T-ll~ 
Anc yc 1 j ~: ;: .. (' 
A .--,";:j~' ;- :-1_= . j Ir ,._ .' .1 \, .' . .... -;:----.-. ;i~ () 
ii, .J ~;..:l.!}.:.:..' . .::~.:' f . , IS t8.C J-').("l(; _' __ --,._A_ ... _ 
Br~. e -t. 'I. (~ ~'l {~ 
C h i r 01-;-O;-;:I} d nc-t- .a -------- .. _----:---C hI OrOI)f~C 1 j. c1aG 
Chord OiHc1ae 














He-utr-lJ!'c lltJ idae ---=-_._-







11. he 11 ulidc~e 
Lumbrlc'Ictae 












Ps;yc 11 o~.:~0~~le 
Ps;yc hon)] l.dae 
143 
Station 5 



























:t 2. 3 o 
P,yra 1 i d :-!.C~ 








ihlFinid30 - - - --
.r.!: 1=R.l~J. d a e' ___ - -fl'ubi fie id D.I~ 28 2-'1' 2- Z 7 RI --- - -
Total F8.milic:J Z J 2- 3 Lf S---
Tot8..1 Organisms 3b b ;1..5' 22. 33 /Z- Z 
Runs 176 / i.J.6 27B /6 '+ 272 
SCI 0.704 O.OOL 0.184 /. 'M~ /.3/ 2.12. 
SimEson's o. b5'J/. / 0.Q1.3 0.'/-36 o.~8b O.f>-IO 
I-Simpson's 0.3tJb 0 0.077 0.062.. O.3/L/- O.,/q 
Diversity O.b'fO 0 o·J9~ 1.13 0.757 /·/9 
Redundancv O.SlO / o.t14s O.64~ 0.7Q6 O.78S-
Menhinickts 0.333 0.408 0.JI D.M o.~q{, 0.453 




A~'l C 01 i (f?:r; 
11 In 12l~ r:~ (:?I~j ::J i;-
Anc 'Ie] ) <i ::1.0 
----~-----.--
IInneJid8. 
Ai; (~ 1 J.ld r:7:'--
A!~{8C lrirl.8 
---~-.---Ba.c tu] ae 
c-hTror: OIl1:i. d a e 
eliTo 001)0 rTI 'J :1. e 
C 110 rdodJ. cl iie' ------ , C oc!n(.l;~r· j. r.rli c: ~3.C 
C ul i e ra-ae----:--. 
Diptera 





EJ?b..e m e ct d a_Q.._ 
Gammarlda(~ 
G lO:~;S-lphoni .idac 
gOlIphidae 
Ji.a lip l~ ida e 
Heleidae ---Hepta t~e nc idnE' 




!!ydr2pS .. Y.9~a.-e 
fur d r 0 Jrt i ll.£§~ c 
L?pto~er~~sg 























--+ ---_., .... __ .---_.'-
I 
T' 


























z 3 o 
Pvr:ll i(he _f 
k ) ~. v, I . 1 i ", .' . .!-~<,:..9 .. l'': I 1. - - _ •• ,I " 
S J 8 ) ](1 ;': r: 3 -3 
SiFlV', :I i (1;-) e 
Sm\~n·t:Fl~lrI(i ~ C -------
sy;h.-::(.:..rll~i~~ -, r-----Str(ltj,:)~'iVi.d;lr: I 
Sur,c·r~;"~~~;-;:·. 'I ' - --f------ -- ~
'ii;5;;-~ii:~~"'-C-~----r--~-l--- --- ~---(. ~- .. '---. 
r1' i 1)1) rt~.i;::,"C:----r .. ---------'----- ,--- +----- f..-. -t=_ --= 'II ...... ' '.. I _.UUlJ J,~_(]ae - .. 
'rotal Fcunilies 0 0 0 0 Z 2-
Tot&l Organisms 0 0 0 0 '-/ Lf 
Runs 
. 2Z.q Z2..Cl 
SCI o.qlfo O,C/lb --
S' t O. {,2.5' 0.62.5' J .. mr;s c;n s .. --
l-Simpson's 0·3'75' 0.375' 
Diversity 0.5 0.S-
~edundfl-nc~ o.5fo4 0. 664 
Menh5. nick t s I / .. --* _. 




A neve 1.1 drw 
ii nn~ lid a 
Aself[(iae 

























































.1. 2 3 - 0 




S l)hao.rn d ;Jt~ ---




--.--------. - - · ____ 0---- .-'I'abanic}8.t'! 
--'---r--::--'-- - --
~~I i 12 u Ll tl ;.~.Q,_ -'l'ubificj clr.8 --
TotaJ F8r;d.li83 0 0 0 0 c 0 -- --1-----










Arc:d. on j d rl e 
A ITt r~i.-;:;OflcJ n (: I -----._-------- -Arnnhj zoiu~Je 




Bae ticl~1 (! 
ChI ronolllld ae 13 


















liJ:_d rCl.C ni dae 
HydrolTIE!tridae 
--' -


















Psxc homiLi ne 
149 
Station 1 



















/ /0 .. -









• 1 , , 
150 
1. 2 3 1) S- O 
Exl~alidac 
-----~ R h v it r. 0'0 t1 11 i ( I {} c 
-;-. ____ • I 
I 
--
S)~:t1] r.:tC' 2- 3 
S i. T'1 i"l'L jTJie -
STlly3:; l:t1\~ r id~l.e ---
S'ph '";.('-ni d CJ C J "St';:-,-'G- ." .' 1,> ---, " ..... Ol,.\{ 1(".(: 
S ) -·~--:i-.l~~ 1..CC.L.,C_(, .. C 
Tao. b[i~l.f(i :::t e -"----------
if il2.1) .~ ci ~!:.~~ - .-0 - - -~ _ "~_,,,w Tub'i fie idae 7/ 30 6 q I:> /3/ --
Total Fami)j 88 b 5' 3 '-I 7 q -
Total Orgarusns qb /0] 31 25" 6q 32.'1 
.~ 
Runs 217 277 303 371 26q 5"24 - --
SCI 2.100 2.77 1.~2 2.Q7 3.77 SB3 
Sim]2son f s 0·-5'1/ D-<f8b 0.3h3 0.1...70 0.'-177 0·358 
I-Simpson's o . .Lf.z.q 0.51'-!- 0.637 0.730 o.5A.3 O· h'-l2. -
Diversity 1.18 /. 1. Ifl 1.35 t. ("hb 1.380 IBO 
Redm]dancy 0.773 O. '16'5 Ob2.R o. -s0z. 0.708 0.140 -
!"1entJinick t s 0. biZ. OAQ3 0.539 0·8 0.843 O.S-
!v1~~g~lef's J.01:;- 0.e63 0. 661-. 0.132-
J.4L /,38 
Af!ri oni d;:; c 
~-------Amni r; 0 li Ii ~;e 
A.m phi 7.~ . .c"-,-i_ ~t p 
AncycJ.j dar: ---'---_. 
Anrl~ljd;:; 
As c 11 ra·;-0. I I 
As 1. :;!.c i cf;~ (: _._--,-
Bo.ctJ.cbc I 
C hi ron.(~:dc1 0.8 




D' .c. _!2.:£.~e;a. I 
QplchlJ2od).dae 
Dr;yopidae_ 
D t' " !El. -lSCJ_Oae 
Elmldae I 
Errrp ida e 
Epocmeridae 








Hyd r orr.e ti· rei ae 
lildro}2hilidae 
Hy:dropsy~id~?e 
H.ydr O]2t i 11 d 8.e 
Leptoceridae 
Libellul:i.dae 
Lumbrl c id:De L 






























I / / 
/ 2 
























1. 3 o -Pvra15(l :1.,,' .. . --~ 
RhvaconhlUdClp. I 2- 3 
si~]. id~~ (' 
-
Simul ii-;i;u:-
<.; m V n :;:T--;-:-:::-i d ,. f' ... I. V. ,"., (.1. • 
SphacJ~~i~9 ~b Z. /3 q S3 I /33 
Stratj ();" ... ·.idae 
S 0 .! .,~ ~~. ':-':1':~ .~ 
-~:~~~=-: 
,.U~C.l 1. . .1(;,,~,_ ---..,- .. --.- ;-. . . __ .. _------ -T<'t t);} n J. d ;.1. c; 
1'f))u l.rd ':1. (! --. 
'11 U b~i. l' .i. ( :-~f-d 0. e 2.q 4-
.-~.-
/ if 18 I S-6 -- .. --,,-.---
Total }t'(:uilili(~s I?; 6 /l. II If Ie .. --
Total Orrrs.nisms 106 q so 31- No 341 
Runs 311- i{.o7 41.0 '1-27 .3Qo 388 --
SCI g. (b if.Be 10.08 q3q 10.9L 1'3. 97 
Sim:2son 's 0.35"4 0.16' 0./ Lf3 D./56 0. 2f{, 0. 2./'f 
l··Simnson's 0.fe>J.j.6 0·8/5' o.. B5'7 o.81.J.i/· 0.784- 0..786 
----"-- --
Diversitv /·83 1.119 l.bCJ 2.if8 2.47 2.11 
r ../r: --
Redundancy Ob5'Q D. /t2- 0.373 0.3'h 0.s-69 {j.6/Z -
Menhinickos 1.15' 2.00 /.70 I. e9 /./8 o. '17.5-- --
Margalef's 2..5'(, 2.2.8 2.~1 Z.81- Z.63 2.92. 
.1.. 
Ard onid2J~ 
xr;r:r(~-Ol j ,i " .'\ . I. .. _ _'"- \. ( ~ . __ 
II L~;·~i.7 O'j '~l'~~~'-
---.~-----.--
Ane yc 1:\ () ~i~~ --..... '--------... _---
AnL~ljd8. .. - .... __ . 
/;f.,e llLh_8 
i-;-s-f;j(~rc! ~l c 
13;;: r;'fl ci ;:l (; 1 
C h-i ronom} cf;.p b 
c }iTc:~.· (; r:i-;:~~ 3. rd;~ r~ 
Ch'orociZl idac 










},)'iipt d 8. e 
. 
182hE?E(; l~ ~ d~('t8 5" 

























'pT;;Yl()rb ida e 




December 2, 1972 
























106 /74 .. -















~jlqVilt·h Il-r-r;: ~::"! .-
-::-'~-----:-
2-S p!lr~ (_~ rll da (~ 3 / 6 - ......... -~--.-.--- - .-
StrntlOmyj:J~I(~ l -------.---~-
~_)UCC1 11 0 J.ci()(. 
ifn"timlICl :l e . -- ---.--~.-.-/ / 
"Trnlll.lciac 2.2. 2.2----'-".,--_. .. 
'lVt)if.i.Gid~l(; 3 :z. 2- --2:- 37 </-b 
Total FaIililies b /0 5" ~ 8 IL/ 
1'otal Organisms 39 Z'L 49 3/ IS4- Z94 . 
Runs 285" J.fZ6 294 161 23(' 301 
SCI 3. J.fl. S.5'Z 2.B4 Uo7 3.776 g.b~ 
S· c 0.366"" 0.1101 O.J./.'-II 0.66/ I 0533 0.397 !..2:..!llJ2.§ 0 n s . . 
l-Sirnpson t s 0.",/:> 09?ll 0.5~q 0. 339 O.J.I.~7 0. bl3 
Diversity /.5"'1 2.30 1.4<1- 0.970 /. 2.. 2. / .97 
~edundancv o. S-qq 0.1.77 o.~2. 0.76/ O.7Q2. 0. 70C? 
Menhinick t~:> 0.913 2./3 0. 7/4 08lf8 D. ",45" 0. 8/b -
Margalef's /.31 2.QI /.03 /16 131 2.2Q -
A r;r i o~~~ d ~~~:.. ___ I 
f· III n i S:_c:J·~Si. (1 .; J 
.6l~2hl i'. '-)].d 8.P ___ 
A T.!..C2.:V c~~ ); (i ;:; e I 
Annclid;:~ 
"A-.se 1 Jid-::J; 
t~ s t8.C-r.:;~:.l? 
-.----;-,-~.~ -~- ... 
BaetlCw8 
"-"~'.-r-----.-~--
~b.!· r S)1JS-:!TI.l c0.~ .. b 
Chlorof)c:rlidae 





















Ll be 11 v.llclae 































==1=-----.- . ~ 
.-----.- _._--_._ .. ---









1 3 o 
Pyrn') i dr,c 
H h ~/ ,,:r:. 0 n 11 ~ :C i d ;:". r·.' 
S iR] i ,! ;,(' ="-"'""--;..;....;~I----+-----+------+-----+-.:...---I------I 
Sirrl\iTr~~ l i_;1_r; __ --l_. ___ +-___ + ____ -+-___ -+ ____ ~.--~ 
};rnyz~[f~~~i:i5J2L i ~J2!~3~~_1~ ri :1r:~ 1·----f-----+-----+----+-----I~------1 
S tra .:~ j Or:'v i r! ('1(' ---1-+----+-----+-----t----·---l----'---~ 
-S-u-c c rn-;-;T;J-<.-'.0.·-_ ---+-----l-----f------i---
·'.r;,..tbi~i·!l-d:~(J --~.-----+----.-+- .. --.--.;-----
'1' jOl1·-1~:C(f;_~·o:----I------+-------t-----~-.--... I I 
Tuh-j-j' i 1'>_,.,~5-..;..d.;;;s.;..;;:e __ _+_---.:..13~_-!-__ . ..L-4_ I-_~b:.::.-S-_ __I,--.!L- f-4b~ --14-~ 
Total Fmnilie~~ 3 1. 2 z 
Total Organisms ~b 13 ro7 5b UJo 
Runs 23te. 214 17 139 213 




0.486 O.0S'8 0.304 0·4-11 
Diversitv 0.130 O.lfo h 0.877 0.741... 
Menhinick's O. "71 0.55"5' 0.24-4 0,302, 0.535'" 0.35~ 
~~~~~~----·I~~~~------~-------4-------+------·-+--·------
Margalcf's 0.3'10 0.2.3'2> o.2b4 0.745" {),7S.r 
Ar:;cionida r; _. .. 
Arnnic olin ~~c 
II l:i1)h iz; o!c d ~lf! 
I\n(:','c fi ciac 
--~- ... ----
Annelida 
P 1]" \SC. .J.02.8 ----, 
Ast~{Cld~le 
B~1 e TIcf;:-e--
C hTr 0 n orn i. (f n 8 
7,y-:'''-- ---~'-'-"-' \ 
~~l(:f.2.p...p;:F .\.J.08.8 
Cho~'d od J.dae 
C oir!~i' i oni cf;;c 





























































:t 3 o 




S r;; Y nth ~)-l:'J. '.l 0. (; 
l;ph(ll~ nJ d .:-:~-:: -
S"tra t i ()i~~'-J d :-H~ ------------_.,-_. 
Su~c in(.~r~izw -_._--.-,--- - - .• ---l'abanid:Jc 2- 2 ------_.- :-------'1' i r l' 1 i :1',"" -' -" .. .!.-.~ . .::~~:~~: - -----_. 'I'\) bi l' ic j d :--~f: 2.5" q 2- 3 b. _ 
'l'otal Fali1ilies 3 3 I I 2.. _ LL~_ 
Total Ori,/lnl.SmS 3( 20 2- Z '-I 5'1 
Runs . Jet/- 314- I 1 /86 261 
SCI 1./0 /.88 0.002- 0. ooz. O.7tf'f 2.. i I 
.~impson's Ob71 0355"" I I 0.67..5' 0.4-'-/-0 
!.::Simp?.Ql!'s D.32..Q O.':>'-I-S" 0 0 0.375" o.S'hO 
Diversitv 0.75'5' 1.3/ 0 0 o.£"' 1.34'f 
RedundQ-l1cL- o.NL {J. 5''71 I I 0. S""bJ.f 0.702-
Menhinickvs 0. 53Cj 0."7/ 0.107 0.107 / 0.5'2..1 
Margalef's O.5B].. Qbb6 0 0 0.72. J O.73{, 
1.59 
Station 6 
December 2, 1972 
:t z 3 1/ S- 0 
Af'Tiolll-rl--cl-c.',----·-~r--=:-"'---Ir---'---jr-·- I ~ i 
A 1"1'11]' r. -O-);-::::~ () -_ • - \.... I. _I I.) (\. ... 
A mi.bX-Y~~~~(f?\(!---__ : ---t----I-----~ __ 
A nc: "C 1'; (! :'.P ~_.~ ... _____ . ____ ._,._ __ J~~ ____ _+__---
Ann81i(!;~ -1 _____ I-___ -+ ___ ~I ____ .__ __ 
A8elfi~~~ __ j = .~ _-. ___ _ 
A,; tsc lC~! ') ------ ------~------~-------·t--------·r_·-------I fucBti~ I / 





p~Eter,~~~~,~~--__ ~-----__ 4-------_+--------I--------~-------r_--~~ 




Elnli(jae ________ ~--____ --I--____ --_r------~--------·t--------~---------
jfIDJD~-~·a~e~-~----__ ~--__ --~-----~~-------_+---------r_------_+--------
Epheme r i d8e_. __ +-___ _+----+------+-----~-----_I_---_i 
Gammaridae 
910 S s iJ! 11 o·ii-:'i-:j-. d"""a-.· ,..,-I"r------I-----i-----+_-
Gomu1iidae I 
Ha~tp':":l=-_l::':' .:::.:d:.::;~~:e-=-:-~:.~_=__1f~-___ -_-_-_---.... -+----~------:--:::::::::~--=-~~-=--=-~:~+~---_-_-_-_ -,_-_ ++ -_-_-_ -_ -_ -_-_-I....., 
Heleidae I / L 
Hepta£&~i~~a.:::.:e~-~------~ ________ 4-__ ----_+--------r_------_+------~ 
liydr?~~~:~lJ~-d~(~rr~e ___ ~ ________ +_------_+--.------r_-----.~,~------~.----__ ~ 
Hvdraenidac 
-~. :~~----I----.----~------~-------~--------+--------+------~ Hydrornetridae 
Hi~roph.i.ll:..;:d,:.;;.ll"'-_e~-+-----t-----i----+-----+-----t-----I 
liydro~sych .. ~i~d:.::;a~e~ _______ +-______ _+-------r_------4_-------~~----~ 
~drop~~i71~i~c~l?_.e~' __ +-______ ~------__I~------~-----_+--------+_-------~ 
Leptoceridae 
1ibelJUJj~.l~lc~l~:.::;8--~1 __ --____ +_------_+--------r_-----4_-----~r_----~ 










Ph~~~~~, ______ ~ ______ ~-------1 ____ --__ +-------.~--------+_------~ 
PlnnorbJ.dnc : 
y8YCfiod~~r . .:;:(j..;.,~t;..:e::...·_-_-_-=~=-==-:::~~~TI~~~-=-_=_-~_=_~I--_-_~:_:_=_~-\~-=-:-=--:.-=--=--=-~'=.~-:.-=--=--=-~-:.~'=.-:.-=--=--=--=--=-~ 
Psycho~~.J~·.d~n.~~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ______ _4 ________ ~ ______ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ 
160 
3 o 
Tyrrll i (~.'H' 
Rhv~'c o:.)h J 1 id ::~e 
~~---S 1 aLi r1 ~) (, -----Sil'mJ jj'.Lu' 
Smvnt·h'..l r iJlrl.e 
-
-Spr-;;n;-f'c i -, r'-- -==--3 l (' .... J. • c~. _ .. -S'"tr;.;. t i-:0 --;': v J ... i " e -.--~--'~--'-'-"'-- -Sue C 1 n P .l a a "'~ ._._-- ------\ TnTJ:irlrcl;:o / -_._-- / 
'l'friiil id;te 
;I'"tl5ri'ic [dae 2i-l- jq -SCi ;0 SO /("2... --- -
'rotal FS.rililios .3 2- <f 2. 3 S-
Total Oq:;§;pisr;1s 31 2-D 74- 13 56- It; 2-
Runs . 1f04 /.f3 I7q IBO 93 /34 ---
SCI 0.184- 0./7L. /.43 0.7L. 0.5D 1.34- -
Simpf3.Q!l t s O. b39 o.qoS- o· 6,,3 0.{,4S" 0.'632- 0.729 -
I-SiT]1pson t s O.3"L 0.095"" 0.337 0.3S5 o. /1,8 0.2..71 
Di verE!.ltL 0.771 0.2..1 {, o·au, o. "2.9 0.<1-37 O.72,CJ 
Bedundancy 0·786 0·929 o.B2Jj o.7i./CJ 0.901 0.683 
~ -
Menhinick's 0.5'39 tJ.4<f7 0.465" 0.S"!J~5"' 0.405 O.3M 
~ 
Margalef's o.·n31.. 0.334- ().~7 0.390 0".j.(19 o. 76/ 
f\.PTi oni C!Ci '':'' - ..... ~-----,-
JI m n i col .i rl ~~(~ 
Am-}) h fzoj:-:r- ~_ e 
fine: VC J i U (10 
1\ ]lr;:~ lr;-T~:~---------_ .. _--
fiSt! 11-,_d (1(: .. ------r--. --
A:j t~c lO:1':: 
"}:j-~l-c -frr 1 a (;-
C}-1:l-r0m,jni2~~: C~ 
eli-To r 0 pori-lei <18 
CTlord 0211 (~2-ci 
C00!mr::r i c;njdn_e----,-,--. ----------
CU_~lC 1 (1ae 
nfptera 










"f[,J-.j l' d'" _ a..:.:;;.}2 __ 1 ",-8 
Hele:i.dae 
j{ i.~t afiq:':.D_~~ d a e 
Hvdrac hnld;:w 




_ .. tI, ... 






































1. ? 3 0 
'pYl'R 1. i rj'"j C 
Rh;ya8 (Ji;l! i J idae - ~-
Sialiri~'(! 
Simu].ij:-i~!i~ -------, -
Smvn tl!,' ': .. i. (j ae --'-'----;=F -' S nh8 n nit) ~~(~ ---str8 t ~'(~-;:'~;-'i"-;l n c -----.... _ (. • .J. • j I 1 _,' .... ~ 
---r---~__r-~--
-_. 
S W~ C 1 j-, (> '} (1 ::' e --,--_ .... ,'-'- ~ .. -- ---_._--_.-'I'ab8nid;:;,rj I / 
il1i pOl) l?(T~-;-~? _.'-_."-_.-- '-'-'l'u b J.:r j d. d ~:J~ 
i-l0llf*€r11llS 2- ---I--, 2.. 
Total F;;,mi lies 2 2-
Total Organisms 3 3 
Runs . 2.5'3 2.5'3 
. 
SCI 1.01 /.0/ 
Simpson's O.:J:J'{:, 0.556 -, 
l-Simpson's 0.4>"'-'4 o. i/'/L/. 
Diversity 0.5.2.6 0.52-8 
Redundancy O.3€>7 0.387 
Menhinickts 1,15 /.15 ---- -








As t2:-c-r d2.e 
Ba-etlcra .... e 
chi ronCJilliclae-
C hI ()·,ol)'·~r li rJ <. .... c 
Chor'a"odidae -_._. 












He le"iciae / 
Tlepta_[!~ncidae 
}1;ydr;lc hnidae 
















PhrvD;aneidac -_ .... _. 
Phvf:iiln.e I 
-~.-~ 




































2- 3 o 
1.9. tal Fmr~~]j._e,-, s;;..' -+-_.;...5" __ +----=,,~ _ _+--..::B~-+_~b::..--~, __ -+__17:...-,--
OcW~,rllf,ms 1/ 8 2S ss- /1-8 
SCI 3.13 
S . t 0 r/ 02'" ,/ 3 . J.mQson s .2..:"", 0.18B . oJS 0."1'2.2. 0.252. 0.2 I 
~~~~~.~-------t----------r--~~~.--------~--~~.~~-------~---.----~ 
l-SimE§~on~ s_ o. ?tJ.4 0.613 0.765" 0.578 0.748 0.769 
----+-------+-------~-------~------~----~~--~~~ 
Diversitv 1.5"5 /.l:)~ /.97 1.43 2.21 Z.4-fi 
~~~~~'~-----i~------r-------+--------~--~~--~--------~~--~~ 
Redundancy 0.3]...4 0.131 0.41/ O.MA 
--~--~~----+------+~--~4---~~---
0.57/ 
.;..M~ie~n~h~i~n~i~c~]~~_'~s _____ .+-_/~.5~{ __ -4 __ 2_._1_2 ___ ~_/_.~_O ____ ~D-.. ~8-5~7-----~~/-,3-~--~ 1.40 
~ 
Margale f IS 2.2.5" 3.2.0 ~~~~~~ ____ -L ______ ~ __________ L-________ ~ ______ -L ______ -L _______ _ l.b7 2,1./-0 2.17 /28 
165 
Station 2 







pry?p~j.~:e~-______ + _______ ~ ______ ~r ______ ~~. ______ ~ _______ .-r _______ _ 
DvtlSC lCiD.C 
E·lmidne..:....:.~---t-------+--/---+-- 3 Lj 
~mpi ~~a:..;;e:...,-~--_-+_---l,..----+----_l--~--ff_.,----~---l 
E~hemerr'J~··d~a~e _____ ~ ________ ~ ______ -4 ________ r-____ --4., __ • ___ --l ________ ~ 
Gammarict8.e I 2.. 3 
crfOSsrp·~h·-c·-n~i~1~'Q~'8-~.-e!----~-+--------~------~-------l,-----/--~--~/~--~ 
Go)~~i~a=e~ ______ ~ ______ ~ __ ~ ..____ ~ _______ ~ ______ -+ ________ + _______ ~ 
.Hal?. p~;.;.i;...;d:....· [,_'le",-__ ~ ____ -+-_ 
Heleid8.e / / :L 
H0n+Q;~-11A~i~d-~-e--+-~~---+---------4-------~------+---~--~--~---~ 
_~.V( h~~;~~?~-'~<~~~ _________ +--______ ~ ______ -+ ______ ~ ________ +--______ ~ 




Hydropsych_j~.d~a~e ___ i ________ ~ _______ ~ ___ ~/~ __ +-~L _____ ~ ____ I______ ~ __ 4~ __ ~ 
Hydropt~i~J~.;i~c~la~e __ +-______ ~ ______ -+ ______ ~ __________ r-_______ ~ ________ ~ 
Leptoceridae 
11 be 11ll.lior!.8 
1Alin5~~c-rd;';'2~,C~·~--+-------~----------+------~·---------1----------~------~ 
-










PJ"F.i:rlorbj.cin..,;... e.;.., __ ./-_ 





2 3 o -Pvra U chI! 
-"---
1 / 
R hva(~ O~)fl i 1 i (j ~le I / 2--------Sia]jrJ~r~ 
Sjrnulnd~:n 
S "I v n thil(':' (j ~l e 
---'''"---'-.-
S ~ h?, l) rn (1 ;-~ c 3 I ~l 
Stra [lo:nV-irl ;l(~ r--
0-~~---~. T!.o-· ') C'I 
.> U~. C 1 r,: J 0 ~" 
'Y"il);ln-]'ej :'J.e· - .---~ -------
'1' ]1)\;J_ i cl a;:;- -- . --------
'1'ubif ic; idae 2.. 3 2- 7 /-l/ --
Total Fcl.milies q 7 3 4- II /6 
Total Organisms 20 N- 1- ] 2.6 73 
Runs 'f/~ 4/1 zz.G' 3b3 ~37 t.f 2.9 
SCI J.4-7 5.~7 1.6,5 ;!..q() C/.61 /3.~2 
.?imI2son~s 0.15S- 6/73 0.375 0.265 IA8 {).113 
I-Simpson t s 0.8%' O.B'}.. 7 0."2-5 0.735" 0.85'2- {).887 
Diversitv ;'.2S" /. t;7 0.8% 1.33 241:- ~.(J7 
Redundancv {).2.'-3 0.2.'+1 0.2..18 0. 244 0.296 0·362-
Menhinickcs :z-'Ol 1.87 /.5"0 IS/ z.o8 /. 81 
Margalef's L~7 2. Z'1 1.# /.54- .3.00 3.6"0 
:L 
A!"r j onI d a (-~ , . 
Amnic; 0 Jir::-! c ----·T----
h-J~ l' h 1.7, 0 J:.~] c' e 





BCl Pot: j. ci R e 
Chjronomida(; 
C b)~2r (J P? ~ l}.c:J~ p I 
Chordodldap 
Con mlgr i oni d;::;r;-
CulIcidae 
r~.iptera 
n 0.1£.!l,~.9 d i due 
DrYQPldae 
Dvtiscldae 





G i~s s -G2l! oni J. (1, ae 
Qomphidae 
Haliplidae 
He I el.d-ae 2.. 
Hep-tH&9neid~e 
Hyd:ce.cltnidae --A.:__ _. 
















pOll ry [;:8 no 1. d ao 










































Z. 3 ~ S- () 
~--~~--------~------~-------r--~---'~------~------~--~--~ Pyrall0~0~'Pr.-~~ __ +-______ +-______ ~ ______ 4-______ ~ ____ ___ 
.1. 
Hh,YClC on)] U ld~8 t-----1 
Si~] j r!~L(: 
S-imul i j (~;1f> 
~Yl;trili~J.~_~:'-~-l-C-,---r-------r-------+-------+------~-------4-__ ----·--~ 
.? Rh~ e ni (j ;-1.(: 
--------+-------'-------I-------~i--------r-----~ Stratio!T:vidn.r: sue c llir~;;:";~p""': . .:-:..-+----.--f-----+-----j----+-----f-----! 
TnIi;3J1Tci-a-C;--·--f------f------t-----.,------~--...;---.- .. -
1iBU1J0~~'~~.!·-------~--·----~------~----~--:-----J4-·---- '--' 
'I'u b if i c 1. ,.i-;·-p.--4--~---+-----t------t-·-/-7-- --2--1----2 '1. 
----.----~~----~.-----~------~,----~-. ----






SCI 1/..{'i/- 2.05" 3.50 oq 708 
~---------------~----~------~--~----~------~~.~_4--~ 
Simpson's D.333 O. Lf/b 0.308 
.... l_-_S_i_m~p ... s;;;..o;;..;n;._' .;;..s __ +-D_._1~_-_ _+---__l....;{):.. . .:;".:.6-7-_+_....;():..:. .;;..5.:::8-4-~O:'j44 
Diversity - . I.bb 





D.5".:LB L 2. .{)2.. 
0. :397 OS"!f, 
Menl}i nic k ~~ __ +_1_7_3 _ _+_--__ 1__/_. _73 __ I-_I_.I_3_-I-'!' /S" /. 47 
r;!argal~ f f S 1.8L 0.9/0 2.3~ 
Station 4 
January 14, 1973 
i Z 3 Lt S 0 . .' ,-,_.b...--r--~::'---r--~---r-":--'-'--~--r----!:~~ 
Af!.X 1. OnJ.:..C..~ ___ '--. ___ -I-____ +-_' __ + __ -__ +-___ '-i _____ 1 
Amn~~_S21,-~0_;:,_e ___ -iI ____ !-_. ___ -+-____ -+-___ -.-._-+-_.-----.. l_,-_-_-_-.-_.-.--
Ampnl.;~O~~~18,e -.J.,.. ___ -1 ____ +-___ +__ __ l __ 
f\nc ..Y:? .·l} C:~JP )-----+.-.---+-------+-----1. 1 ___ -1 
Ann·,) 1 j c ~ _1. _ _ ____ J. ____ . __ 
:1\f,ellid~~:.O--1. I ·------~-I 1 .. __ . __ -~ AstacT(:-il'c I . __ --1 ___ --1___ . __ 
---~·-.. ·-·--------4-·-
B,~.-~j.~~~ . _. / . --j---
ChlrorJOf)JJ.clFlP /I I 2.. ~/.J....4-_--l 
Chloro-;':;-:'~-"~'} j ;j3.P I -------1'·· .- I~l,...l. __ U(,.~:::.-. ... _ 
CFiQiC-f(-)(fi cl a e 
.~--'----4--------+-----4---------~------~--------Coona r~~'iomciae- .. 
C ulic Tdae ___ 4-___ -+ ___ --1 
~~~------~------+-------~------r--Diptel~~a~·~~ __ --~ ____ --4-______ ~ _______ r------_r------~------~ 
Dolch.~~o~d~l~d~a~e~~· ____ ---+--_______ ~------+_--------1-------_+----~ 
Dryopldae 
Dvtisc,~i~d~a~e~ ______ ! ________ '~ ______ ~ ______ ~' _______ -4 _________ +-______ ~ 
'E1rnidRc " 
.E®2fciElC--
Ephemer id~a~e::"-_+ ___ -+ ___ ' __ --:~-"':"/ ____ +-___ + ____ '_I-.--4J~_-l 
Gammar id~2.~e::...,. :-:--::---!-----+--~-+----+-----.-+-----t ____ _jl 
Gi~ TJhoniidael 
G omuh Icfne:.-.-__ -l-___ -+ ____ 4-___ + _____ + ___ -t ___ --i 
Haii Dl.:!i~d;.;a~e::_ _ t_---+------+----f----_l_--_+_--
Hele~1-d8.e .-4---------~-----4_-----~-----_+--------,-------~ 
li~taze~id~e I -----+--------l--------+-------~------~------~ 
liY9racbn1~(~l~~~e~~ __ ~I ___ ----_4--___ ---~ __ ----~_-------~-------"-.! _______ ~ 
1J.yd rcH:n.~da(! .,-----l----_I_---_!_----... ------:i-----j 
Hydr orno tr i C1:!.!' 8;;;;,:.e~-l-~ ___ _+_---~---+__--_I_ __ -_f-_--l 
Hydrophilidae 
~ydro·~y~c~h~l~d~a~.e~--__ ---~--__ -~------~------_+-------r_---~ 
Hydrop!l)~.l~d~a~e--~ __ ----~ ____ --~--__ ~ __ ----_4 __ ----~------~ 
Leptoceridae Li he 11 u l.1~(;!.:la;:!:,e:;:..--+----l~----I---·--!-----
":LU'h'15r1 C 1. d Fl. e 
~·;;':';;';~---11-







rhry~a~~e~i.~d~a~e~. __ ~ __ ----__4 __ --__ --~-----~-______ ~------_4--------~ 
PhVsi~(~lr~L~p~------+--------~-----· __ ~ __ --__ _4·--__ ----I--------~------~ rTm10r h 1 (:,:i :1:::.:' e::..-_-I ____ -I-__ ----t-~-
PGYC; hod :Cci.ac' - -~---l----M-_~"~~I---_---_--------i4_-.--_-_-_-_ -_-1-1 
PsychO~1.ild8::;;.· ..::;;;.e _ _l ____ 1_ ___ -I-___ ..J_ ___ ._.!..._ ___ ....1_ __ ..J 
170 
3 o 
Fvrn'l i r:l.'1C 
m~onhJlj(!ap 
-::"""t" .... --_. 
3 S 1. (1 1 j (j ;((~ 2. S" 
Si~u\i f(-1~18 
'Srnv n~ilUr-i.CJ ,~, c --
s ni'i:~;'(7nT-cl ::w - - -=t== /.-f Str ;;.:ff(Gi-~," i d ~ ~:~ 
~S~-;:~:::~·~:-, .' --" ===±= ~- C-=r----t.. 11,-, L] 11': )_I.~d.e ... - ..... _- '-.---- ... _---- - ----.. , ..----==1 --._-_. -----.--'l'c:t tJ:-U II U C"O ___ _ __ L__ __._ .. _ . _____ iji-' '-'"":7-;"~---
2J~lL~.!?:;2:.Q._ 
--:-~e-:.: I~-=rq:= '1' u b.i. fie i d c! e 6S- 6 _ ..
TO'~al F'alTiiljes 3 3 
Total Organisms ro9 18 If! 0 I::) ILl 
Runs 47 2M3 /03 24q 177 
SCI 02-8Z. /. fol 0./"/8 l.'f1 2./2-
" . 
Sirn"()s on t s ... 0.6Qo 0.48B o.eC¥> 0.573 D.bBS-
1 S' . f - lmpson s 0./10 o.5/~ O.(CJ4 0.427 O.3/S-
Diversity 0.3/5' O·Q87 0.44 3 0·861 0.87(, --
Redundancv 0((33 o. G:Jo7.... 0·852- 0.(,77 o.eLf/ - :-.-- _. -
Menhin).cJ~ t s O.?xol 0.707 O·~e6 O.71~ o.S*> --- _ro '--. 
Marr-:8..J.8f~s 0.41'L 
O. (.,q2. 0.b79 0.7.39 I.M 
A r;r.j.;. 0 n i (I r;~~~ 
Ar::nir.O 1 j(~ r~ (~ 
---;-. -'-"-7""-"-
II rnpnl :.'._01 r:2..:L~ 
A nc: vc 11 cJ ;:)(~ 
/\ nr:i'81. i rl a -
i\f~-0ilid rle: -
A ~3-:t~ 8. r.-ic!:< ::: 
B (-l (~ Elf) ::::c~ .-,..-,----.--..... - ... -
C /IJ. ronoy:u (j .::;, --.--._--- ._-_ ..... - •.. ~. ~ 
C h1 or ops l~} i ciac: 
C h (-iI· d r.~ cl :L d 87:-




IJLy 0 ui 2f ac> 






G Of.l nn-iCl2, e 
HaTinlidae 
Heie1dae 
I'!£J?taL,8 ne idcte 
H~.rachni~[-)0. 
.!iY5~.rae nid ae 

















PlanoroJ.d (H~ -J~chodid8.e 



















~ ~ --'-' -






1.. 2- 3 4- E {, 
Pvra 1 i d'l (~ 




Sr:wntfli);"·Td~: e -__ --t. _______ -- .. _---S n 11 ::U: n) 'l'l (' I 
Ittrc-:·. tins,,;}" r1 ;,,'.p --, '------.--.-..... ~--. -', -- I ----Succl.r)"'i(> .. ~o 
'J'clban]J~; ~:-;.-
.-t----- .. _--- ,--"----
iiilnu 1 i Z~~:e - - 1-- --_. -.. ~-.---"'------. ._-, - ----'l'ubi fie id:w / -. 7 8 . -_ . ..., .. '''--
Total i"8.milies J. 0 I 0 3 3 -- ----
Total OrgcmJ-sms 1 0 t 0 12- 14-
Runs } I - 2fc,7 290 
S81 ().OO2. 0.002.. 1.00 1.7';-
~im12sonts J / D.458 o.L/}..q 
l-Simpsonfs 0 D 0.5'42- 0.57/ _._...:.--
Diversity 0 0 o·qqra I. to 
R~~undanc;y: 1.7 'l.1r)3'8 1.7'1.lo"3~ {).58b 0.57:> 
Menhinick's / I {J81o" 0.802 
---
Bar.galefCs 0 0 0.B06 (J.158 
A rr.r i cni"l a e 
ArnnI c c -Ti r! ~lt? I 




Ase 1 TJC1a 0 -_._ .. -.---
A~:; to.c J C1,1C 
Rae {T(ii1e 
C hTi'o-no~id 8.e --. -- -----,-.r--.. -- -






































--~--Phv~:; )(1 (-),0 .--..c __ -__ .... 























1 j o 
pYCrJ]j d:'J(·~ 
Rhv;'(: on:1TE.-(] :lC 
~'<'-I . I .--:..::~~---+-----+----+----t----+-----! 
~,]. a .. 1 ( ; '0. ____ -+-___ -+ ____ f-___ .+-___ -+-_..:..'_. __ 1----L1 __ _ 
S :i I~~\'l:l i r:l;:-.: : 
S!:1V11 -t J1-~'E_r~_· j~i~=·~=~=======~~=======~=======~~=====:=:===--·--~~~~~~~~-~~ S·).)h~-1pnici2.l_' I 




'l'ubificic1::,.:; I;l.S L 2... 3 /;s:---
.~--_4.~~---4--~---+_~~---~------~---.-----~~~--~ 
Total Families 4- I 3 , 
~~~~+-~----~---~---+---~---+-----~--~-
3 5" 
Tota 1 Or &§};...;1.;;;.i.;:f.;~~m:.;:;:s+_~/3::..:;2.::"--+_~;z..~-+-.:...7_~-~J-----I_-=s--t__..:./~4..!..7-_l 
. 
Ru.ns 1-I):L 78 , 32.3 76 
--~-~----.--~~~--~~--+_~~4_~--~~~_+--~~ 
SCI 0.002. 0.75" 
0.42..'0 I 0.44 0.46 
l-Simpson's o o OSk> 
0.2.05 o O. q5"q o 0.964 0.482.. 
Redundancy v·9M 0.l./s4 /. U I03if> 0.3'1 Jf 
!f:e nh i ni c k • s __ --+_0._3_4-_9_+ __ °._7_°_7_+ __ 1._'_3_-4 __ ' __ -1-..,:/,;;. 3:-..4_-1-_°_ . ...:.".:..;, 2.-=--1 
Margalef's o /.03 o 1.Z.l/-
Ar;ri on5.d 8r.; I 
Amnic 01 iri;-) (~--i 
Amp hi 7. ODj 2. 8 
AT1(~VCJ.j (tnc __ .Ao:-.-___ , 
Ann'? lid::.!. 
ii. fC] e 11 j cl ,"; 8 
Asi8.C id~:ie 
---~ B3 C! tJ.O 8.~. 
Chlronomldoe 





























































2 3 o 
P,yra l:i d. '](~ I 
R h v a c () ,) i III i (j ;l C 
~--S 1 elJ jr! 'l(' 
Sil:luliid!lP ----_ .. _--..-
~~lnvn·;;hurj d~lr~ 
I -Sn)1ii(-:-r:;-r() ::c 
~i t r ~.~ :Lr2.i!l.Y.. i (~a,~ , . 
Sue c i r!'~ j.r1 eJ'2 I --------_.- -- .. ~ .. ------ - -
:E 'l'nbanici ;',e '11 i 011 j-;-;E'c2 / . __ 1 __ -
Tub-rfr(~ icl8.(~ , - . 
Total Fculiilies 0 0 0 0 I -1. __ -
Total Or~.nisms 0 0 0 0 I I 
Runs . I I 
SCI a.ooz.. 0.00z.. 
§imJ2son's / / 
I-Simps0!l's 0 0 
Diversity 0 0 
Redundanc:i I. 7x!D3B /7 f./o38 
Menhinickts I I --
Margalef's 0 0 
'1. 
Am'nh: (>J -:-r~ ,~--
---:---r--' . ---.------
• I I II..... • • 
177 
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February 23, 1973 
2 3 
-Arci(mj'F~ 
--l-II rr-p'll " r 1 (' :1" 1---- -1\ nc \:!~~T~~~-~:;=-_I------
Anne 11 u:-; J -~.----__ 
As oTic,,;: :;~-==l-- J _____ j_ I --,--- .. - -- ---. e -r "'\ , ~l r, .... , 
!.:':.?-!~--'- \_~~--- -- ct-- 1--Z--Bae t](i;, C' - ---.,:--_ ..... -.-------_ .. '- -:---- ._---_ .. 
C h J.rone;!::':. rl D e /0 -----:---5" - --gL_. -- 13, -;---.-.---- "'" .. -,-.,.-----1---
~ It J c'r 0 DC r .L J. c. (~e I J 
C hor"(fC)d fc'l Gi'e -'._,------ -
C 00Ynr.:~j onjdac 









HaliDlidas .----Heleidae 2- / 
Jj~.J) t cY~2X~:;J d 0. C . 


















Phv~>ld<l t~ / 
p r'arJ61' h":j d n c - I 
'p8Y.CJ.1.Q~t~ 
--




















Total Faml lies 7 3 3 • ------~~~----r_~----+_~~~. 
Total OrFanisms v5' 1 IB 80 . ..P.9_ . . 187 -
Runs J-tc7 292 32.1 340 333 353 "-
SCI 3.7tf 1.75 fC/3 J.4 /0.72- I/Zq 
~- .. ...._-
Sim]sonts 0·433 0.375 D·340 0.345' 0.2.22 o..2J3/ .-
I-Sim1?son's 0.5107 0.62.$- O. feW o.f055" 0..778 O.7IQ . -
Diversity /.1/-77 o.eQ6 /. 323 /.5'8 2.32 2.11---
Redundancy._ o. fobb 0.218 0.51/-7 O.b79 0. 3~Jj. o.fo5'1 . -
Menhinickvs o..Q44 /.5' 0..707 0..55'9 2.5b 1./70 - --




February 2), 197) 
3 
j\P"1'ionL,i2e I . -. . 
Ar.m·lC'o·' j 1];,. I -------'.:....~--' -'~--.-----t----- --
II IT! 1 ) I) 1. Y, G i (: :-,. (' 
II Tl(:·ysJ}o.:'1. I': .. ---l -II n n 01 i (; it I ---- ---·~------i-- L ___ . A~_:?.11~(!:-ce . _I -
P"t"'C1O""" J.:)_...:.;'.;:..~~::.: 1- ---.-
13?J! -l:l Q C1.(! : : ~~ _. 
(n1~1i::-~;;T! i d n (~ ! / ;q ------·----T··· -.-- --C hl or ()r:2}~ 1 J. (l r.;J"; - - ~ c ij'u-i:Cf6a i d ,,1 c-:-" 
C oc!"';!~~r i o11{Ci ~:).e 
-....-'-' --CuI) c idae 
---.~--... 
pi ptc?';:~_" 
DoI C Il1DOdldae 
i5r~cirI$.n e ----. 
!?ytJ.8cJ_dae 
Elmidr,e / .3 
~.fu.p-i c1 a e 2. 
~h ~..!2£ct d ap-
Gam!"nar 1 d.ae / 
G 1 OSS3~1()ni j d qe 










H,ydroI28 .. vchj (18.C 
H;ydro12tilidao 
IJeptoceridac L/ 
Li lJ 0 J: lV.l.i.. cl ~~. 0 - .... ""--"---'-- . Lumbr:tCldan 
Lyrnn8.ejdac 








Phry r::~'ll1P.l dae 
Phv::;_id~r; ---"--_.. .-{" 
Planor bld eJ.e 










.,- q "CL-... __ .~~ , .. _, 
.-----==t~ ... .-.. _--






I L L./ 
6 -
... -- --
I / :L 
/ S" --
-- _ .... _. 
/ / 
/ 




.:f.. 2. 3 ¢ :) () 
Sim:Qsonts 0. 3/9 0.333 0. 2.tftf 0.352.- 0./8S- 0173 
1-Si1!1E.8 on's o. 6~J O. Mo 7 0.7% -2:1.!.L O.~/5" 0.82.1 
Diversitv /.445 0.81:>2.. 2.24- /.5"S"'" 1.7 2.84---_. - .... ~ 
Reduncln!!9...Y 0. 3qa 0 O· 'i4-5 o.J.l.i.JO 0./62. QLf.2.8 
~ •. 
Men12i.nick f s /. II-q. /.73 15"Lf /.1S 2- /.66 --- --- --- --
Mare:.a1cf's 1.61 /·82- Z.t{./ 2./b Z.2.9 3.18 
i 
Af':rionjd~i~ 
Il.lTI n i c r~ j-j d c; (~ ------:-.------ -.--
!~ml)h 17. fJ.i (j ;1.(; 
/\"fit..-y'C 1111 (". (~ 
A n :-l~ J. {dn-
il S (~11 i cl:, ~ 
Ii S t8 cl dele 
Ii n (:-tTci"2c (' 
CI1Tro~o:-;l i (1 n.8 /if 
------... -~.r__:...-
C; t1 J. or" CT:·C; l' 1 J. ri ~~C! 
C horcTOCiTci c' (; 













~Dh iclfi8 '. 
Halipl:i.dae 
HeleldH.(~ 






.H;ydro.!?ti 1 1. dae 
LEU!toc eri dae 
Ll be 1111.1 idc:e 
1u~b-rTc;1-d:o.c-









Phvr;idne -- .--I _____ """"Y-




February 2), 197) 
2. 3 4- S-
j--
--=-=-=r 






















:i.. 2- 3 If S- o 
Pvrnlid:1C 
m!'yClC (l1~fli.l.l d;.J.e 
Sh1.1idac~ 2. Z 
SilnllJj ir17~,! 
S ~ h -r--
~~.vn ,;, u~2:!J('c 
S'"'h2.cni d:!I; I 35" 8 I L/-_'t. 
5'"1;,.., t r;;c,y-;T~ I I . t.- _ \. ... 1 . ~ (-,...., i --( '. __ .- - ------
SllC~(~ J.n" J d::'J~ 
if-lho"f11cr~~~c- - I - .. ---I 
~r .rpul~rd;~·c;..-. 2- / I 
t-"--':-
'1---
'I'll. 0 if i c i d ;~ c; 68 3 37 ±~ 1--. /lI·o - . 
Total FamilicB 8 2- 7 ,. 2- /0 
-~ ---
Total QE.c;8Td. m'1 S q5 7 2-02- 2.0 37 36/ 
Runs . 2.4-1 2~S 300 333 130 333 
SCI 3.8(, /.02. LJ.2 3.33 O.'/- b.b/:," --
.?impson's Qfaq 0.5"/0 o.1.J.f3 0. 31 0.766 0.353 -
I-SiTJ1PS on f s 01/bi 0.1/90 0.51f7 O.bq O.2.3LJ- O.b'+7 
Diversitv t. '3 Q133 1.'1-0 /.5"45" O.,Oh 174~ 
Redundancv O.7iJC1 0.5'83 0.776 O.J.f.91{.- 0.8/:''1 0.153 - -
~cnhinick~~ 0. 92..1 0.75"b 0.1./-93 1.ll 0. 32/1 0.52-6 
Marr.:alef's i.!i4 a. f)liI- /.13 1.3,/- 0.2-'71 /.63 
Ar::rion1 (toe 
Amnj (~oJ.j ci~~c i 
AlnJ?FJ~~):i.o8,e 
._--, 
A nc \'C J ~,d a(: _._-'-'---_. __ . 
Annc~J ida -+ 
As e 11~ld;-S--
-------.- -As t~;c J 08 ~~ 
}bp.~E-rd ~]~C 
c: h:1."1" c>'l~~rn i rl D C -
Giller'c) ::; ';';'r J, i d Cl e ' 
C h O1'-iro~fj. d ae" -----_.,,-_.-
C OP. n~) .r-:r'i Gni d 22 
-.-.-~. 
Cull c iclrJ~ 
fJi ntera ...-.J., .. __ ~_ 
Dolchi:eodldae 
Dry 0.)):1 dac 
Dyt~sgiclae 
EJmidae 
~.!!!P l(l~i C 
KP.hql!"Jf'.:.r idae 
Gamrr:8.T iclae 
G loL~ ~~)~1)Tioni id aE, 
f[om l-}llTc1 a e 
Halj.plid;:18 
Tie 1 e :Cd (\8 
Hept~;r~~n8jdac 







I:II)OI 1 u'l i d 2. e 
LUI,lbr'J"clcl a e 










Phv~; ici: lP. 





February 23, 1973 
2 3 





















2. 3 -Pyra 1 j , 1 ~ (> 
~..;.:,.. . .:. 
Rhvar.o1)hilidne --"---.,--Sialid;' (. j j 
S i r.iUTl.I-'(i ~. (~ 
C' 1"'-':in +;-i~-:-'~ 'l" 0-~.!J _~..:.:..~..:...:":-:_.~ d . .; - --S'1hae ni (~:; (~ 
-.~----... --.- _. 
S tra t i (F:~,-r 1. d :18 --'---,..--r--- -, ...... ~ ._- --j_._-- -------Sue C .1110. j. (I ~ie I '.i\'-lbmlICi8 (; f-------
~irDulid ?P I , -- ---~-------- 12 -----4q~ '.Pubif Lc id8.e 2.35" qr Z5" 6q 
Tota.l Families 3 2- 2- 'I- 8 9 1 -
Total Or-gaD-isms 23'7 100 Zb 18 81 SZ8 
Runs /I ifl 5"5' 105'" Il/-!) 50 -
SCI QObb O/M· 0.~2.. 0.SJI. 2.32- 0..9 --
Simpson·s 0.963 Otf'lZ OC/Z6 O.7e1i O.bq!) o.eq, --
l-SimpsQn's 0.017 0..0.5'8 0.074 0..1.11 0305' 0.110 
Diversitv 0.0.66 0.1'13 0.181 0.582. 0.902- 0.395 
Reduna8ncy o..qqO 0.%1 0.941 0851 082..1 ()q4-8 . _. ...-.--.t.. 
M8nhinick cs o./qf) 0.2- o.?R2- 0..#53 0.85"8 0.39Z-_. 
Margalef's O.3b~ O.2..l7 0.307 o.befj /.57 /.29 
!\p".r ion i rt 8 (.~ 
A Tn n fcc;c1 j (i ::~0-
A rn 1) ~:C'i:-oTrj a.; 




A f.; to.c Idr'.c 
----~ l:laC't:ui,;e 
Chironomicl8P 
C h 1 (J:r'ol}CrlJ~cf;U;-' 
Cho:'clodTcfae 







Elmid8.e Y--';l . ~mpJ.r~ae 
EJ2..hemcridae 
GaTI1!naridae 












Lilli! i)-rlc ida e 













































1 3 s o 
a~£.U i rl rl f~ 
R hy ;'..c () ;li1 i llclae 
=-r-~--' 
S 1 ali (t :. t C' 
Sjjllnl{I~i;'(' 
------~-~ !) li~1:.]2-l:J ~ lL!? l (j ~~ e -- -. ----
Sl'h"<.C·jl) (lac ~ 
S t'N;Tr;:;~Y i d ~~ (-~ -
.. - -------
?UC~2 i:.:~:~~=~_I -----I------l= - -:r== 'l'c ''',)li(:"" ~ 
----~-
'1' j rJH Lld ~H, I :=J-- I - -. '-'---' 
'1'u 1) liT(~"rcElc-- 31 -- '. --~"----_/ --" 3/ ._._-------.-----
'i'otaJ. families B 3 0 0 1 /0 
Total Or'ganisms 0~ S- o 0 I 71 ---_...... . - -
Runs . 32-3 303 I 315" 
SCI 5./7 1.92- 0.00;2.. 6., --- . -
Sim12son's 0.4/1/- 0·3(, / 0372.-
I-Simps on'~) 0.5'8(' OJ;# 0 0.62..8 
D' . 1verS:L ty /.4/ 0.981 0 //:,4 
Eedund.::.ncv D./:/18 O.2,QO /71/0
38 O. fo5'l --
Menhi.nick C s oqQZ /.3tf- / /./q .- '-Margalef's /07 I. 2- 4- 0 2.// 
i 
Arr:ri on:i (be 
An;r.ic Orrr)? I) 




Ii 8 t 8.-cT";:{;-C: -_._.--. -_ .. -
B?. ~ tiel .~; '" 
-~- .. -----e h 1 ron n :Tj 1. ci (1 (~ q 






































































:i z 3 o 
})yra 1.1 (l'~~(: I / 
RhV8.C01)ill 'J icJae 
~--------
Sl8. U rJ ~ J~ 
Sjl'1Ulir,;;:~ 
E:I~--j-=~·~ ~ !!!;y n {h :.~-t:l rj ,~ e Suh~:.e I1j d ~!J~ :cft r (J. f:i. 0 ii'v; d ;',8 -
SUCC inr;}cl'!) n ~.=~:E-t:···=~l 1~1 ba ni(i:~(! -.-. 5~l p 1.1Il2ii~0~ 
'J\.lbi fic i d :<e 4/ Zq dL_. _ __ .lJ_J ___ "_L __ ~, __ !z..L... _.-
Total Far,lilies 3 4 2.. 2.. L_,i' __ . ______ 7 
Total Orr':anisms ifb 35 31 2.3 17 /57 - ----
Runs III /57 // /5'1 .3 IS" Ilf8 _. 
SCI O.bbb /. 2 b D.o4l/- b·3b 3.78 2.07 
0.713 I' 0. 34-q 
.-
Simpson's 0.801 0. 701 0/138 0.t,~6 
-':"'--~ --- .. --
I-SimEs on's O.lqq o.2,.qq 0.062 0.2.87 0.b5J 0.3/S" - I .. -
Diversity 0.5,5 o. '73D O.tbO 0.571 1·l{.9 0864 
Redundancv 0.8% 0.808 O.qSb O·82..lt 0·1/-77 0.853 ___ .-t., - r' 
--_.-
Menhinich' (s O.IIAl. O.fo'n, 0.35q 0.1/-/7 lAb O.55"q 
~!!b I 
'---~'-




JIT,lDh II', OL',j :.1 e 
A~ y cT:C::-~~p. 
A nn'(;-frd ~~~- .. -
'AscTl i ,1 ~; {~ 
A ~ t ~1. ~ ~TcIr;~ (: 
.---,---~---
FJil.C tl cl ~).(~ 
Ch:i I'orlomi(J;l<:-
--.•• -.-----•• - .• r'----- --C h 1 0 j" l' P c "(' : L ~. (j ~_~_ e 
C ll-oi'd 0 d j ;:[:1 C 
C oen;:V;:r i c;nidap -_ .. _....-.:.....1._--_ .. 












]i,.? ,1 lEI i d 8. e 
Hcleidae 
He pt·, p-;n;-i d ':> e '--\or I ........ · '.-. c .. 
!{'y~richni_cJ.(3.e 
Hvdr{~.eni6:J.e 





Ll be Ilv).j drle 
"r.,umbrIcldae 
I.ymn::lcld(1.c 











PJ Rnorln cine 























1. 3 o 
Pv!'a 1 i (be 
mlvar.op;;7i~J~j::(:;J ?=-._":"e-t----t-----+-----.;f----+----~---~ 





---.-.--.-'""---.;..;...-+-----+-----1----~-.-- --------1 .~ 
SUCC·jiwH1c'.e I ._-
Tr;-o~1']~idr..8-:---r----~------f----+----+---· ---
T ,'--. --'-:;-1 ~---·--+----·-I;-----+----+----·l--·-·--1-----~ 
n-?,;.b~}·~-?i~_--!>--_-+----. . ----+------l--.-----+------l 
J. U 1 I J.e ld':-l.e 
Total F:3.milie~~ o o 3 / 
Total Ol~ganisms o 3 o 3 / 7 
Runs . /40 3:<.t> I 372..-
--·~--~-----------~-----~---·----r_-------r-~----~------+_~~~ 
SCI 0.% 19"L 0·002... 3·72-
~=-------------+_-----+~~---4------4--~~~~~----+-------~ 
S · • .. J.mpson s 0.55(.. 0.333 I O. z.2.. 5" 
l-Simpson's o O.77b 
Diversitv o /.47/ 
Redundancy 0.397 o /.7'f./C
38 
0./1:3 
~M~le~1~1}~1=i~n~i~c~k~~_'~S ____ _r--------~--I-.-/~----_+--------~~/~.~7~3~~~ __ ~/ _____ i __ -/·-8-9-.. --
MarlTalef's I.fJL a 2.0fo 
1\ r.-r i ani d~l ':-! 
A m'--ni c a il:rI~' c' 
J\rnl1l1.i. ~ (;J~(j8.C 
AncvcJldac 
Ann~11(Gl- I 
A s c J J. j (i:~ e L 
A S t~:1(~ j_ (i~i8 
Bac tir:-;;::: ~ 
-.---------~ Chirono;1L1.d3G 
C hI ornl:,~;rLJ. dae 















He ptaGf.~l] e ic1 a e 
HydrachnJ:.dae 
Hydrao~idnG 




Li be JJ.'u'Lid 8 e 
. 






























- :l==------_ .. --
.1 IS 
--:--






1 3 o 
Total Fam5.1ies ~ 4- 8 
Total Organisms 18 18 75" ,s- II /37 
--~-------+~~---+~-----1---~---r-~~--~ 
Runs 3ft 336 III 334 307 2.5{' 
~~----------+-~---4~~--~~--~-.~~--+--~~-4--~.--~ 
SCI 3.73 1.// Z.b7 2.46 4.16 
Simpson's 0.358 0.356 075b o.3b9 O.38B 0.4-83 
I-Simpson's 0.b4-2 0.642 0.1,31 0.'12.. {J.5/6 
/.5/ 13 ~D~i~v_e~r_s~i~t~v ____ -+ ________ ~ ____ · __ b____ +-_O_.7~/.O _____ ~~/.~3_L ____ ~~/.~2~a ____ ~.J.4B 
... --
RedundHncv O·I./.B3 0.533 0.954 G.509 0.478 {).740 
-----------~~-----i-------------~---------_4----------_+·-----------_4-------~_+---·----
Menhinick's 1.4-, 0.q~3 ,.03 /.2/ 0.1,83 
Margalef's /.73 1.04 I. II 
193 
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IJi E!.~..§.~''''''-~--I------l-----i-----r-----+----I-'---'-D olc hl p.:::o..:;;d.:.J_;..::cJ;".;-8.~e:::-_I-___ --I-_-=-__ 1 ____ + ____ + ___ _t ___ ---l 




2 2.. /5 
Ephemeridae 
~G:';';a;';'rr:";;lm::':a'::"'r:.::l;;;..,·:" ':::d~-";:;'2::;.:;:t~0:~-=-:~~:~:/-1_ -_ -.:_-_ ++- _ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_-:_ -_ -_ -':-=--=--=-::-=--=-/:·~-=-~::-=-~:./::-=--=-:-=--=-:'/-3"'--'_·-i 
glossJ..phoniidae - ._+-___ -1 
GomQhidae I / 
Ha1ipl~j~d~a~e~' ____ -+_~ __ ~~' ______ +-______ ~ ________ -+ ________ r-__ 
HeieTciae 2..3 / 2. j -~--
Hepta~en9~d~~e __ +-_____ ~ _______ ~ _____ ~ ________ +--_____ ~ ________ --i 
Hydrac h.:;.:n.;;:I . ...;.c1"'2 . ....;-.e'--__ I----+_----l-----+------i-----I------I 
Hydraenidae -"""--. --.---t----+------;-----+------+-----+-----\ 
liXd rcnne rr ~ dae 
!fyd roplnll d ne 
Hydrops~~11~·d~~~~a~e_+------~I__--__ +_----__ ~----_+-__ ---r_--___ ~ 
Hydrop~_j~.1~j~-Q-'a~--e--+_-----~--------+--3~~~---I---/----+---~/---~--3_7L----j 
Lentoceridae 
LJ. be 11 u 1.i..d8-e_-t ___ --t_-::-__ I-___ t-___ +-___ +-_-:-_-l 
LUIi1bricTdae - / ?. / LJ 


















Total Families 10 /3 7 t1 2..,{) ~~~~~~~~~1~~__ -4~~ __ -4 __ ~___ + __ ~7~ __ ~_~/~~~ __ ~~ ___ _ 
Total Org8nisms 37 37 So 34 
Runs 395 2Zf/ 4- Z'-l 400 
SCI 79 //.'19' 32.1 Y.6 18. 'IS 
Simpson's 0./92... 0.1'-/.:) 0.52... O. /b2. 0./89 a,oC/1/. 
;...D~i~v~e~r~s~i~t~;y~ ____ ~_2 __ .L_8 __ ~_2 __ .~_I __ + __ /_._~_8 __ +-_Z~.~38~ 2.35 3.5 
. ---~---~--~--~ 
~edUndancY~ ____ r-_4_./_o __ ~_O_.3_~_7 ___ ~ __ ~_._7_D~f~. __ 0 __ .3_1_8-4 __ Q~.3_7_b.~. ___ O_.4_3_5~ 
Menhinic}':'s I.",", 2.14 {j.C/9o I·~ Z.o" 143 
~~~~~~---+------~------4-----~-----~-~~.4----.~. 
Margalef's 2.49 3.32 1.53 2.2.3 .3.12. 3.(.;, 
AC'Tionldae .-
Arnnicolici~~A 
!~rn p ~i\?, q .1 (1 8. e 
Ancvc'j jd8.8 
Xn-r;;1T~:i [t ---i 
A s -e-}"J"T(~ ::'. e ----_ .... ,---
A-:; t8.C H(~'.0. __ --..r.~ __ .... 
Ba~t]clu.c 
-···f ... -----r-
C h 1 ron!) m J. ct 8. C 
c ii 1 (;1':' o.,)c!~·lI(fc·: 8 
ctlorCodlds.e -. 















HydrachnHiae I _ 






Li be llu fidae 
Ltiin lrr-rc"i d a e 







'PhrYl!rlnC i dao. 
Pllv::idn0 


































1.. 2 3 4- S- o 
P,yral iclnc 
Hhv,tC (1)il i lid2.C: 
~SlalJ d~~(~ 
Sim1}liJ d:! e ------......., - I ,s my 2~~~ t:"l~ 1 d a c __ 
Snll~ll) nid~~e J 3 /0 /0 { __ 2:-L_ 
------,--~ S tr~l. tt c:nv ic! cl.8 
S-~ .~ -~t-'cr:; r-'-• UCL .. 11~.l ce 1'ab~tnE;.;}·o- -~ .-~--.. --
-"---'-I~- -- -_.'------_ .. _- -1ll?.t! _~.l (i ~~ ._----------.:C'- / S" '1'ubificid.'lp' I 5' 9 ____ -
Total Fml1ilief.' h 2 3 3 3 8 -
Total Organisms~ 7 b /b 20 3 5"2 -
Runs 3q3 2.bif Zbq Zb4- 32 b 3 ~ / 
SCI Li.12- /.01, /.6/ /.58 19b_J 5".62 -
Simpf·; on' s 0.184- or;; O.Lj.qZ 0.45'5' 0.333 0. 312-
l-Simnson's 0.81(, 0.5' 0.508 o.'St.J.5" O.bb1 o.b87 
Divet,?ity I.bl 012.0 O.Q72. I.O'f o.8rol 162 - - . - -
Redundancy 0.081 0. 5"Lf~ O. fa Lf9 o.b5'Q a 0.580 .. - --
Menhini.ck's 2.21 0. 8/6 0.15 0.61/ I. 13 /. // - ---i 
Marga...l.ef· s 2..57 0.558 0.12../ O.bbS 1.82.. /. '17 . 
1\ rre f'Or1i"rl;' e 
Am 11 J. (;OTT7l':"~ ~~ 
/\ rn n h I7.0~1·· (~i OJ. e 




As t 8. c Td ~:l~;--
j 
Pap.·Ti ci n (~ ---
~------r----
ChJ.rorlC':-rIJ (!8.e 
C h 1. ()}:Q:2c !:,~n~ c18.8 I 
C~ocf.rclc:e -
9-0811<(;Y.' i (ill} dac I 

















Hvdraenidac "H"id-rome ti, ida e 














Phvsiclne .---' .. _ ... _ ...... 


























3 s o 
Pvralicl'1(~ 
Fby'ar. 0:2[~J j d ~.ie 
-
Sin]j rl ~IC~ 
S j rrn \ J i r(-;-;-.. n 
~TIi:-rit-l~-;::-r;:j :~ e 
~.b ~ ~]_~i-_~_C:- / (---S i;}'~l t i Cl~i.'/ i (j ,~:(~ 
S LiCc~Li1C} d7i.-;:;- -- .. .-
;]i;~l)-8.n~i. (T:-~("---- - --I J J ~_i.. ____ ··----r--· . -'I'i [:.u] :L c1 ;~ (! 
l'tib if i.:~Iffl~: 1,7- gq 
f---:._-. I-----~ 1---_._.-
71 8....L...._ 310 . . -----
Total F.o.miJ:i es 0 4- L/ z .1--.<1 if 
."'" . qb 'rotal O:cr~anisms 0 8b 77 90 34~ 1-.- - .. 
Runs - /78 72- qb b9 19 
SSI /.42- 0.5']6 O.38LJ. 0.54J.j. O. ~3Z. --
S' ~ O.b4 b O.8fo7 0.85'6 0·853 0. 8 It:, _.lElJ2.s 0 n s 
~-
l-?-impson's 0.354- 0.138 0. ILfLJ- 0.14-7 0.153 -
DiYersity 082.2 0. J./-05" 0.3b/ 0.43Q 0.5"Q3 
Redundancy 6'S37 0.922 O.CJZ.b o.q/'f O.QZB ___ 'T ----. 
Menhinicl~ t s 0.43{ 0.1/-08 0.226 0.4-2.2. o.2J~-_. 
Margalef's 0.613 0.fa57 0.Z30 0.(,67 0.5"13 
<,' 
APT ion j d ~l E' 
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z 3 1./ o 
Amnic 0 J~i d (1-n---=1=---
A~p~J.7,?jocte - ----+--------4---------~-------~--------+----.----
A nc vc .ll () <lR --+-----_+-----1-------1----.. ---1'------~Tf(j~l~-- ,----1----+------1----.-,. 
A;, e Tj.i. d r~ ['----+-----.;------+----t-----____________ . __ 
As {:-~c-f(r;(! I I 
B,i-r;-£fd""rl"8 *-- --I 
~ThTr 0]1 ?.2!l i c! ,.!-!? ----+-----I-----/-------i---- _. _____ I --:=. 
gill o.~· 2.P.~~~_rlS~~::C 
G 11 Ol'cl od i dc. e ,-t-----;------i 
C oS':.:11~~rI' oni one ---t----,-f-----t-----
Cu lie id ae --t-----+-----l =7~-~~~~-----_+---------~------_+--------~---Di ntera-
Dole I'll l);::.o.:;;d:.:;l:..;d:..:a;.;..c=--+-____ I--___ -+-___ -t ____ +-____ -t-__ .__--I 
pry~Ei.~d~a~e ______ +-______ +_ __ ----+_ __ ----t_------r_ __ ----+_--__ --1 
pyti:.:~c ida.e __ _ 
Elmi::..;d:;:.;[::;,1;:.e ____ -+-____ 
1 
____ -r-. ___ ---ir--___ +-____ -+ ____ -i 
~rnp-i~d~.8~.e~~ __ ----I--__ ----+_--_____ _+_-----___ ~----__ ~------__ +_------~ 




.Ha]~_i~lid.ae ~-~~-~~~·~~~~----+_-------_+--------+_------·_r--------i---------·-·~+--------I Heleidae 
He~):tagen8idae 
!fyd~~~i~d~.~~e ____ ~-----__ ~~----___ .4-____ --~--__ ----+_------~ __ ·--.----
~~nid0~e_, ____ ~------~------~r-----~--____ --~--____ __t-------___t 







bY.!!l.ry,1 e ida e 













-:1 2 3 Lj. o 
Pvra U d8C 
-'-
Rh.'1~r:or)h:i 1 id~,-e 
Si8. l.i(hr; , 1 - -S i Pitt] 5. id:iP. 
SJnvnthu r j. C;:l(! 
S p'};-;:"le n j cf"8-C -/ J 
S t 1'::-1. t roo v i 0;1(; --1 :=--
Su-::'-;-c i ncT d ;1r; -
1':;b;;)\;d:;" * .-~- - I /-j / or i l.~ {ill d ~~ 8 -- ----- --J 
1:-~ 
. __ 1_____ -
(-:-;:;-:.-:-,- ;»' --rut. _ ... 1. H~ldc.( Ito 2.. 22. ----------
Tot8.l Families 0 4- z.. / 0 J --.-
Total Orl!.anisms 0 Iq 3 If CJ 2b ----
Runs J3fo V'H, I /22- --
SCI i.oe. O.q2>t+ 0. (JO?... /.2.2.. -----
Simpson's 0.117 0·55€:> / o. '72.:1.. 
l-Sim:eson's 0.293 0.4-44 0 0.2.16 
Diversity 0."59 O.5t.a 0 0.110 
Hcdundancy 0.150 0.3B7 /. '7 y ID 3s O.7QI 
M~enhinickfs 0.9/8 /. J, I (J.Q81 
Mar{mlef's 1.02- Oq[O 0 1.23 
1-
AfT:rioni(::lt':""! 
Arnnic o':i:I~:; e I 
Arrmhlj,.oFi:lg 
Ancvc Illic-lC 
A nn~ J [~f.:._==-J 
Asel Lid::!.' 
.or-...... -
I~ s t 8. C J. (~ ~~ c L 
Ba(~ iICloJ C' 
c-n 3.rOilo):! _i -(~) ;eH, 























1:f,yqX"ops yc {udae 






















































:f z 3 o 
O.2.loq O.OS1 0.053 0.038 o.o9{' 
Diversity 0.176 0.l..I7 0·//:'8 0.12..0 0363 
~-
R E'=-d und anc ;V.-"-r ___ -+ __ ~_+_-O-. ...:.8..;:.3..:.q_4--0 . ..:.q-{,.::..8. __ _ .•• _0_. _9 b_~_l--~~.(l7 7 .~ _o:..~!_2. __ _ 
0.34Q 0.197 0.312-
", --_._- ----~--
O.4{,~ 0. lib o.Q64 
1. 
A RT ion:' d .~J r~ 
Iinni c.oiT~~) ,; 
II ~ll i z'lil~f ~,,;; 
A nc: vc.l i (;;1 r; 
A r;rl~ reT;l 
Aselllr';-;r: 
---..~. 
J\.~." t~;.e J (l ~.2 
-. ~---r":-'-'''--
BactHI~;C 
Ctli ror.r:!r'.:!.ci cl c 
"'~'---"-'-' _ ... ---r-...... - -
C hl oro-oe r 1 Hlae 
Chord O~n:cr8-e-
C 001"l8.[r·r::i. o!lldoe 







JE:QheJT!,.e rid 2.0 -Gcl1nmar id.ae 
glossirhoniiclae 
Gomphidae 
.!1_~ 1 i P 1 i (1 a e 
Hcleidae 
IkP.t~.~n~iclae 























Pl· -. ) s:t. c 1 or.n :LQ 8;!} 
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2.. 3 
--.. ----- -----
'I- S- o 










z .3 o 
Pyrnlicl~17_~_.~ __ 4-______ -+ ________ +-______ -r ______ ·-i __ --____ +-______ ~ 
l<hvar:onnllJdac 
~l" o->la. 1(; ~lC~ 











A rr:r. i oni (ho 
A TIl nr~~oIT~l ~l r:: 
b mil_hl·.? ~~j (f~1 p 
!Inr:\,c) i.Cl~H~ ----!_-_.-
f.nn~lida 
I Asc flj. d::le XfiTicfdac B,:i"P. Ti(f~J.O-
chl roncrdJ1R C 
ChTor-(:Dc~~ 11CG:e 








j.:;lrn i d. a e -
Emnidac 






He l?~tag~D_~ idae 
Hyqn3chQ,ldae 
Hvdraenidae .... --_. 
Hvdromctridcw . --.. 
HydrophiJidae 
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- -r-/-~~~= / - t-----._----






z 3 o 
Pyralid~,~ 
Rhvaconlll1idac / I 
sr~' 18 __ J_ (\ r'_ (~ 
Sjrnulrj(i:l(~ 
Smvn tht~Y:-rr! ae 
s:rl-;--;;0nT·-i"":~,7' 7- 4- 1 --- ... --. -' \.~ (- " 7 s-f--' .------, ... -: r a "~l ():~l 'f J (] i3 e ----.. --.------ .... --. ~ - .-
SuccJ.nr:i(:ae 
;-1';:-1 bnni-cr;-; I~-- -- r---~--:---..----
"rfi;ul i cj",,_(l - I"" .-. 
-~- .. ------ --=-t" ' • ,...,' • Sb 18 3 /0 .23 J U l>:L j ]_ C Hi 0 C 1 I.:;, .----
Total FRh1ilies 3 3 I 3 l.. b .-
Total OI'p;.anisms 59 Z3 3 17 z'-/ /26 
-~ 
Runs 1·1b /btJ / /Z/ 33 88 -
SCI 0- 2.. 7'" o.qq 0.002- O.7z.'" 0-132. I.O!a, --
!3 irnpson t s 0.9oz.. D- feLl S- f 0.785" 092,0 0·83(, --
I-Simpson's 0.OG7 0- 35"!J- 0 0.2./:J- 0.07Q 0./63 -
Diversity 0.281 O.75S" 0. 0.J.f 76 O.IQI 0.506 
Redundancy o.Q38 0..7h7 / 0.833 o. CJ4Z 0..101 -
Menhinic]~ts D. 31 I o. roZe:, 0.5'77 O. T2.tC> 0.4-06 0..530 
Margalef's O·4-cto 0. 63B 0 0-106 0. 315" /.031') 
Arr.r j onj .he -=..::.:.. .. -_ .. - -
!\mr,ic 01 j r! 2. f) 
A Tn D-ii-i~-:--o ~I'-;-'8 




B a c £1ej--;:;8' 
~_~ ,00< ---.~_ ~ 
C hl 1'0110:,,). C18.e 
c-hl-o~:-or:(:rrlcl8.e I 


































PhVSld:-w _-JJ __ ..,..-.-
Planorlnda(~ 
-Psyc hocTIdae 




























2 3 o 
o 2. 3 q 
Total 0f'£anisms 3 o 2.1 
Runs . I 5q ~8 ~ 34-S- 385" 
~~~----------4-~----4-------~--~--~--~---.~~~--~~~~ 
~S~C~I ____________ ~O~ .. _O~D~~~ ______ ~~D~.~~3~b~ __ ._J'_~_' __ ~r-_Z_._7_b~ __ 0.q3 
O.B02. 0.315" O.2.e O. 'L1.S 
l-Simpsonts o o· 72- 0.77/:' 
Diversity - , o /.18 2.01 - .. - ---4 
~R_e_d~u~n~d~2~t11~C~V~ __ ~I--L-__ ~ ______ -; __ o_.~S~2.~8~~ __ O_.~_1~8 __ +-~O_.~J4~6~-~_O~.~3~_5_4--4 
Me nh i niq!i.t..;;s~'_-f __ O_' _5_'77.;.....+ ___ -1-_°_ . ..:..°_" .;,..7-1-__ ..:../  _?-_. __ +_I._7..;;e_q;,.......ii--/_. _q _b_-l 
~M~a~r~~-,~.a~1_e~f_'~s ____ ~ __ O ____ ~ ______ ~_D_.4 __ 5_b~ __ I._~_4 __ J-_{_.9~~_4 __ .~_.b_3 __ ~ 
A (r r j 0 r: i d ~: r· 
A'n-;i1i. ~.oJT~;-:;-;:; 
Ami~h i 7,if(~-c: (; 
A nc"J.'c 1 i.e: ;~(-' 
Ann,? fidn 
If) (' J 1 i d~J C -----r-<-.--
1\ S t8.C l d a(: 
--,-.,. 
Bar:tJ(h(~ 
chii~ onom i (l ar: / 
Qhl~r~p2E~r{d8.C 
ChordodlCl:w 











Glossi n}1oniidae ---_ ... -._---
Gomphidae 
Halinlidae -----'--Heleidae 
He .. :6Ji'i,€; e n c i cJ~€:. e 
fu9. r ac 'n n i d:;~.~; 
liY..d l:?...£D-i d Sl. e 
HyclrometriCiac 
Hvdronh:i.licl:'lc 















































z 3 o 
Pyra 1 j d:;p -
H h v :1 r. 0 r;hl :I i (I :1. e 





Smv n t ll1l r i (1 :;.C: 
S I~~1! ~~~ r11 ci n t~ -
S -trct -t: i or1 \' j (1 ~~. C! ---- --_1 ___ . -, -------r---- .,....,J... , I S tlC r. J. n r:- ). G ,') U 
-i)8j:;anI(j;-i.~j ----r-----
iffptilT {Ti.tO--- -- - .- .. --~--.. --~- -------"'" I 
'-l'ubf7}c -} d;v; - .. _._-------- '--. __ ._":..l .. __ . ___ ... _ / s- / 7 ------ . -------
1'otal Familien 2. I 2- 0 0 3 - - -
Total Or@nisms 2 5' 2 0 0 q 
Runs . Z31 I 2.3i.J. 20D -
SCI o.qv.f. 0.002. O.q3b /.2. - --
S' t lm12S0n s 0.5 I 0.5' 0. ~2.q 
l-~i.m:Qs on f s 0.S" 0 0.5" 0.37/ 
Diversity 0.5'" 0 0.5"' O.b8{' -----
Rcdundanc,L 0 I 0 o. b~Jo._ 
McnhinicJc C s /. lj. ( 0.4!/-7 /. 114- / -
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2. 3 o 
Etnpidc!:.e_-:-___ -+-___ -+ ____ f-____ +-___ -+-____ ~---__I 
.Ephem~rid8.e I / 
Garnmarjdae ~ ~ 
.~;~~~~~~~~~~----_r------~--------~-------~------~-------_1 Glossiphoniida~ I / 
Gomnhfdae 
~fPJ~i~Q7,a~_-e----~--------~-----~-------r-------+--------~-------~ 
He Ie 5.c{8~e~~':'"""";' __ -l_-...:4 ___ -I-___ _+_---I__a~-+-----f_--'7~-_l 
Hep-tnf~(~~r~18~i~d~a~e~-+_----__ _r---__ ---_4-------~------+_------_4------~ 
Hydrs.chnidae 
TIi9r8pn?~·-a~:-a~e~-~-------+--------~~------~------~-------'-
l:!xdromo ~.~r...;;i;;..;d~2:;;;._-e;; __ + ____ _t_---1__--+_----+----__1---__l 
Hydrophilidae 
Hydr~~:~~.h_i~d~a_e~~----~----____ ~---__ ~-------~-------4_------~ 


















:i 2 3 Lf. 5" 0 
.Pyra licJ'-'p. 
Rhva(!ophilida~ 
---'-"'-r-:-81a1 J d;'_~ 3 3 
SifTluJLI (he 
~ni;~111rl c: :,_(~ 
. 
§YJ1::-;-c n ]:. d c~~ - --S tra t j om',' i c! ;:-te 
Sue c Il;;~{(} 2_ e 
. ---
'j' ~l~a lirJ;;e------~1 ------ ----------
'1' i.l2..l!..lX.~L~~'_-1 
'l'ubi i' ic id~'.e 28 10L ~I :::=::J 332. _. 52.3-._ 
1'0 ta] Fr".I!2i li e8 q () 2- if / II -
Total Orp;anisms bL. 0 103 Gq 332 S63 
Runs 3bq I 117.. / 70 
SCI b."Lf 0.04- 0.€8b o.ooz. 1.4 
SimQson's 0.24-'1 0·"18/ 0.7B7 / 08(:;4 
I-Simpson's 0.7'5/ 0.019 0.2.../3 0 0./3(, 
Diversity 2.2.l:. 0.06':> 0.'.)% 0 0.532-
Re,dund8.ncv 0.5'05' 0.988 0.874- / 0..931 
Menhinick's I. I Lf 0.117 0.4-02. 0.05"-1 0.Lf.2.2. 
-~ 
Marr&lef's UN- O.2../b Q.70,q 0 1.42-. 
Arrrionioyp 
.---.<~ 
AmnicoJ 1 (j p. ;~~ 
/\ ron-fll Z oi-~ ~!.(" 
p "" ;"-;"-\ nc: \,'2.1.]. r.~ ap. 
Ann~lf;b .. ------------
A;,,:lliLl~\e 
As tac j o.:~~,e 
Baetrd~i~::: -
C h fr 0 no1.1Fl ~? e _____ _ __ w _______ 
ChloI'op:::Y' 1 id ~l.8 
(; h ord 0((1 d.;:~0-















.!i.r2T3.C h ni&ae 


















Phvsirlnc .. ~ 
Plan()rCndne 



























~ 2. 3 Lj. S- o 




Sfnii-iJ -j i r, ~I i: 
0-__ ·._------_. 
Smv n in ~J.)- i ,; z:.~~ -sp}~~ (:.12·?:d -:;(~ 
0----------Strr!.ti.o:r;, .. j rl:iC _:, __ ~_ •. _ .~ ___ .... __ l: ... ,.~ ____ 
Stice J IE: J.ficu:! , __ 0 
.----.~.-1'nbr;iliriac!-----· -
r.rIi)un.d~ 
.... . - -----: 
rl'tl b r}'TCJ. c"i'~.C- 2. 
.-, 
Z .. -.-~- . '-
Total Families 0 / 1- a 0 Z 
Total Org~nisms 0 2- I 0 0 3 
Runs I I 2.3Q 
SCI CJ.D02. CJ.OOl. o· Cj:S"{, 
Simpson's / I 0.556 
I-SiTQPson's 0 0 O.l/.l/tJ-
Diversitv 0 0 0.52.8 -
Redundancy I. 70i /t}B /,'/tID35 0,387 
Menhinickes I I /./5 -
Margalcf's 0 0 0.91 () 
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o 
A f'!:..t.c2J:.! j 'J ;':~_-___ I ,-----1------+------1------+----1 
~~1tI1-?;~~~~·1 ~:-_------I:------------~-------~I------------r~----~-------------
Ann':!-Ijda ~=r- +_. ____ ._:-_ 
A ~ ~J J~j;~~ -z;-=--__ . ---iL:--_-----+--L-_~-=.-j-_--_-_ -- _-L_ __, __ _ 
J...~; t [~_.l..'_:i~-_' ___ ._. _ f____ ==J= 
B8r:Uc),l(! I ± L -- - ----.. --- .---,----.1---.-- ~-
Cl1.~r·(~~6?~i!;:L~?e ___ .1 / _ _--Z-_ __1. _. ' 2. _1_'7':"-__ 1 
Ch] (JJ.'o·(';~plicJ;-J:: _ ~ 
C h o-r2t-o(1·r(T~-.. -I---.-.. -~. ------ ~~----.~------~------__+--------r_--.----~---------r_------~ C De n'1""1~":\_ on i_ d PH' 
_C_u_f.~co£Tl~2_e ______________ ~~-------r------_4--------.:~-~~--_-_-_-~_-_-_-;~:.~::::~ 
~~_r-~~~----_~~L~--~-----__ --~ __ ----~_------_+-----.--4--~L~--~ 
Dolclll nodldae I 
DryQE1(t~a~c~~~~-+---------~-------~·-------l·--------+-------~------~ 
Dv tis c i...;.d_a._p.;.... ---+------1 "EliTITd ae- r'-----1:--------i--~_+----f------
E-~' -, -- ----+-----1-'------1------1 
&!:!U?J o:..~~ ___ ,--_____ .- -----+-----1------11-----1 
Enhemeritae L 2 
~ ---~----r-------~-------~-------+--~--~ 
.G_a_TDF:P.F1:.d_8_,.e_-;-r-,,-- !f-----I---:--I-----+----+----~_+---·__I 
r!...l'O.~_~L011:..;(~)n~l=1 . .:;d-;;.::.8:..;;.-c~'- ----1-----+-----\-----+-----;------1 




lixs~-r:::s:.l~'1:i...:d ..;...r.....:...1.(;...'l- -+----t~----+----__;-----+_---l_---_i 
l!x..cg·_P .. _(:D?·_c'.i.i"l,_e~---+---_+_---__t_-----t_----.+_---__l--__ ---I 
Jiydr 01il8 tr-i d ae_-I! ____ + ____ -I-_____ +-____ -t _____ ci-___ _I 
Hydro~hil~?~'a~e...:...:--_+--_--__ ~-----~ ____ --_l--__ ----+_------__t.-------~ 
Hydro~~~vchl~d~~--c __ ~--__ ----ji--------~~ ____ --+_--__ --_+---------+_------~ 
HydroEtil~.i~d~a~e~·--I ___ --__ ~~-----~ ____ --_4--__ --_+-------~.------__I 
Le~toceridae I 
Li be 11ll.1j o.c.1.c 
Lum brTc-r(i;:;'e:~ '---t----,--t-----/-----I-----, -\-------1------1 
"Lymn~1. c f"c18 . ...;..P ___ _ 







Ph..rXE3· ne i d ae 
Physjd2.o 
P 1 ario"r;-ti):-':d-a-c-' --.------I------r-----





2. 3 -- -Pvraljc17!C 
E11Y (l(:"£I~h 11 ieJ ,.:e -
S58.1id;,n / 3 <-/ L/ 
S i Ir:il'l:i··.l d;: P 
-
Sm"ll~!-r~rT(J '1 p -~~~~}-~. •• '- •• # - --_. S 1-1, ") , ...... ~ . ~ ......., ;.. .. l~(~~.:.: •. ~~~ '-J.? ._---_._-- .... __ ... -
S t r ,1 t' ():,", \') tol ('l C I 
~--;::--::-.;-. ~~--,··.J,·,I ,.., n ._--_ .. 
::::-2 ::.!..::.':. l..!, .:}~ :..:.::::.-__ _. -,--- -... -----1-----_. __ ... 
'i'a br: ! 15 (i <.; 8 -.. ---~ ... -. _. -- ... ~ _. r------ --.- ... --- -.-... -,-.. ~". 'iJi p~.~J 1.(\;;.e I 
Ti-t~·;-::::-:·":-,-:·-;:7- .- ---.-_ .. _--- .~ __ ... _a._ .... ', lu .L '. J.C .. dC'.c 0Z. 12-", -~- Lf~- B --.... - .. -.... --------_ .. _. 
Totrll !"am:i.J.ics 4 ~ :y- 3 3 -----,--_. .- --'-r"--'---' Total OrganJ.sn1E> 6b 13Ca 73 4-7 N "_..-,, .4 
Runs . 01 70 /13 Ljq 245' 
,-----~-.. 
SCI O·Lf99 0.84- 1./3 O.ZqLJ. /. 47 - . ----r----... 
Simpsop's 0.884 O.Bw 0.7Q7 O.QJ7 o.Llz.q ---
1-Sim1)S on' s o. II~ O.IIfO 0.2..03 0.082... 0.5'71 
Diversity 0·31./-'1 0,47fo 0.5''14- 0.2.3(, 1./6 
--"- ---'-' ... " ... _ .... 
~.lnd3.ncy. o. Q2.5 O.qlb O.87b 6q4t/- o· 515" - . ..'------ 0.9/4 
Menhinickts O.LJ.q2. 0.5'/4 0.585' 0.4-38 0.80z. ..... '.- . .-------, --_ .• -._. 
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~phRenid~~ ____ ~ ______ ~~ _____ ~ __ ----~ 
() 
Stra~io:;ujdae j 
Succ ln9 lctae I 
TabanlJa~-----r----- 1------~1-------+-------·-+------~--·-----~ 
1'_i-;;)" J ; r1 ,.. -;------j ------+1-----+-----+----+----; 
, ~ • ...:....'.J '-...... ~ '--~--+-'----I----4-----... ----+-
!~~~)~iC[ae -+-_, ____ ~~z--~~~-----~--__ --_4--------~-~-
I 
Total' Famil ~ I 2..,~-+-__ .:..I_..._l~-::.O-_+-_-_+-~ _ _+.-.....;::.--
- ,-
Tot.§;f...-.9.E.5§!1}1-~~L ~ __ '_j_? 
Runs I fbI/- I 
-~~--~~--~--~1-------~--~--4---~--+_~~~ 
scI ________________ 1+_o_._b_?b __ ~--O-~--O-z--~-----~~,----~--~--_+----~~ 
Sirg.J?,s Ql1' S l' o. b~ +---:.I--+-.---..;.-~--+---:.-_+--. .:;..:.._l 
l-sl~pson's ____ ~ ~O' ____ 4 ___ . _____ +-~~ __ +-__ ~ __ ~~~ 
Diversitv ~~ 0 
-_..-...-, -I .-. --- ---+-.....::::---4----+_ -r -- --
I o· toi::,<J.. __ .;-......;...--1--...,---..1-----1 ~~}lndancy 
0.701 
l'ila.rI,;alef· s O. bl.J o ~--'_~I _-'--"---I-, 
APPENDIX B 
TIME SHARE BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAM 
TO CALCULATE DIVERSITY 
219 
])V~2 
10 i)I~ NCI00J,M[l(1fJ] 
20 M!\T N=ZE~ 
---
21 PQINT "STATION MUM~~R?·, 
- --
2~ I'~PUT Q8 
23 nQ.INT " SA~PLE ~Jr.n·'JSq?", 
24 I ~JPUT Q 1 ---
25 D~INT "GIm:: DATt:: "1"T~1SqICALLY,\C; ~10:\,)TH, nD.Y, "' .. c., P " 
26 I~PUT Q2,Q3,14 
__ 3:..1 __ ~~~?2=~~"J,!,:-!, (""\?='iI\V,_-'3_:':l.=Y~~,1' 
30 C)qINT "EO T ' ~r-."1\TY T/)-'~,\" 
40 !"JPUT Fl 
41 Dq!l\JT" P,JDTJT F"'"iIL\'" \10. A\JD '1'1.TF PJD!~"IDT.r!,,~I~::: C:l:'T"),\pt\'T"c-n ~y r:fl"·'~P." 
42 0?I~T "Tl:'Q'lINI'>,'T"l:' ,'ITt{ 0,0" 
50 !"JDT!T E, \1 
6 n I .. F= 0 TT.:r~\T q 0 
70 'I [FJ =r'J 
en r:'1TO 50 





__ 9~1 ____ G 0 SU:~L~JLQ 
__ ~2 ___ GO_~1L~ 900 __ _ 
94 r-OTO 9999 ---_._-_.- ----
100 qEtL~U~qOTJJHJE TO GAL_CT-ILA.TE SSIlTTE1\JTIAL COMPl\l1ISON INDS'\( 
_~L_ qEM AND SIMPSO~S INDEX 
-~-~----~------- -~ ----- ---~---.-- ---
11 0 T=O 
120 FOR F=1 TO Fl --- -
_--,,--13. 0 I=_T_+_N_C_F:.L 
140 HCFJ=T 
150 "JEXT F 
~~-- - - ------ --
_~160 H=Y=O 
_---'I~'?JL EOR F= 1 _TO Fl 
180 H=H+NCFJ 
190 '.JSXT F 
__ 195 ?'31WI_~T'JTAL ~,\XI'\_":'1 
196 p-q P)T N T'JTAL "'7HIfSr.~" H 
200 qsrvr SH1o S0llT S I'lT')r:-" 






230 NEXT F 
~35 ?RINT 
___ 2L!0 ~~.JNJ_"HOF M.l1\JY Qi\f',JDOM SSLr..:~'T'O'"?S" 
250 IN?UT II 
260 1\f3=0 
270 L=O 
230 FOR 1=1 TO II 
290 R=INTCT*RND(O)+.S) 
300 IF ~=O THEN 2 0 0 
310 FOR F=1 TO Fl 
320 IF M[FJ<R THE'! 3'7~ 
330 IF F=L THE~J 3 c:; 0 
340 n3=l\J3+1 
~~_~ _l,.=r __ . 
360 GOTO 380 
370 NSXT F 





390 PRINT "NUHBER OF ~:P·.JS IS "N3 ----
L!O 0 PRINT "SCI VALTIS IS"N3/Il 
-----
410 PRINT ·SIMPSONS I~DEX IS ·Y 
L!20 PRINT "l-SIMPS01\JS INDEX IS"l-Y --- .~--- ~ --- --- -- --
L!30 qETmm --- ----- --~----~--
500 REM SUS9.0UT INS TO CALCULATE 'l! m::qc; I TY PJDEX AND qFDTJNnC\_~JCY 
- -
510 !'IJ= 0 
520 FOR p= 1 TO F1 
530 '\J=N+1\J1:PJ 
5L! 0 NEXT P 
------~ ---- -~-----
560 REM CALCULATES TRTJE DIVSRSITY °SR INDIUIDT!.AL 
570 r}=0 
580 FOR J=1 TO Fl 
----
590 ~1=N [J J 
----- ... -
600 GO STJ13 800 
61 0 ~=Q+Z 
--~ 






f)/~O GOSlJ3 BIJ 0 
650 DO=(Z-f"))/N 
660 qEM CALCTJLATE~ T'!r::ORETrCAL !;,\YI;"!TT'1 D1ur.-n':;r""'y 
670 M=;\J 
6'30 Gosrr3 ~OO 
69 Q 89= ~/M 
700 REM Cl\LCTTL~T'!:"~ Pr:'T')TTNDf.'l.\JCY I'·r p,\qt·1TTTATFJN DIHf."PSITV 
'710 ':=(1)9-1)0)/89 
__ T~_OP_~P!L~' DI}!S,:cC;! TV" Tl"J __ .. __ . __ 
730 ?qPJT "'='ED:Tqf\'\'TC~''', R 
7.4 0 ~ETTTqN 
~o () ~f."~T STJrF"I"')TJTFTt:' ~f"') CALCTTL,C\Tt:' T/'1r'~! (1:1.t:\S~ ?) - ______ __ __" -.0" •. _. __ _ 
81 0 2.=0 
B~ 0 FOq 1=2 TO ~·1 
__ 2:'3 ~ 2.=Z+LOr-C I) ---. _. 
['.4 0 :\JE:XT I 
85(1 Z.=Z.lLOr-(~) 
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1 
21 , f-I ;.1 MI (/), >-Ii f-
I-t.. 2: ~, 2' 0 t2 
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